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1 ‘The Black Castle of Adare’: A History of Adare 
Castle1

Caitríona Devane

Adare – an early medieval backdrop
The castle at Áth Dara, ‘the ford of the oak’ was built at the first fording point on the 
River Maigue in the townland of Ardshanbally, ‘ard-sean-baile’, ‘the height of old home-
stead or village’.  The townland name suggests that the early settlement at Adare may have 
been on the eastern bank of the River Maigue close to Adare Castle.  Despite its stragetic 
position, however, Adare does not figure in literary or historical sources until 1226 when 
an annual fair was permitted at the manor.

Early-medieval setting
The fording point at Adare was within the early medieval lordship of Uí Chairpre Aebda, 
which, from the fifth/sixth century until c.950 shared the rotating regional kingship of Uí 
Fidgente with their kinsfolk, Uí Chonaill Gabra.  Their eponymous ancestor was Fiachu 
Fidgenid who was succeeded in the kingship of Uí Fidgente by his son, Cairpre, after 
whom Uí Chairpre [Aebda] are named.  Cairpre had a nephew named Conall whose 
descendants lent their name to the western half of Uí Fidgente, which became known as 
Uí Chonaill [Gabra] (O’Brien 1976, 230-31).  The Norman governance that was put in 
place following the invasion of 1169 adopted the two dynastically derived toponymsas 
administrative units, known as Ocarbry and Connello.

The kingship of Munster during this time was dominated by a powerful federation 
known as the Eóganachta with whom Uí Fidgente claimed kinship.  This gave them 
certain privileges and Uí Chairpre were considered a sóerthuath and were not obliged to 
pay tribute to the king of Cashel.  The king of Uí Chairpre received seven horses, seven 
horns for drinking wine, seven swords, seven female slaves and seven youths annually 
from the king of Cashel (Dillon 1962, 30-1, 34-5).  There were two competing factions 
within the Eóganachta, Iar Mumu, ‘West Munster’ and Oirr Mumu, ‘> Ormond = East 
Munster’.  Uí Fidgente were affiliated politically with the former.  Following the death of 
Máel Dúin mac Aeda, king of Munster, in 786 (AI; AU), the fortunes of Iar Mumu went 
into decline and from then on, Oirr Mumu took precedence in Munster, their Eóganacht 
Caisil branch dominating the provincial kingship until the rise of Dál Cais in the late-
tenth century.

The main line of Uí Chairpre, descended from Óengus Lappae, are Uí Donnubáín, 
the descendants of Donnubán mac Cathail who was defeated by Brian Boromha in a 
battle at Cathair Chúáin near Monasteranenagh in 977, in retribution for treachery that 
led to the execution of Briain Boromha’s brother, Mathgamain, the previous year (AI: 
1  The term ‘The Black Castle of Adare’ occurs in An Leabhar Muimhneach, ‘The Book of Munster”, 
an eighteenth-century genealogical manuscript based on early seventeenth-century compilations.
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DAI; Todd 1867, 102-03).  Although it has been debated that Adare Castle was built on 
the site of one of Donnubán’s family strongholds (Wyndham-Quin 1865, 105; Rynne 
1961, 193-202), there is no evidence that Uí Donnubáín ever resided in Adare; instead, 
all evidence points to Croom and Bruree, on the Maigue, as their principal strongholds.

Cenél Eirc
Official documents, dating to 1235 and 1331 respectively, that outline the extents of early 
Crown grants to Norman commanders, identify a tuath called Cenél Eirc as the people 
after whom the district around Adare was named (Mac Niocaill 1964, 19, 123; Nicholls 
1968, 25).  Cenél Eirc may be one and the same as Uí Meic Eirc whose leader, Cúán mac 
Conaill, king of Uí Chairpre and of Uí Fidgente, was killed at the battle of Carn Conaill 
in 649 (AI; AT; MIA; AFM 645, recte 649).  Cúán was succeeded by his third cousin Eó-
ganán, a great-grandson of Óengus Lappae.  Uí meic Eirc were descended from Óengus 
Lappae’s brother, Erc (Stokes 1901, 206-07; O’Brien 1976, 232).

The Norman documents that distinguish Cenél Eirc as the population group within 
whose territory Adare Castle is situated, identify the people who inhabited the opposite 
bank of the Maigue as Clann Áeda (Nicholls 1968, 25; ibid, 1969, 61-3).  Like Erc, Áed 
was a common name amongst Uí Chairpre: one such individual was a son of the afore-
mentioned Óengus Lappae.  Clann Áeda, more or less coterminous with the modern 
parish of Kilcornan, is in the modern barony of Kenry, a name that is derived from 
the Caenraige, who were indigenous to the area before the rise of Uí Fidgente and the 
Eóganachta.

The kingship of Uí Fidgente continued to rotate between Uí Chairpre and Uí Chonaill 
until the death of Eóganán’s great-grandson, Cenn Fhélad, in 774 (AI).  After this Uí 
Chonaill asserted themselves as the dominant force within Uí Fidgente, leaving a hiatus 
in the Uí Chairpre record that lasted until the second half of the tenth century when 
Donnubán mac Cathail became king of Uí Chairpre.

The traditional loyalty to the Eóganachta that Uí Chairpre inherited made them nat-
ural opponents of the up and coming Dál Cais who asserted themselves on the Munster 
stage following the death of the Eóganacht king, Cellechán Caisil, in 954.  Uí Chairpre’s 
main residence at that time, according to the saga Caithréim Chellecháin Chaisil, was in 
Croom (Bugge 1905, 13-15, 71-75).  In 964 Mathgamain mac Cennétig, king of Dál Cais 
marched to Cashel and occupied the lands of the Eóganachta, expelling the Norse in the 
process (Todd 1867, 70-71).  Donnubán mac Cathail, whose daughter married Ímar, the 
Norse king of Waterford, may himself have been married to the daughter of Ímar, the 
Norse king of Limerick (Ó Corráín 1974, 23; Pender 1951, 156; Downham, 2007, 56-7).

The demise of Uí Chairpre
The king of Munster at the time of Mathgamain mac Cennétig’s campaign against the 
Eóganachta in 964 was Máel Muad mac Brain, king of Eóganacht Raithlind, in west 
county Cork.  Máel Muad’s main ally was Donnubán mac Cathail of Uí Chairpre, with 
whom he fought at the Battle of Sulcoit in 967 in support of Limerick king, Ímar, against 
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Mathgamain and Dál Cais (Todd 1867, 76-77).  Mathgamain got the upper hand and 
c.970 he overthrew Máel Muad.  In 976 Mathgamin was in Donnubán’s residence in 
Croom where Donnubán took him prisoner and handed him over to Máel Muad who 
executed him (Todd 1867, 88-9; AI; AT; CS; AFM 974, recte 976).  Mathgamain was suc-
ceeded by his brother, Brian Boromha, who immediately went on the offensive against 
the members of the alliance that had been responsible for his brother’s death.  He attacked 
Ímar, the Norse king of Limerick, and killed him and his two sons (AI 977).  In 977 he 
turned his attention to Uí Fidgente and plundered their cattle and took the fortress of 
Cathair Chúáin, on or bordering the lands of Monasteranegh, and killed the inhabitants 
(AI; AFM; Todd 1867, 102-03; DAI).  If Cathair Chúáín was named after the Uí meic 
Eirc king, Cúán mac Conaill, who died in the battle of Carn Conaill in 649, the territory 
of Uí meic Eirc, at the very least, must have extended from Adare to Monasteranenagh in 
the seventh century.

Brian Boromha got his ultimate revenge for his brother’s death when he killed Máel 
Muad mac Brain in the Battle of Belach Lechta in 978, effectively ending any serious op-
position to Dál Cais authority in Munster.  Donnubán died in 980 and was succeeded as 
king of Uí Chairbre by his son Uainide who died in 982 (AI).  Donnubán’s descendants, 
Uí Donnubáín were superceded by Uí Cléirechéin who, from then on, came under the 
patronage of Brian Boromha and his descendants, Uí Briain.

Uí Briain
Throughout the eleventh century Munster politics were dominated by Uí Briain.  Having 
wrested Caisel from the Eóganachta in 964, Muirchertach Mór Ua Briain, a great-grand-
son of Brian Boromha, granted it to the church in 1101.  Uí Briain, although they had be-
come the undisputed rulers of Tuad Mumu (> Thomond = North Munster), came under 
pressure from Meic Cárthaig, the descendants of Eóganacht Caisil who has been pushed 
southwards into the southern half of the province; it became known as Des Mumu, Des-
mond.  Their most successful contender was Cormac mac Cárthaig who intended to rein-
state the Eóganacht claim on Caisel (Flanagan 2005, 919).  The fact that Caithréim Chel-
lecháin Chaisil, which Cormac commissioned c.1127-1134, placed Donnubán in Croom 
hints that Ui Chairpre still inhabited their ancestral lands in the early-twelfth century.  
Uí Briain recognised Cormac’s status as King of Caisel.  He was nevertheless assassinated 
in 1138 at the instigation of Toirrdelbach Ua Briain, leth rí, ‘half king’ of Dál Cais.  The 
continuous jostle between Thomond and Desmond came to a head in 1151 when Di-
armait mac Cárthaig, with the support of the kings of Connacht and Leinster, inflicted 
a decisive defeat on Toirdelbach Ua Brian at the Battle of Móin Mór, County Cork, at 
which thousands were slain (AI; MIA; AFM).  The ancient east-west divide between Iar 
Mumu and Oirr Mumu was by now replaced by the new divisions of Thomond and Des-
mond, a split that would impact on Uí Chairpre which, when the Cambro-Normans ar-
rived in Ireland, was split in two, the northern half of the ancient kingdom by then called 
Uí Chairpre Íochtarach (Lower Uí Chairpre), the southern half Uí Chairpre Uachtarach 
(Upper Uí Chairpre).  The division may account for the donation of land at Aenach 
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Cairpre, ‘the fair of Uí Chairpre’ to the Cistercian order, by Toirdelbach Ua Briain.  He 
supposedly endowed the monks in thanksgiving for having defeated the Norse in the 
vicinity in 1148.  Granting swordland to the church was an age-old practice that created 
an irrevocable buffer against the enemy.  Toirdelbach Ua Briain was succeeded by his son 
Muirchertach, who was killed at the instigation of a cousin within a year.  His successor 
was Domnall Mór Ua Briain.

The Anglo-Norman period
On their arrival in Ireland in 1169, the Normans introduced new approaches to military 
campaigning that included the construction of circular ringworks with timber defences 
and motte and bailey castles.  In 1176 the building of a stone castle at Trim was under 
way on the site of an earlier wooden fortification and one by one the more practical motte 
and bailey structures and some viable ringworks throughout Ireland were replaced by 
stone structures.

With a policy of colonisation in progress, Henry II arrived in Waterford in 1171.  Di-
armait mac Cárthaig, King of Desmond, was the first to welcome him and pay homage.  
The following day Domnall Mór ua Briain submitted in Caisel (AI).  Early in 1174, under 
Hervey de Montmorency, the Norman attack on Munster was intensified, only to be met 
with utter defeat when Domnall Mór ua Briain routed Strongbow’s army at Thurles (AI; 
AFM).  In 1175 Ruaidrí ua Conchobair, King of Connacht, invited the Normans to join 
him in an expedition against Ua Briain.  They marched into Thomond and expelled him, 
leaving a Norman garrison in Limerick.  Domnall Mór returned to Limerick the follow-
ing year (AFM; Scott & Martin 1978, 52-3; Otway-Ruthven 1968, 56).

Soon afterwards Raymond le Gros, on hearing that Domnall Mór ua Briain was 
blockading Limerick, captured the town and left a garrison there (AI; MIA).  Ua Briain 
again put Limerick under siege and there was a stand off until the Normans surrendered 
the town to the Thomond king on hearing the news of Strongbow’s death in 1176.  The 
town was handed over to Domnall Mór on the understanding that he would return it 
to the Normans on demand.  Instead, he broke the bridge and razed the town; it would 
be two decades before the Normans again got a foothold in Limerick. In the meantime, 
Domnall Mór ua Briain had made peace with his powerful rival, Ruaidrí ua Conchobair, 
and acknowledged his supremacy as high-king of Ireland.  Ua Conchobair, realizing that 
he did not have the means to overpower the forces of the Normans, opened negotiations 
with the Crown’s justiciar, Meiler fitzHenry, Henry II’s chief representative in Ireland.  
This led to the Treaty of Windsor which was signed on 6 October 1175 (Scott & Martin 
1978, 164-67, 295 n39; AFM).

The Treaty of Windsor
The negotiations with Meiler FitzHenry led to the Treaty of Windsor, under which terms 
Ruaidrí ua Conchobair recognized Henry II of England as his overlord, renouncing ‘the 
sceptre and kingdom of Ireland’ (A Clon).  The treaty preserved the Irish system, explicit-
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ly recognizing the status of Ruadrí ua Conchobair as sovereign of the areas not conquered 
by the Normans.  Henry II promised to give military support to the Irish king should his 
authority be defied.  In return, Ua Conchobair agreed to collect tribute for the king from 
all parts of Ireland (Otway-Ruthven 1968, 56-7; AT).

Domnall Mór ua Briain

The Great War 1177
Internal warfare amongst Meic Cárthaig was seized upon by Uí Briain as an opportu-
nity to stamp their authority on Munster and in 1176 Domnall Mór ua Briain crossed 
Limerick into Eóganacht Locha Léin, and plundered it (AI; MIA).  In 1177 his son, 
Muircheartach, accompanied the Norman lords, fitzStephen and De Cogan, to Cork and 
plundered the town.  Outright war between Domnall Mór ua Briain of Thomond and 
Diarmaid Mór mac Cárthaig of Desmond led to the expulsion of Uí Donnubáín and Uí 
Chairpre, and the neighbouring Uí Chonaill, all sympathizers of Meic Cárthaig, by Uí 
Briain into the country around Lough Leine and Mangarton (AI; MIA).  Uí Donnubáín 
and Uí Chairpre remained in exile, serving as officials to Meic Cárthaig.  It is not known 
if Cenél Eirc, in the vicinity of Adare, suffered the same fate as their local chiefs or if they 
continued to manage their ancestral lands under new masters.

The Council of Oxford
The Treaty of Windsor was broken when Henry II conferred the title ‘Lord of Ireland’ on 
his youngest son John at the Council of Oxford in June 1177  This happened at around 
the same time as the ‘Great War’ between Ua Briain and Meic Cárthaig took place.  He 
made speculative grants of the kingdom of Cork to FitzStephen and De Cogan and 
exacted tribute from Meic Cárthaig.  ‘The whole Kingdom of Limerick, [i.e. Thomond] 
with the city itself ’, was likewise granted to Herbert & William fitzHerbert & their 
nephew Joel de la Pomerai.  The grantees of the Kingdom of Limerick renounced their 
endowment later in the year on grounds that the territory was not yet subject to the king 
as it still had to be conquered.  Limerick was subsequently granted to Philip de Breuse 
‘for the service of sixty knights’ (CDI i, 29; Scott & Martin, 1978, 317 n.191, 184-85, 336 
n. 330).  The grant didn’t lead to immediate occupation for when De Breuse attempted 
to lay claim to his grant he was forced to retreat because the Norse inhabitants, at the 
instigation of Domnall Mór ua Briain, had set fire to the town to prevent it from being 
garrisoned (Scott & Martin 1978, 184-87). It was clear that Henry II had by then dropped 
all pretence of abiding by the Treaty of Windsor.

William de Burgo
Having gained the upper hand over Meic Cárthaig in ‘the Great War’ of 1177, Dom-
nall Mór ua Briain became the most formidable man in Munster and was recognized as 
‘king of the two Munsters’, Thomond and Desmond.  William de Burgo became one of 
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Domnall Mór ua Briain’s main allies.  According to the late sixteenth-century Historia et 
Genealogia Familiae de Burge, De Burgo was married to a daughter of Henry II when he 
came to Ireland (Ó Raghallaigh 1926-27, 120-21).  They had a son called Richard who 
remained in Ireland with his father following his mother’s early death.  Domnall Mór 
ua Briain forged a union with De Burgo by marrying his daughter off to the widower 
who subsequently supported Ua Briain against Meic Cárthaig (O’Grady 1929, i 153-54, 
ii 163-65).

John, Prince of Ireland
In 1185 John, ‘Prince of Ireland’ made an expedition to his new colony.  He built motte 
and bailey castles at Lismore, (DAI), Tibberaghny and Ardfinnan as part of his policy to 
occupy the country (AFM; DAI).  Domnall Mór ua Briain resisted Prince John’s attempt 
to establish authority over Munster by attacking the Norman garrison at Ardfinnan, 
which suffered fatalities on two occasions during John’s expedition.

In 1195 Hamo de Valognes was appointed Justiciar of Ireland.  The Normans were 
occupying the city of Limerick, apparently with the consent of Ua Briain who probably 
saw the Normans as a check on Meic Cárthaigh.  In 1197 John gave the city a charter, 
and granted Hamo de Valognes two cantreds in Uí Chonaill (Hardy 1837, 19a; CDI i, 
14; Ferrar 1787, 4).  The general pattern was one of relatively small grants, with no single 
predominant interest.  The manor of Adare, in the meantime, had come into the posses-
sion of Gerald fitzMaurice in 1195 (Mac Niocaill 1964, 19).

Defending the frontier
The Normans dealt with the continuing aggression of the kings of Thomond and Con-
nacht by building castles to insulate Leinster, and as much of Ormond and Desmond as 
possible, from attack.  In 1192 they made a concerted effort in Munster.  Their frequent 
incursions into Thomond were resisted by Domhnall Mór ua Briain, who inflicted ‘great 
slaughter’ on the Normans in a battle at Thurles that year (MIA).  Numerous stone castles 
were erected, including one at Kilfeacle, which had been granted to William de Burgo 
(AFM). These replaced the original motte and bailey structures and formed a defensive 
network capable of withstanding attack.

In 1193 the castle at Brí Uis/Briginis, ‘Bruis’, in the barony of Clanwilliam, County 
Tipperary, was built, apparently with the consent of Domnall Mór ua Briain ‘as a check 
on Domnall mac Meic Cárthaigh’ (MIA; DAI; AI).  The barony of Clanwilliam takes its 
name from Domnall Mór ua Briain’s son-in-law, William de Burgo, who may have been 
instrumental in the construction of the castle.

The Black Castle of Adare
According to an Leabhar Muimhneach, Domnall Mór ua Briain adopted the policy of his 
Norman neighbours and, around the same time as he supported the building of the castle 
at Bruis, he set about constructing a castle at Adare.  The manuscript credits the King of 
Thomond as follows:-
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‘Domhnall Mór mac Toirdhealbhaigh, mic Diarmada Rí dhá Chóigeadh Mumhan, isé 
do rinn Caisleán Dubh Átha Dara agus an halla mór don taobh theas don Chaisleán; agus 
Caisleán Croma cois Máighe agus Mainistear an Aonaigh i bPobal Bhriain, Mainistear Fhear 
Muighe i gConntae Chorcaighe agus sé mainistreacha déag oile san Mhumhain, agus do iod-
hbair iad gona mbeathadhaibh do Dhia agus dá mhanchaibh do rath a anma féin’.*

 ‘Domhnall Mór son of Toirdhealbhach, son of Diarmaid, King of two Provinces of 
Munster, it is he who built the Black Castle of Adare and the great hall to the south of the 
Castle; and the Castle of Croom by the Maigue and the Monastery of Aonach [Monas-
teranenagh] in Pubblebrien, the Monastery of Fermoy in County Cork and sixteen other 
monasteries in Munster, and he gave them and their means up to God and to his monks 
for the good of his own soul.’

*Extract from an Leabhar Muimhneach (Ó Donnchadha 1940, 342 TCD MS 1281 
106b TCD MS 1292, 6v). Translated by C. Devane.

There was already an established, albeit relatively new, tradition of ecclesiastical archi-
tecture in Ireland following the arrival of continental religious orders in the mid-twelfth 
century, and one of the principal patrons of the new style was Domnall Mór ua Briain’s 
father, Toirrdelbach.  A distinctive style of round-headed twin-light windows, bordered 
with continuous heavy roll moulding, is found in the ruins of Monasternenagh.   This 
window style occurs in Cistercian architecture in Burgundy c.1150 but does not appear 
to have reached Ireland or Britain until the end of the twelfth century (Morris 1992, 3).  
The windows in Monasteranenagh could date to anytime between 1170 and 1220 (Stal-
ley 1987, 248). Identical roll moulding occurs on similar windows in the ‘Great Hall’ at 
Adare Castle (Wyndham-Quin 1865, 122-125; Sweetman 1980, 241-42; ibid 1999, 37; 
Leask 1999, 34-5).  Recent templates taken of the roll-mouldings from Monasternenagh 
are identical to those from the Great Hall at Adare. Their similarity suggests not only that 
they may be contemporaneous but that it is likely that it was the same family of masons 
who constructed the windows at both sites (L. Dunne pers. comm.).  The description of 
Adare Castle as ‘the Black Castle’ refers to the dark colour of the limestone masonary.

The fact that Philip de Breuse failed to make any headway in realizing his 1177 grant, 
throughout the reign of Domnall Mór ua Briain, is an argument against the often ex-
pressed contention that Adare Castle replaced a previous Norman ringwork (Barry 1993, 
307; Sweetman 1999, 5).

Dissolution of the Kingdom of Thomond
No time was wasted in disposing of Domnall Mór ua Briain’s territory following his death 
in 1194 and within a short time Thomond was reduced to an area more or less cotermin-
ous with the present County Clare.  In 1195, the sons of Maurice fitzGerald, Thomas and 
Gerald, became involved in the exploitation of lands in Limerick.  Maurice had played a 
major role in restoring Diarmait mac Murchada to the kingship of Leinster in 1169.  His 
youngest son, Thomas, established himself at Shanid in Uí Chonaill.  His son Gerald, 
according to a charter that survives in the Red Book of the Earls of Kildare, was granted 
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the manors of Adare and Croom in 1195.  The grant included four tuatha in the cantred 
of Kenry Huetred, county Limerick, called Kenre Hechtred, Shyrmahe, Clennedhe and 
Kinnelerke, which appear to be coterminous with the medieval deaneries of Adare and 
Croom (Mac Niocaill 1964, 19).  Kenre Huedred is a francoisation of Caenraige Íochta-
rach, ‘Lower Kenry’ which was superseded by Carbry Othrath and Ocarbry Otherach, 
in later documents.  Kinnelerke is a derivation of Cenél Eirc, on whose ancestral land 
Adare Castle was built.  Evidence in subsequent administrative records illustrates that the 
manors of Adare and Croom from then on continued to share a common history until 
the seventeenth century.

The Normans continued to build defences along their frontiers and in 1199 the Justi-
ciar, Hamo de Valognes, built a castle in Askeaton (AI; Misc).  In 120l the bawn of Car-
rigogunnell was burnt by the men of Connacht.  The following year King John granted it 
to William de Burgo on condition that ‘he fortify the castle and if we desire to have it we 
will give him an exchange’ (Westropp, 1916, 36).

The largest grant in Munster was the ‘honor of Limerick’ which was given to Wil-
liam de Breuse, a nephew of Philip de Breuse, in 1201; it excluded the land of William de 
Burgo.  Over time de Breuse neglected his annual payment to the crown and suffered the 
consequences (CDI i, 24, 26; Otway-Ruthven 76-7, 79-80).  De Burgo was given posses-
sion of the castle of Askeaton, on condition that his sons and other hostages be put into 
the care of the Justiciar, Meiler fitzHenry (CDI i, 29).  It is probable that De Burgo had 
no more than custody of Askeaton during the minority of Hamo de Valogne’s heir, upon 
whom his father’s lands and castle of Askeaton were confirmed in 1215 (CDI i, 92; Orpen 
1907, 450).  In 1203 the Justiciar brought his forces to Limerick to subdue De Burgo and, 
following a further dispute with FitzHenry, De Burgo was deprived of his Munster estates 
in March 1204.  Six months later, the king ‘restored to William de Burgo all his land of 
Munster with its fortresses’ and granted his legal protection ‘to the tenants of William de 
Burgo who had fled from their lands’ (CDI i, 32; ibid, 36)

On 3 April 1206 an inquisition was held to see if certain lands that included ‘Carebry 
Wuhtrah’, belonged to ‘the Kingdom of Cork’ or to the ‘Kingdom of Limerick’.  If they 
belonged to Cork, they would be taken into the King’s hands (CDI i, 44).  Ambiguity 
as to whether Uí Chairpre Uachtarach belonged to Desmond or Thomond proves that 
Adare, in Uí Chairpre íochtarach, unequivocally belonged to Thomond.

King John landed in Waterford in 1210, and was welcomed by Donnchad Cairprech 
ua Briain, to whom the king granted the De Burgo castle of Carrigogunnell and the 
lordship of Thomond at an annual rent of sixty marcs (MIA; AI).  In return, Donnchad 
supported King John during his stay in Ireland and remained loyal to the English Crown 
until his death in 1242 (AI).  His rent for his lands in counties Limerick and Clare did not 
include the city of Limerick, which De Burgo administered for the king, or the cantred 
of the Ostmen (Hardy 1837, 98b-99a; CDI i 24).
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The Manor of Adare

Geoffrey de Marisco
Gerald fitzMaurice fitzGerald’s son, Maurice fitzGerald, heir to the manor of Adare, was 
a minor at the time of his father’s death in 1201.  His widowed mother, Eve de Berming-
ham subsequently married Geoffrey de Marisco, c.1217/1218.  Eve died c.1226.  De Mar-
isco served as Justiciar of Ireland between 1215 and 1221, and between 1226 and 1228.  
When Maurice came of age c.1215, he was obliged to pay 60 marks to take possession 
of his father’s lands in Ireland.  Maurice’s stepfather, the Justiciar Geoffrey de Marisco, 
was instructed to give possession of the FitzGerald estate at Maynooth, granted to Gerald 
fitzMaurice in 1195, and other lands belonging to Gerald fitzGerald, to the young heir 
(Mac Niocaill 1964, 61-3; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 137).  These included ‘Carbry Othrath’, 
equivalent to Kenry Heutred of the charter of 1195, which included the manor of Adare 
(Mac Niocaill 1964, 19).  Some time later Maurice fitzGerald came into possession of the 
land of his brother William in the vicinity of Naas, and through marriage, he received 
the title ‘Baron of Offaly’.

Before his appointment as Justiciar in 1215, De Marisco had a chequered career path, 
revolting against the earlier justiciar, Meiler fitzHenry, in 1207.  In 1221, under a new 
king, Henry III, De Marisco was accused of stealing the taxes of the whole of Ireland for 
the previous six years for which he was dismissed.  He was probably still married to Eve 
de Bermingham when he was reappointed as Justiciar in 1226.  

The theory that the castle at Adare was built by Geoffrey de Marisco (Halpin and 
Newman 2006, 365-66; Wiggins 2000, 19; Mac Neill 1997, 38; Salter 1993, 82-83; 
Westropp 1916, 64) has no historical foundation as it is based on a charter by which De 
Marisco was awarded a grant of ‘a yearly fair at his manor of Addare for 8 days from the 
feast of St. James’ [July 25 – Aug. 1].  The grant, dated 4 July 1226 (CDI i, 214), is the 
earliest known reference to Adare.  The reference to the Feast of St. James suggests that 
the Trinitarian Friary, for ‘Friars of the Order of the Holy Trinity for the redemption of 
Christian captives’, founded by Maurice fitzGerald and dedicated to St. James, predates 
the grant to hold the fair (Archdall 1786, ii 415; Ferrar 1787, 194, 431; Wyndham-Quin 
1865, 137).  

Maurice fitzGerald, the second Baron of Offaly, held the office of Justiciar between 
1232 and 1245.  He was implicated in the death of Earl Richard Marshall at the Curragh, 
County Kildare in 1234 but was pardoned because Geoffrey de Marisco was responsible 
for the incident.  Despite losing his position as justiciar in 1228, De Marisco continued 
to flaunt authority.  In 1235 both he and his son William were excommunicated for seiz-
ing land from the Archbishops of Cashel and Limerick and for other violations against 
property and people (CDI i, 337) and forced into exile.  Following De Marisco’s exile, the 
king took possession of his estates.

In 1251 Maurice fitzGerald was granted free chase and warren ‘in terries suis de Car-
bry’ by Henry III (CDI i, 466-67; Mac Niocaill 1964, 15).  When he died in 1257, he 
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was described as ‘destroyer of the Irish’ (AFM).  His son, Maurice fitzMaurice fitzGerald 
succeeded him as the third Baron of Offaly.

John and Ailenor de Verdun
In 1266 the manors of Adare was in the hands of John de Verdun who held it ‘by will 
and ordinance of the king’ (CDI iii, 364).  The reason for this may be connected with De 
Verdun’s exile following his arrest as a Royalist during the Civil War between the Henry 
III and the marcher lords (Rothwell 1975, 180).  Maurice fitzGerald had been in rebellion 
in 1264 and had captured the Justiciar, Theobald Butler, and John de Cogan, after which 
an expedition was sent to oppose him.  If De Verdun played a part in quelling the unrest 
in Ireland, he may have been rewarded with some of Maurice fitzGeralds lands, including 
Adare (Hagger 2001, 94).

John de Verdun’s grant included ‘all the lands, castles, tenements &c of Croom and 
Adare’.  The grant passed back to Maurice fitzGerald, on his marriage to Agnes de Va-
lence in 1266 (CDI iv, 320).  A stipulation in the grant was that, should Maurice die 
before his wife, without issue, that she should hold and enjoy the profits of the lands until 
her death, after which they would revert to Maurice’s heirs.  While Agnes subsequently 
married John de Aveynes, she continued to defend her claims on the manors (Begley 
1906, 178; Westropp 1907, 163; Hickson 1892, 142).  Her stepson Gerald fitzMaurice, 
the fourth Baron of Offaly, died childless in 1287 and his lands passed to his sister Juliana 
who was married to John de Cogan.

When John de Verdun died in 1274, his widow Ailenor, on 10 June 1278, judicially 
contested Agnes de Valence’s tenure of Adare and associated property, and came to an 
agreement with John de Aveynes concerning her dower (CDI ii, 276; Hagger 2001, 95).  
Agnes de Valance was still in possession of her entitlements in Adare in 1295 when the 
sheriff of Limerick, Roger Vincent de Lesse of Adare, was fined 2s for entering the house 
of Simon Dunster seeking the money of Lady Agnes de Valance, for wasting Dunster’s 
food and drink against his will, and for taking a ½ mark in money and victuals from the 
town (CJRI XXIII-XXXI Edward I, 51-2).

Agnes de Valence v John fitzThomas
Juliana de Cogan, who came into her brother Gerald’s lands in 1287, swapped Adare and 
other lands in Limerick in 1293 for the manor of Maynooth, which was owned by John 
fitzThomas fitzGerald.  John fitzThomas obtained a quitclaim of his aunt, Agnes de Val-
ance’s rights to Geraldine land around the same time.  These included the whole manor 
of Adare and all its appurtenances (Wyndham-Quin 1865, 177-79; MacNiocaill 1964, 
31-2; Begley 1906, i 177-78; Otway-Ruthven 1968, 205).  John fitzThomas was the fifth 
Baron of Offaly in 1286.

When John fitzThomas fitzGerald came into ownership of the manor of Adare in 
1293, it, and some other manors, came as ‘lands and lordships, with all their appurte-
nances in lordships, demesnes, churches, chapels, and their advowsens in castles and 
forts, water-mills, lakes, water-courses, fish-ponds, preserves, fords, courts of the hundred, 
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markets, parks, defenses, moors, marshes, waters, meadows, pastures, roads, footpaths, 
wards, marriages, and escheats, and all other liberties and free customs belonging to the 
aforesaid manors, lords, and lordships.’  Juliana de Cogan added a caveat to the deed, 
demanding to her and her heirs ‘one sparrow-hawk or three pence in silver in return’, an-
nually (MacNiocaill 1964; 32-33; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 138).  

On 24 April 1297 another agreement was reached between John de Cogan, the hus-
band of Juliana, and John fitzThomas relating to lands in Limerick and Leinster. The 
lands in Limerick were those listed in the land transaction between John fitzThomas 
fitzGerald and Juliana de Cogan in 1293 (MacNiocaill 1964, 41-6).  The manors, were 
jointly called the ‘manor of Ocarbry’, (MacNiocaill 1964, 96-7).  Juliane de Cogan was 
still alive in 1309.

On 1 November 1299, a detailed examination took place of the initial transaction 
between Maurice fitzGerald and John de Verdun in 1266, and the details of Agnes de 
Valence’s rights were confirmed (CDI iii, 450-51).  In 1301 John fitzThomas was granted 
‘free warren’ in his demesne lands, which included Adare (CDI v, 11).

The Limerick lands remained contentious.  A further dispute arose in 1305 when Ag-
nes de Valence complained that her cousin, John fitzThomas maliciously pretended that 
she was dead, forcibly taking her lands, tenements and rents in Ireland and all her goods 
found there to the value of £980, while she and her possessions were under the protection 
of the king.  The king had directed John to restore them, but he refused.  Although she 
had recovered her possessions by judgement of the court, she had not yet got restitution 
of her goods taken by John or any satisfaction for the trespass.  Furthermore, John was 
accused of forcibly entering her manors, of threshing and carrying away her corn, of driv-
ing off her cattle there; and imprisoning her bailiffs until they gave the rents and other 
issues of the manors levied for her use to John.  He was also accused of other enormities 
in contempt of the king and damage of Agnes of £2,200 (CJRI XXXIII-XXXV Edward 
I, 75-6).  

In July 1305, in a separate case, she was awarded 10 marks yearly from a knight named 
Ulf, in part payment of the arrears of Robert le Blound, her late bailiff at Adare.

John fitzThomas admitted taking goods to the value of £1000 and made the point 
that he caused no injury to Agnes de Valance.  The jurors decided that he was guilty of 
taking goods to the value of £600 and causing damage to a cost of £60 (CJRI XXXIII-
XXXV Edward I, 236).  John fitzThomas was pardoned on 11 July 1307 three days after 
Edward II assumed the throne.  The pardon was in recognition of his services to Edward 
I, in Scotland and Flanders, and to Edward II in Ireland.  He was nevertheless fined for 
his intrusion on certain lands without license (Cal. Car. MSS. v, 364).
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The Fourteenth Century

The Incorporation of Adare
Adare appears to have been incorporated in the early-fourteenth century.  In 1309 a mur-
age grant ‘for three years’ was made by Edward II to ‘the bailiffs and good men of the 
town of Adare’, at the request of John fitzThomas, to wall his towns of Croom and Adare 
in order to protect them from the incursions of the Irish enemy.  A grant of customs, con-
taining a minute list of the articles that were for sale on market days was attached, and 
permission to levy tolls (Tresham 1828, 15; CPRI Edward II, i, 595).  The timing of the 
murage grant happens to coincide with the death of Agnes de Valence.  Soon afterwards, 
in 1315, John fitzThomas founded the monastery of the Augustinian Friars in Adare and 
endowed it with certain lands and tenements in the town of Adare (Archdall 1786 ii, 
414-46; King 422; OSL ii 59).  King Edward II confirmed these grants on 13 Dec. 1317 
(OSL ii 71).

In 1312 an expedition was led by John fitzThomas and the Jusiciar, John Wogan, into 
Munster at the head of a great army to suppress a rebellion, presumably by the O’Briens.  
On the way they stopped at Adare where Nicholas fitzMaurice and Robert Clahull were 
knighted for their services to the state.  ‘A great sumptuous and peaceful feast’ was held 
on the occasion (Cal. Car. MSS, v, 130; Butler 1843, 60-1; Williams 2007, 160; Gilbert 
1884-1886, i, 342).

If the town of Adare was walled in 1309, the security it may have provided would have 
given protection from marauders and highwaymen such as the infamous Fannings ‘and 
other malefactors’ who, on 2 January 1313 waylaid Robert and William de Cantewell on 
the road ouside Adare and robbed them of 11s of silver.  John Fanning was sentenced to 
jail (CJRI, I-VII Edward III, 237).  In another instance, in 1316, twelve jurors sentenced 
John Tyrel for the murder of William Cass.  Tyrel was captured by Robert le Whyte of 
Adare and delivered to William Mynour, the provost of the town of Adare, ‘to be guarded 
by him and the community of the town from which custody he afterwards escaped to the 
town of Bruree and the said provost followed him’ (CJRI I-VII Edward II, 310).  The fact 
that Tyrel was supposed to be guarded by the community suggests that the jail may have 
been within the town and not within the castle.

The country laid waste
When Edward II got word of the Bruce invasion in May 1315, he sent an envoy to Ireland 
with instructions to get the leading men to sign a form of allegiance.  The name of John 
fitzthomas fitzGerald is first on this document.  As the country was decimated, John fitz-
Thomas engaged in sporadic warfare, for which he was awarded the title ‘Earl of Kildare’ 
in 1316.  He died the same year, after which his son, Thomas, continued the campaign 
which ended in the defeat of Edward Bruce at Faughart in November 1318.  Thomas died 
in 1329 after which his estates were granted to Roger de Mortua Mari; they were in the 
king’s hands ‘by reason of the minority of Richard son and heir of Thomas fitzJohn, to-
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gether with the marriage of the heir’ (CPR Edward III, 1330-34, 484, 537).  Richard died 
soon afterwards and in 1334 his widowed mother married the Justiciar, Sir John Darcy, 
who was granted the manors of Adare and Croom in 1334 during the minority of his step-
son Maurice, the new heir (CFR iv, 1327-1337, 300-01; FitzGerald 1858, 31-32; Bothwell 
2004, 63-73).  Darcy was the young Earl’s guardian and was, according to the terms of the 
charter, obliged to repair the castles at Kildare, Adare, Croom and Essgrene in addition 
to the dwelling and other edifices (CPRI Edward III, 37; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 106).  

By 1331, the manor of Adare had fallen by as much as two thirds in value with 1,391 
acres of demesne, laying waste and tenantless.  Another 4006 acres rendered nothing, 
while betaghs in Kenry also returned nothing, all due to war.  The town of Adare is also 
described as having been destroyed by war, presumably from attacks by the Gaelic Irish 
(MacNiocaill 1964, 126-28, 132-33).

Translating from the Latin, according to the inquisition the castle comprised:-
 • ‘A hall
 • A chapel with stone walls, roofed with thatch
 • A chamber with a plank roof
 • A tower roofed with slate
 • A stone kitchen with a slate roof
 • A chamber near the stone gate, roofed with thatch.
The window frames had not been valued at any price since no one was willing to take 

them on board on account of the cost of sustaining them’ (Mac Niocaill 1964, 119, 122-
25; translated by C. Devane).

There is no reference to the castle being in poor condition in the lease granted to Sir 
John Darcy in 1334 which suggests that it had been repaired by then.

Rebuilding the Town
The effects of the war, described in the inquisition of 1331, were repeated in a writ in 
1376 by which Edward III, at the behest of Maurice fitzThomas, prohibited the officials 
in Adare from demanding services or customs from the provost or commoners of Adare, 
until the town, ‘recently burnt and destroyed by the Irish enemy’, should be fully rebuilt 
and inhabited (Tresham 1828, 102).  The Statutes of Kilkenny had been enacted in 1366 
because of widespread unrest (Curtis 1977, 52-59).  Adare may have been razed during the 
wars between Turlough O’Brien, Earl of Thomond, and his nephew Brian, which resulted 
in many battles, including one in Monasteranenagh in 1369 (AFM).

There appears to have been a wooden bridge at Adare prior to the stone bridge built 
by Maurice fitzThomas’s son, Gerald, the fifth earl and head of the family between 1390 
and 1410 (Lewis 1837, 9; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 104, 135-35).  The Franciscan monastery 
was built in 1464 by the seventh Earl, Thomas fitzMaurice and his wife (Ferrar 1787, 194; 
Archdall 1787, 417; AFM).  The Earl died in the castle at Adare in 1478 (AFM).  
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Silken Thomas
Thomas fitzMaurice was succeeded by his son Gerald, known as ‘Garret More’, who 
served in various government posts over the next fifty seven years.  His son, Garret Oge, 
set out to London from Adare Castle in 1519 to answer charges.  He was vindicated and 
appointed Lord Deputy (Lewis 1837, i, 9; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 106).  In 1534 Garret 
Oge was imprisoned in Tyburn.  When his son [Silken] Thomas heard rumours that his 
father had been executed, he started a rebellion.  It was the excuse the Crown needed 
to destroy the FitzGeralds of Kildare.  An extract from a letter written by Lord Ossory 
to Walter Cowley, written in 1535 reads: ‘and besides we entende to attayne the Erle of 
Kildare’s Lordship and Castels in the countie of Lymeryk’. (CSP Henry VIII, ii, 254).

Forfeiture to the Crown
Silken Thomas was attainted for high treason in 1536 and all of his castles and manors, 
including Adare, were forfeited to the Crown.  In a letter from Robert Cowley to Lord 
Cromwell it was noted that ‘the pretender Earl of Desmond has lately entered into all the 
King’s castles, garrisons, manors and lands in the county of Limerick, which appertained 
the the late Earls of Kildare…the lord Deputy should recover the said lands and garrisons 
to the king’s possession’ (CSP Henry VIII, ii, 366; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 141-42).  His 
advice does not seem to have been taken since it was later recorded that these proper-
ties were not valued because James fitzJohn of Desmond, received the profits (Cal. Car. 
MSS. i, 132).  Silken Thomas was executed in Tyburn in 1537 with his five uncles.  Any 
hope that the Crown had of annihilating the FitzGeralds was lost when Silken Thomas’ 
half-brother, Gerald, was smuggled to safety by a priest, Thomas Leverous.  Gerald lived 
abroad until Henry VIII died in 1547, after which he returned to live in Kildare (Wyn-
dham-Quin 1865, 141; Mosley 2003, ii 2298).  Thomas Leferous, who saved the young 
heir, refused to take the oath of Supremacy.  In later years he kept a Grammar School in 
Adare which he subsequently removed to Limerick (ibid 107; Monck-Mason 1820, 164).

In the articles of submission of James fitzJohn, Earl of Desmond, in October 1537, 
the Earl agreed to lease Croom and Adare, and other lands belonging to the late Earl 
of Kildare in county Limerick, and pay to the king’s officers the rents and profits of the 
same. (CSP Henry VIII, vol ii, 519; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 141-42).  An extract from a 
1540 assessment, for the purpose of surveying and valuing the lands forfeited for high 
treason, states that the manor of Adare was then in the king’s hands (CSP, Henry VIII 
ii, 254; Wyndham-Quin, 1865, 142). The crown survey, indicates that the old castle at 
Adare was falling to ruin and in collapse.  Eight acres of arable land annually was ‘valued 
at 16s, but lately, by dint of the rebellion of James fitzJohn, Earl of Desmond, was now 
not valued over 8s’ (Mac Niocail 1992, 177).  In 1542 the lease for the manors of Adare 
and Croom from the Earl of Desmond, which in normal times amounted to £20, was not 
charged (Cal. Car MSS. 1867, 201).

King Edward VI succeeded his father Henry VIII in 1547.  He died in 1553 and his 
sister Mary became Queen.  Mary was a devout Catholic and many of the chiefs and bish-
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ops reverted to Catholicism immediately.  Gerald fitzGerald, whose half-brother, Silken 
Thomas, had forfeited his estates in 1534, had the FitzGerald estates restored to him by 
letters patent, 25 April 1552; he was also knighted.  In 1554, Queen Mary appointed him 
‘Baron of Offaly (Ireland)’ and ‘Earl of Kildare (Ireland)’ (Mosley 2003, ii 2298; DNB 
1995).  In June 1558 the Queen’s deputy, Sussex, visited Limerick and was welcomed by 
the Munster chiefs.  During his visit the chiefs of Clann Cárthaig and Uí Briain were 
knighted.

An old broken castle
In 1559, another survey of the manor of Adare was undertaken by Simon Barnwell.  He 
described Adare Castle as follows: ‘there standeth by the river of Mage an old broken cas-
tle, three quarter upp and one quarter down.’  The account describes a bawne encircling 
the castle, a second wall with two small towers and a vaulted hall over which the roof was 
partially slated and partly thatched.  There were three other houses within the bawne and 
a watermill near the wall of the bawne on the west side.  Other houses with associated 
outbuildings belonged to a miller, a smith, a carpenter, a painter and a sergeant.  The ac-
count proceeds to describe the abbeys and associated property (PRONI 3078/1/1/3, f. 165 
ff; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 143-44).

Gerald fitzGerald’s charter was reaffirmed on 30 August 1569 when all the lands, 
lordships &c., that had belonged to his late father, were granted to him.  The verification 
followed elevation to the senior ‘Earldom of Kildare’ on 23 February 1569 (Mosley 2003, 
ii 2298; DNB 1995).

The Desmond Rebellions
Gerald fitzGerald, the Earl of Kildare, does not appear to have been actively involved 
in the first Desmond Rebellion, which started in 1569.  After the rebellion was quashed 
in 1573, its chief instigator, James fitzMaurice of Desmond, sailed to France in 1575 to 
solicit help for further revolt (CSPI i, 529) at which time Gerald fitzGerald was a prisoner 
in London.  In 1578 his castle in Adare appears to have fallen into the hands of Gerald 
fitzJames fitzGerald, the fourteenth Earl of Desmond, from whom it was taken by the 
English after a siege of eleven days (Lewis 1837, 9).

In July 1579, James FitzMaurice returned with a small fleet of Spanish and Italian 
troops; the second Desmond Rebellion had begun.  Sir William Drury, President of Mun-
ster, and Captain George Malby, President of Connacht, moved against the Desmonds.  
John fitzGerald, the Earl of Desmond’s brother, engaged with Malby at Monasteranenagh 
and was defeated.  Captain Malby put garrisons in Limerick, Adare, Croom, Kilmallock, 
Knockainy, Rathmore and Castle Matrix.  He ravaged Connello while awaiting the ap-
pointment of a new Justiciar to replace Drury who had taken ill and died (AFM).

In the winter of 1579, there was a garrison in Adare under Captain George Carew and 
Sir William Stanley.  Brian Duv O’Brien, lord of Carrigogunnel, raided Kenry, with the 
assistance of the garrison at Adare, and took away a couple of hundred cattle as plunder.  
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John Lacy surrendered the castle at Croom to the rebels and burnt the town.  In the new 
year the new Justiciar, William Pelham, renewed the war and inflicted great slaughter on 
Connello (AFM).

In a letter to Pelham in January 1580, the Earl of Ormond reported that he found 
Adare Castle in a very good state (Cal. Car. MSS. ii, 207).  That the castle came under 
siege around this time is evident in a missive from Pelham, written in January 1580 to 
the Council at Dublin, claiming that the Earl of Desmond sent a fair young woman, by 
whose means he hoped to retake the castle, as a gift to the constable. Learning that this 
was a ruse, he carried her to the top of the castle and threw her, with a stone about her 
neck, into the Maigue ‘by which she was crushed and died’ (ibid, 205).

Pelham went from Limerick to Rathkeale and met Ormond on 11 March 1580.  They 
were informed that the Earl of Desmond had gathered forces.  The garrison at Adare was 
meanwhile engaged in suppressing the population around Adare and was accused of kill-
ing an old gentleman named Supple of Kilmacow, who was over 100 years old, ‘and many 
others at different times’ (Begley 1927, 75).

Pelham set out to subdue Munster.  The castle of Askeaton which was the last Des-
mond stronghold to hold out, surrendered in April 1580.  A garrison was placed in the 
castle, another in the nearby Franciscan Friary.  Shortly afterwards, Pelham visited the 
ward at Adare.  He travelled by water while a land force was led by a Captain Case.  After 
searching the woods, they returned with ‘a prize of one thousand and two hundred kine, 
and very good store of sheep, besides the slaughter of many traitors’ (Wyndham Quinn 
1865, 112).  In June it was reported that ‘convenient portions of victuals’ were sent to 
Adare (Cal. Car. MSS. ii, 265).

The plunder of cattle was essential in order to feed the troops.  On one such occasion 
in April 1580, 200 infantry and 50 cavalry were ambushed, in the woods by the Maige, by 
200 rebels and 20 cavalry with muskets.  The rebels were defeated and about 60 of them 
killed.  Captain Walker, with the ward of Adare which comprised 300, was met about a 
mile from Adare by the Earl of Desmond with 80 horses and 600 infantry.  The Earl and 
his troops were forced to retire, with the loss of 60 men and five horses. (Cal. Car. MSS. 
ii, 248).  A few days later, it was reported that the garrisons planted in a number of places, 
including Adare, were a success (CSPI ii, 219).  The following August the troops of the 
Earl of Ormond were attacked by the Geraldine rebels at Adare Castle and were forced to 
flee (AFM; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 110-13).  Appreciation of the loyalty of the Fitzgeralds 
of Kildare to the the Crown is illustrated in a letter Pelham wrote to the Earl of Kildare 
the following November, assuring him that he would suffer no financial loss for having 
garrisons on his land in Coshma (Cal. Car. MSS. ii, 164).

In September 1580 the expeditionary force at Smerwick were massacred, at which 
point, Pelham disbanded most of the army in Munster.  Nevertheless, a garrison re-
mained at Adare.  The soldiers earned a reputation for being ruthless.  In 1581, they went 
by land and water along the Maige in search of the enemy who had previously slaughtered 
Pelham’s troops.  When word of the losses reached Adare, the constable, Captain Achin, 
headed to Kenry for revenge and massacred a hundred and fifty women and children 
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outside Askeaton Castle.  The treasurers of the Geraldines were killed by the soldiers of 
Adare soon afterwards (AFM). The Provost-Marshal of Munster, Sir Warham St. Leger, 
showed some humanity when he wrote to Queen Elizabeth in 1582, decrying the policy 
of wasting the countryside.  The reason he gave was the ‘starving numbers of poor in-
nocent people, being already dead by famine in this province not so few as 30,000 at the 
least within less that this half-year’ (CSPI ii, lxxxv).  By now the Earl of Desmond was on 
the run.  He refused peace terms and was killed later in the year after which his estates 
were forfeited to the Crown.  Soon afterwards, one of his former allies, John Carragh de 
Burgo, who had already sought the protection of the Crown, went to Adare and seized all 
the cattle (AFM; OSL ii, 68; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 116-17).

In 1580, the Treasurer, Sir Henry Wallop, conferred with Pelham and the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, Sir Edward Waterhouse, in order to get the latter to draw up a proposal 
for Queen Elizabeth and the Privy Council, advocating the granting of confiscated Mun-
ster land to certain deserving officers.  The war dragged on until 1583 and the idea of the 
Munster Plantation of 1584 was mooted (Canny 2001, 108).  The plantation did not affect 
the manor of Adare which remained in the hands of Gerald fitzGerald, the eleventh Earl 
of Kildare until he died in 1585.

The Nine Years War
After the Desmond estates were forfeited in 1583, the Earl’s son, James fitzGerald, em-
braced the Nine Years War, 1594-1603, as an opportunity to recover his inheritance.  He 
was joined by Piers Lacy.  In October 1598, the rebels marched through Limerick, burn-
ing towns and taking prey; they camped in Fanningstown, in the parish of Adare.  The 
following night they camped in Adare after which William Farmer, a surgeon with the 
English troops, later complained that he was robbed of more than four £400 worth of 
plate, carne and cattle. The next day they headed to Rathkeale, remaining in Connello for 
a long time (Farmer 1907, 110).  Thirty men, employed by a lessee named George Thorn-
ton, who were stationed at ‘the abbey of Adare’, fled from the rebels (CSPI vii, 325; AFM).

In 1599, Robert Devereux, the Earl of Essex, arrived in Ireland with over 17,000 troops.  
His strategy was to impose his authority on Munster before quietening the North.  His 
campaign brought him to Adare where his army and that of the Earl of Ormond camped 
on the banks of the Maigue.  James fitzThomas fitzGerald of Desmond, accompanied by 
between 2000 and 3000 men appeared at the bridge at Adare and started to dismantle 
it.  Essex led some infantry across the bridge from the castle and lodged them in the old 
abbey, guarding the bridge overnight.  The following day they advanced through Rower 
Bog, in the parish of Adare, and came face to face with the forces of James fitzThomas.  
Essex’s men were cut off in a narrow pass.  According to Irish sources a great number 
were slain; English State Papers account for six of Essex’s men being killed and twenty 
wounded, compared to a hundred deaths on the side of the rebels.  The English suffered 
further casualties the next day at Finniterstown, which, although in the parish of Adare, 
is in the barony of Connello Upper.  Sir Henry Norris was wounded and had his leg am-
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putated by the above-mentioned surgeon, William Farmer, but died shortly afterwards.  
A few days later, Essex and Ormond parted company and the campaign in Munster was 
put on hold (AFM; Wood 1933, 165-67).  By January 1600, the castle at Croom had fallen 
into the hands of James fitzThomas and Piers Lacy put a ward there to protect it (Cal. Car. 
MSS, iii, 426; O’Grady 1896 i, 82-3).  

By July, it had been recovered.  An account, written July 18th, describes how the Presi-
dent of Munster, George Carew, was forced to go to Cork for want of provisions, march-
ing through Glin and Askeaton to Adare.  He stated that Adare was wholly ruined by 
Piers Lacy; Carew, nevertheless, ‘lodged’ there (CSPI ix, 319).  Carew expressed the hope 
that, by September, James fitzThomas fitzGerald and Piers Lacy would become no better 
than woodkerns (ibid, 324).  Later in 1600 the garrison of Adare Castle suffered greatly 
when they were put under siege, being without food for many days, and only obtained a 
supply of water by excavatiing a subterraneous passage to the bed of the river (Lewis 1837, 
9).

Carew’s hopes, regarding James fitzThomas, were realized.  By October, Crown inter-
ests in Connello were believed to be prospering; James fitzThomas had been banished into 
Laois with Piers Lacy; his son and eighty of his best men had been killed (CSPI ix, 453).

The 1641 Rebellion
The period between 1641 and 1653 saw widespread civil, political and economic unrest 
throughout Ireland, culminating in famine and extensive depopulation.  The revolt was 
initially led by a mainly northern alliance with the aim of reclaiming lands confiscated 
in the Ulster Plantation after the Nine Year’s War.  With the outbreak of Civil war in 
England between royalists and parliamentarians the rebellion in Ireland spread and the 
rebels took up the royalist cause.  The rising began in October 1641 and was followed by a 
proclamation by the government against illaffected Irish papists.  In December, St. Leger, 
President of Munster, began to suppress the rebellion in Tipperary.  In Limerick, most 
of the castles of those presumed to be taking the part of the Parliamentarians against 
Charles I, were captured by the confederates.  Adare gave in without resistance (Begley 
1927, 219; Lewis 1837, 9; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 120).

The capture of King John’s Castle in Limerick in June 1642 was a turning point 
in the spread of the rebellion in Munster.  The city was in the hands of the rebels who 
captured the castle’s powerful brass demi-canon, a brass saker and an iron saker, which 
were brought to Adare.  The plan was that the guns should be brought on a forthcom-
ing expedition to reclaim territory that had recently been taken by the English.  A plan 
was formed that some leaders go home to collect recruits and provisions and regroup 
in Adare in March.  Meanwhile the campaign was launched in county Limerick where 
Askeaton and Newcastle were taken with little resistence (Wiggins 2000, 222-23, 225, 
227, 280, Westropp 1904, 354).  The men regrouped at Adare as planned and headed for 
Cork, bringing the three pieces of artillary with them.  Their efforts failed when first two 
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attempts at capturing castles in Cork were thwarted and the guns were captured by the 
Crown forces (Gilbert i, 92-4; Wiggins 2000, 226-27).

The Act of Settlement
In September 1653 the parliament passed the Act of Settlement, an ordinance that enabled 
the enforcement of a policy of mass confiscation of land from Irish Catholics in punish-
ment for the rebellion and to pay for the war.  The Earl of Kildare’s lands were not se-
questerd since the Earl was Protestant.  Nevertheless, a garrison was placed at Adare.  The 
Down Survey Map, 1656, clearly denotes the ownership and division of the lands at Adare 
(Simington 1938, ii, xxv; Dunraven 1865, Pl.29 & Fig. 2).

The rent-roll of the Earl of Kildare’s estate indicates, that, on March 3 1656, the 
manors of Croom and of Adare were leased to Sir Percy Smith and others at £321, but 
were worth much more (Wyndham-Quin 1865, 146).  George, Earl of  Kildare was the 
incumbent proprietor of the castle at Adare when the Civil Survey was compiled.  He is 
described as having ‘English interest’.  The Black Abbey and White Abbey lands were held 
by John Lysaght, an Irish papist, and would therefore be confiscated (Simington 1938, 
142).  The ‘burgesse plowland’ lying to the east of the bridge, together with nineteen 
tenements and gardens, a salmon weir mearing with the River of Maige, and four other 
burgesses to the west of the bridge, were held by Piers Creagh fitzPier of Limerick who 
was an Alderman and Irish Papist (ibid, 144; Dunraven 1865 Pl. 29).  These are probably 
the burgess plots that helped identify Cenél Eirc as the people in whose territory Adare 
Castle was built (Mac Niocaill 1964, 123; Nicholls 1968, 25).

Adare Castle was dismantled on Cromwell’s orders in 1657. According to local tradi-
tion, ‘the portion of the walls, now wholly ruined, at the south-eastern angle of the river 
front, was destroyed during a siege of that period, by cannon placed on the opposite hill’ 
(Lewis 1837, 9; Wyndham-Quin 1865, 120).

The Departure of the Earls Of Kildare
In 1683, Mr Thady Quin, of Adare, obtained a lease from the Earl of Kildare of a portion 
of his estate about Adare, including the ‘manor, mills, and the old bawn (castle), fairs and 
markets in the town of Adare, with the customs and tolls of said mills, fairs, and markets’ 
(Wyndham-Quin 1865, 146).  He bought land near Adare in 1675 and in 1678, he leased 
1000 acres of forfeited land that had been granted to the Ormsby family.  The property 
included the abbeys and associated lands (Begley 1938, 35).

In 1721, the manorial lands, leased from the Earl of Kildare by Thady Quin in 1683, 
were bought from the trustees of the Earl by Mr. Valentine Quin who subsequently 
bought additional townlands of the estate in 1724 and 1726.  

Adare Castle was held by the FitzGeralds of Kildare from 1195 until 1721 apart from 
a short period of time between 1537 and 1552 when it was in the hand of the Earls of 
Desmond.
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The Earls of Dunraven
Mr Thady Quin probably built the first house on the site of Adare Manor and laid out 
the extensive avenues. He had three sons, Valentine, John and James. He was succeeded 
by Valentine who purchased the Kildare property about Adare (Dunraven 1865, 186). 
Valentine also had three sons; Windham, George and Henry. He died in 1744 and was 
succeed by Windham. Windham had three sons; Valentine, Windham and John. Val-
entine was created Viscount Adare and Earl of Dunraven in 1822 (ibid. 195). The first 
Earl of Dunraven died in 1822. He had two sons; Windham Henry and Richard and a 
daughter Harriet. Windham Henry the second Earl of Dunraven was born in 1782. The 
name Dunraven was adopted in recognition of Caroline Wyndham who married the 
second Earl in 1810. Her family home was Dunraven Castle in Glamorganshire, Wales. 
She brought a considerable fortune and property to the marriage (Spillane 2003, 1). The 
second Earl designed and commenced the construction of the present Adare Manor and 
is credited with improving the estate and enlarging the demesne and deer-park (ibid. 196). 
Edwin the third Earl of Dunraven was a 19th century antiquarian who had considerable 
interest in Adare Castle. He undertook repair work at the castle and excavated the moat 
(Dunraven 1865, 127-128). He contributed to the book ‘Memorials of Adare Manor by 
Caroline, Countess of Dunraven with historical notices of Adare by her son the Earl of Dun-
raven’ and is the author of the Plan of Desmond Castle 1865 (see Fig. 5). He died in 1871. 

The fourth Earl of Dunraven played a prominent role in Irish politics. He represented 
the landlords of Ireland in the Land Conference of 1902 which culminated in the Wynd-
ham Land Purchase Act of 1903. He was a senator of the Irish Free State from 1922 until 
his death in 1926 (Spillane 2003, 1). The seventh Earl of Dunraven, who died in March 
2011, sold parts of the Dunraven estate including Adare Manor and Adare Castle. Adare 
Manor is now a luxury hotel and Adare Castle, acquired by the State as a National Monu-
ment, has undergone an extensive programme of conservation and is open to the public.
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2 Location and Description of the Castle 
Adare Castle Co. Limerick is located on the northern bank of the Maigue River (Fig. 1) 
c. 150m east of the bridge. A bridge is marked in this location on the Down Survey map 
(c. 1656) (Fig. 2). The land in the vicinity of the castle is lowlying. The ruined Franciscan 
Friary (Fig. 3) is located 400m to the east and the Augustinian Friary 350m to the south-
west. The modern town of Adare is located c. 600m to the south of the castle, set back 
from the southern bank of the river. Recent archaeological work by Sarah McCutcheon 
(Limerick County Council) has demonstrated that the town (LI021-032) may have ex-
isted in its current location, in proximity to the Trinitarian Abbey, as early as the 13th/14th 
centuries (McCutcheon pers. comm.). 

The castle was strategically constructed on the east bank of the Maigue River to pro-
tect the river’s first fordable crossing point some eight miles inland from where it issues 
into the Shannon Estuary. A fourteen arch bridge was later built by Gerald, the fifth Earl 
of Kildare, between 1390 and 1410 (Lewis 1837, 8-9). During repairs to the foundations 
of the bridge arches in the early decades of the nineteenth century a large post or pile of 
an earlier wooden bridge was revealed (Dunraven, 1865, 104).

The castle complex at Adare consists of an inner and outer ward enclosed by sub-
stantial defensive curtain walls (Fig. 4, pl. 1). The inner ward is protected on its northern 
and western limits by a section of the outer curtain wall including an early semi-circular 
bastion while its eastern and southern limits are protected by an inner curtain wall. The 
great tower, of four stories is situated within the inner ward with its east side forming part 
of the inner defensive curtain wall. The great tower, with pilaster like projections disposed 
to east and west on its four corners, is much destroyed with only the north wall surviving 
to full height. A substan tial fosse or moat surrounds the inner ward and also continues 
around the northern and western limits of the outer ward. Access over the moat and into 
the inner ward was gained via a two storey gate tower and its drawbridge. 

The outer ward is sub-rectangular in shape and is de fended by a substantial curtain 
wall whose southern limits are bounded by the Maigue River. Entrance into the outer 
ward is through a main gate on the west with a second smaller gate on the north and a 
postern gate in the extreme southeast. A fourth river-gate had direct access into the late 
thirteenth century hall on its south side. The main entrance into Adare Castle comprises 
a crenellated two storey gate-tower with rear portcullis. 

Until recently it was generally accepted that a simple round-headed gate had first been 
built with the rear tower and portcullis added later (McNeill, 1997, 38). During recent 
conservation work two opposing vertical seam joints became evident inside the front gate 
and a pre viously concealed door opening was also discovered. These new features sug-
gest a number of possibilities as to the chronological sequence of the building of the gate 
tower. The vertical joints clearly show where the later tow er was attached and excavations 
in 2002 of a kitchen abutting the south wall of the gate tower show that it was in place 
by 1250. However, the discovery of the door opening at ground level on the north wall, 
0.87m in front of the portcullis is puzzling. The door opening has a rounded arch splay-
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Figure 1: Location map showing the castle in relation to Adare, Co� Limerick (Ordnance Survey of Ireland)� 
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ing ingoings and large draw bar sockets indicating that it opened inwards. The insertion 
of such a door would have been a defensive folly totally undermining the eff ectiveness of 
the portcullis. It is surmised, at present, that the occurrence and style of the door opening 
re flects an earlier building that was later re-modelled when the portcullis was inserted. 

Virtually the entire outer curtain wall survives al though two sections were missing 
along its southern limits beside the river. Both of these sections have now been re-con-
structed. In the late 1970s Sweetman’s excavations (1980a, 6) revealed the remains of a 
mooring area comprising a small wooden jetty that extended from a pier wall sheltered 
behind the southeastern corner of the cur tain wall near to the east postern gate. The tidal 

Figure 2: Ancient map of Adare from the Down Survey Anno Domini 1656�
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reach of the River Maigue extends 650m beyond Adare Castle, which in the medieval 
period at full tide, allowed for small boats or lighters to discharge their cargoes close to if 
not against the castle walls. After the siege of Limerick in 1642 three large cannon were 
transported to Adare via the Shannon and up the Maigue. Of interest here is that on a 
ground plan of the castle undertaken by Dunraven in 1865 a linear channel is denoted 
extending inland from the Maigue parallel to the east section of the outer curtain (see Fig. 
5). It is pos sible that this channel, as denoted on Dunraven’s plan, originally connected 
with the east west running stream that feeds into the fosse or moat of the castle on its 
northern limits and flows around the inner ward before debouching into the river. This 
extended moat system would have greatly enhanced the protection of the castle whose 
only natural defence is the Maigue River itself. This stream was used as a power source for 
the man or mill and also serviced the Franciscan Friary nearby. In the nineteenth century 
the possible foundations of the manor mill and a mill-stone (now missing) were exposed 
beside the moat close to the semi-circular bas tion (Dunraven 1865, 128). These remains 
are not vis ible today.

Inside the southern limits of the outer ward and incor porated into the castle’s outer 
curtain wall defences, that run along the river’s edge, are a series of medieval buildings. 
The most impressive comprise two hall structures between which and beside which are 
other ancillary service buildings. These include three service areas complete with cooking 
pits, wells and ovens. One of these cooking pits has recently been excavated and dates to 
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the seventeenth century or final phase of occupation at Adare. The smaller earlier hall, a 
first floor hall, measures 17m x 9.4m internally. It is a two storey gabled building located 
in the south-western corner of the castle complex. Its southern ground floor wall is lit by 
three narrow loops and is divided into a number of rooms. The walls of the upper storey 
are much thicker than the ground-floor and were partly support ed by the massive wooden 
wall and floor beams accommodated in wall sockets. The upper floor was the hall itself 
and was lit by seven windows, one on the east gable with three on each of the north and 
south walls. Entrance into the hall was made through an external door on the north side 
that was accessed from a stairs that has now disappeared. A very small spiral stairway, 
with a radius of 0.60m, connecting both floors has recently been discovered in the north-
east corner of the hall. 

This hall is one of the earliest structures in the complex most likely dating to the last 
decade of the twelfth or first decade of the thirteenth century. Evidence for the early date 
for the hall is the presence of seven Transitional style sandstone windows on the upper 
storey. These twin lighted round headed windows complete with heavy roll mouldings are 
iden tical not only in style but also in size to windows on the west wall of the nearby mon-
astery of Monasternenagh at Croom. Though founded in 1148 the upstanding remains 
at Monasternenagh all date to between 1185  and 1205 (Leask, 1967, 35-8). Similarly, a 
horizontal string moulding that runs along the outside of the north wall of the early 
hall is also found at Monasternenagh (Dun raven, 1865, 105 & 122-3; Leask, 1999, 35; 
McNeill, 1997, 38). Given the similarity of the work at Adare and Monasternenagh it is 

Plate 1: Aerial view of Adare Castle from south (Con Brogan, DEHLG)
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possible that both may have been constructed by the same masons. Further evidence of an 
early date for the hall was dis covered during recent and ongoing conservation works that 
revealed a wooden beam slot set in the fabric of the upper storey. The wooden beam slot 
has been traced for almost the entirety of the building with the imprint of the wood still 
visible on the mortar. This is a very interesting early feature illustrating that the origi nal 
roof trusses would have been attached directly onto the beam. The finding of the beam-
slot on the gables illustrates that the original hall had a hipped roof on both ends all of 
which supports a late twelfth century construction date. Connected to the south-western 
limits of the hall is a later thirteenth century garderobe or latrine tower structure that juts 
out over the river from the southwest corner of the hall. This garderobe tower is supported 
by an arch underneath which the Maigue River runs and which effectively operated as a 
constant run-through flushing system. The remains of two ogee headed win dows inserted 
in the fifteenth century are visible on the upper level. 

The second larger rectangular hall is a single-storey hall and measures 22.7m x 11.2m 
in ternally. It is located within the outer ward to the east of the smaller early hall. This 
aisled hall is a later thirteenth century construction. The south wall has three sets of twin-
light windows. Later refurbishment work consists of the insertion of fifteenth centu ry 
ogee headed lights on the westernmost of the three. Its northern side and east gable are 
reduced practically to the ground. The western gable is fully conserved and is restored 
to its original height of circa 12m. Access was through a porch on the north side while 
a small river gate is set along the south wall. The roof was supported by four pillars, the 
bases for which survive. 

East of the hall are the basal remains of a complex of buildings that extend along the 
rivers edge to the extreme south-eastern corner of the outer ward. The outer curtain wall 
is also missing here which leads to regular flooding. The relict complex of build ings here 
and also between the halls were service areas complete with the remains of ovens, two 
wells, cooking pits and other utilitarian buildings. Excavations have been carried out in 
both these areas. 
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3 Excavations at Adare 2001–2006

Introduction to the excavations at Adare Castle
Adare Castle was acquired by the Irish State from the Dunraven Estate in 1982. The 
National Monuments Number is No. 622. An extensive program of conservation com-
menced at Adare Castle in 1997 divided between Dúchas, The Heritage Service (now the 
National Monuments Service of the Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht) 
and the Office of Public Works (OPW).

The State agencies were not the first to undertake works at Adare. In the mid nine-
teenth century extensive works were carried out by successive Earls of Dunraven intermit-
tently over a twenty year period. These works included the emptying of the inner moat 
and excavation of a large section of the river bed when the river was particularly low 
following a long dry spell of weather. Much rebuilding works were also carried out on 
various sections of the upstanding remains and are clearly evident today. A record of the 
work at Adare was undertaken by Caro line Countess of Dunraven and was published, 
‘Memorials of Adare Manor’, with a significant historical contribution by her son the 
third Earl of Dunraven (Dunraven 1865). 

Some of the conser vation works required advance archaeological excava tion and in 
2001 Eachtra Archaeological Projects were commissioned by the National Monuments 
Service to excavate the drawbridge pit of the inner gatehouse. Five subsequent seasons of 
excavations were un dertaken at four other locations within the castle com plex while a 
dive survey has also been carried out by the Underwater Unit (DEHLG) (Fig. 4). A total 
of six seasons of excavations were directed by Eachtra Archaeological Projects at Adare.

Year of excavation Director Area of excavation
2001 Laurence Dunne Drawbridge pit
2002 Laurence Dunne Kitchen, domestic Area 1
2003 Jacinta Kiely Domestic area 1 and moat
2004-2006 Laurence Dunne Domestic area 2 and sections of great 

hall and aisled hall
Table 1 Six seasons of excavations at Adare Castle 2001-2006 under licence 01E1153

The excavations were funded by the National Monuments Service (now of DAHG) 
and were undertaken in advance of and to facilitate a programme of conservation and 
presentation of the buildings and particular key features by the OPW (Fig. 4). The pur-
pose of the work in the area of the kitchen and the drawbridge pit was to excavate the 
layers that had accumulated within the enclosed spaces in order to facilitate access to both 
the drawbridge floor and pit and to the curtain wall for conservation purposes. The pur-
pose of work in domestic areas 1 and 2 and in the south-east corner of the outer ward was 
to remove the upper layers of rubble and soil and to partially excavate features that were 
annotated on the Plan of Adare Castle 1865 (Fig. 5), specifically the wells and the ovens, 
in order that they could be conserved and displayed to the general public. The area of the 
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Figure 5: Plan of Desmond Castle 1865�
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curtain wall in the south-east corner of the outer ward was excavated to expose the full 
extent of the wall so as to enable it to be rebuilt and made watertight as a flood barrier. 

The River Maigue is tidal up river of Adare Castle and intermittent flooding has had 
an adverse effect on the castle. A linear bund comprised of gravely material was construct-
ed in the 1970’s parallel to, and inside, the entire length of the southern curtain wall (Pl. 
2). The material was most likely derived from the Maigue River when arterial drainage 
works and other works along the riverside sections of the castle were undertaken in 1975. 
The bund material was put in place as a short term measure to prevent seasonal flooding 
from the Maigue. The bund was removed during excavation works in 2005 and 2006.

Excavation methodology
All excavation was carried out manually, using a combination of shovels and trowels. 
All archaeological features revealed after cleaning were excavated, or partially excavated, 
by hand where appropriate and recorded using the single context recording system with 
plans and sections being produced at a scale of 1:20 or 1:10. A complete plan and pho-
tographic record was maintained throughout the excavation. Full details are available in 
the stratigraphic index (Appendix 1), the stratigraphic matrix (Appendix 2) and the finds 
register (Appendix 3).

Plate 2: View of Adare Castle from south east� Note the River Maigue to left and linear bund in centre
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The Drawbridge Pit 
Access over the moat and through the inner curtain wall is provided by a drawbridge gate 
tower (see Fig.s 4 and 5x). The drawbridge tower was conserved prior to 2001. The ground 
floor of the tower comprises a passageway pro tected on the outside by a drawbridge and 
on the inside by a door within an arched recess. The passageway through the tower is nar-
row and low, 1.62m wide by 1.92m high extending beneath a vaulted ceiling. It is lit by 
single small opposing loops on its east and west side walls. The narrow width and low ceil-
ing permits only pedes trian traffic or narrow carts to enter the inner ward. Horses would 
need to be led through. The floor of the passageway must have been formed originally of 
timber planks. Be neath the wooden floor was a large rectangular pit that allowed for the 
downward tilt of the rear section of the drawbridge as it was being raised. The pit spans 
the full width of the passageway and extends from imme diately inside the front wall for 
a distance of 2.5m. 

Conservation work required the excavation of the passageway floor and the accompa-
nying drawbridge pit. The pit was full of building rubble. The drawbridge pit is delimited 
on its eastern and west ern limits by the internal sidewalls of the drawbridge gate tower 

Plate 3: View of excavated drawbridge pit from north�
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(Pl. 3). Removal of the fill revealed the full extent of the pit that measured 2.5m north-
south by 1.65m east-west. 

Some 14 separate layers were recorded within the pit (C.130). At least two (C.128 and 
C.129) of the layers were primary in-situ layers, four (C.122, C.123, C.124 and C.125) 
date to the 19th century and the three upper layers (C.120, C.121 and C.118) were recent 
(Fig. 6). The layers varied in depth from 0.12m to 0.9m. The sides walls of the rectangular 
pit, vertical on three sides with the inner or north wall leaning slightly inwards from the 
top, were constructed with well matched rubble limestone bonded with mortar with an 
excavated depth of 2.5m. The south wall was fractured and in deed sections of masonry 
from both side walls were missing at the angles of the inner back north wall where obvi-
ous voiding had subsequently occurred. Removal of the loose fill (C.132) at both angles of 
the north or back inner wall of the pit further revealed that it was constructed against a 
pre-existing earthen bank that extended in a general east west direction parallel with the 
moat. Although, the space was very narrow and constricted cleaning revealed archaeo-
logical stratigra phy in a sloping section of c. 2m.

The primary in-situ basal layers within the pit comprised a rammed impermeable clay 
(C.128) that partially overlay a layer of mortar (C.129). The clay layer extended under 
parts of the walls of the pit and no doubt was laid to prevent seepage of water from the 
moat. Both these layers were left in situ as they continued to serve the same practical 
purpose. The surface of the layers had been disturbed probably by the 19th century works. 

A total of nine layers of soil and rubble stone overlay the two basal layers. Layer C.125 
overlay the mortar floor. It was a silty sand and included occasional large fragments of 
limestone and was 0.5m deep. Layer C.124 was a layer of garden soil and was 0.4m deep. 
These layers were overlain by an intermittent layer C.123. It was a silty sand which mea-
sured a maximum of 0.12m deep. A deep organic layer C.122, measuring 0.9m in depth, 
overlay layer C.123. It was similar to layer C.124 but was less humic and included frag-
ments of limestone and sandstone. Lenses of charcoal were included in this layer.

C.120 and C.121 were revealed below the builder’s rubble (C.118) and above the 19th 
century layers. Two vertical voids were recorded, on either side of the northern end of the 
drawbridge pit, within the east and west walls. Layer C.120 appears to have fallen in from 
the eastern void and overlay layer C.121. It was disturbed as it contained modern plastic 
rubbish. C.121 also consists of modern dump material. Layer C.118 was modern rubble 
laid by the OPW to level the top of the pit. 

Finds recovered from the layers within the pit were not nu merous and include a frag-
ment of a decorated rotary quern stone, two sherds of thirteenth century Adare type pot-
tery and a fragment of a window mullion from the early hall. A copper alloy spiral-ringed 
baluster-headed ringed pin was found protruding from a joint between the lowest two 
courses of masonry in the bottom north-east corner of the pit.  
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The Moat
The moat, as presently in evidence, surrounds all sides of the inner ward of Adare Castle 
and the northern and western sides of the outer ward. The water within the moat, fed 
partly by the river, would have passed through two opes which are located approximately 
mid-way along the northern curtain wall and mid-way along the western curtain wall. 
The opes in the curtain walls are small, lintelled and rectangular in plan (Pl. 4). A sluice 
gate was erected at the inner face of the ope on the western curtain wall. It is not known 

C 118

C 119

C 121

C 122
C 123

C 124

C125

C129

Charcoal lenses

0 3m

East Section South Elevation

Ground Floor Plan
(Level A)

1 Floor Plan
(Level B)

0 5m

Figure 6: Plan and sections of drawbridge gate tower and west-facing section within drawbridge pit 
(inset)�
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precisely when the gate was inserted but it may have been done during the Dunraven 
phase of works in the 1860’s. 

The moat is not marked on the first edition Ordnance Survey map (Sheet LI021, 
1840-1). But it is marked on the second edition Ordnance Survey map (Sheet LI021, 
1920) and is shown as being P-shaped in plan and extending from the River Maigue along 
the western side of the curtain wall and encircling the inner ward (Fig. 7).

The sluice gate, on the western curtain wall, may have helped to control the level of 
water in the moat in the outer or inner ward. 

The moat has been disturbed a number of times in the recent past. Lord Dunraven 
drained the moat in c. 1860 (Dunraven 1865). The OPW did some work in the area of the 
sluice gate in the 1970’s to alleviate flood problems. The top of the retaining wall, located 
at the base of the inner face of the outer curtain wall, and the sluice gate were capped with 
concrete. A section of the moat from north of the gate tower to the river (the stem of the 
P) was backfilled and the water from the area of the sluice gate and the moat was piped 
to the River Maigue. 

The foundations of a manor mill are denoted on the Plan of Adare Castle 1865 (see 
Fig. 5). It was located on the external bank of the moat opposite the D-shaped tower on 
the outer curtain wall (Pl. 5). Neither the mill nor the mill stream is annotated on the first 
or second editions of the Ordnance Survey map. No extant traces of this mill are visible 
today. A mill stream is denoted on the Plan of Adare Castle 1865 (see Fig. 5). It flowed 
outside the northern limits of the castle in a general east – west direction and linked into 
the outer fosse.

Plate 4: View of external face of ope in the western section of the curtain wall from west
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Figure 7: Portion of 1st and 2nd editions of Ordnance Survey map (Sheet LI021, 1840-1 and 1920) of Adare Castle�
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The Excavation
A cutting, 10m north-south by 5m east-west, was excavated in the moat to facilitate the 
removal and repair of the sluice gate and consolidation of the base of the internal (eastern) 
face of the curtain wall (Fig. 8, pl. 6). The cutting was located to the north of the Gate 
Tower. A temporary barrier was erected at the eastern side of the cutting to try, with the 
aid of a pump, to keep the cutting dry. This proved difficult as the water level in the moat 
was fed by two sources, the River Mague, which is tidal, and rising springs in the base of 
the moat. When the tide was rising the water level in the moat would increase and as the 
tide ebbed the water level in the moat was still fed, albeit slowly, by rising water in the 
base of the moat. 

The moat (C.77) was U-shaped in section and measured when excavated 5.6 m in 
width and 1.7 m in depth (Fig. 9, pl. 7). It was partially cut into limestone bedrock. The 
width was taken from the base of one bank to another. The southern bank sloped steeply 
to the base of the moat. The base of the northern bank was partially obscured by a retain-
ing wall (C.71). The natural subsoil recorded at the base of the moat and the banks was a 
blue grey compact clay (C.66). It was similar to the natural subsoil recorded in the base of 
the kitchen. The moat had been disturbed in the 1970’s when the OPW undertook reno-
vation works associated with the sluice gate. Fragments of modern timber were recorded 
in the upper layer. 

Three main layers of silty clays were recorded in the base of the moat. The basal 
fill of the moat (C.63) was a grey silt which measured c. 0.8m in depth. Four sherds of 

Plate 5: View of western section of moat from south� The outer cutain wall D-shaped tower is visible on 
right�
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Adare-type ware (01E1153:63:1-4) were recovered from this layer. A broad date range of 
mid-13th to 14th century has been suggested for the pottery. A total of 32 fragments of 
wood, including pegs, stakes and planks, a wooden tuning peg (01E1153:63:5) and a piece 

Sluice Gate

Gate Tower

Inner Ward

N

m 50

Plate 6: View of the southern section of the moat and sluice gate from east prior to commencement of 
excavation works�

Figure 8: Portion of the plan of Adare Castle showing the area of the cutting in the moat
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Figure 9: Post-excavation plan of the cutting in the moat and the location of the sluice gate and the walls C�71 and 
C�74�
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of a wooden bowl (01E1153:63:38) and three pieces of leather (01E1153:63:39-41) were 
also recovered. The wooden and leather artefacts were preserved in the damp anaerobic 
conditions. Some wood preserves better than others e.g. oak and yew woods absorb less 
moisture and therefore were better preserved. Eight different wood types were used in the 
wood working. Oak was the most common of these, with Pomoideae (apple family), ash 
and alder also used frequently. A single worked piece each of birch, hazel, yew and honey-
suckle were all identified. Pegs, planks and stakes were among the most frequent artefact 
types identified. The two most complete items were a turned bowl and tuning peg. The 
bowl was made from alder and the tuning peg from yew. The yew tuning peg was prob-
ably used on a string musical instrument such as a lute, fiddle or lyre. 

A darker layer of silt (C.51) overlay the basal silt. Two sherds of Adare-type ware 
(01E1153:51:1-2) were recovered from this layer. The upper layer of silt (C.50) was akin to 
topsoil. It measured 0.35m in depth and was removed from the surface area of both banks 
and the moat. Six sherds of Adare-type ware (01E1153:50:1-4, 6 & 7) were recovered from 
the upper layer. 

The plant remains (Chapter 5)recovered from samples taken from the layers in the 
moat were plants which would have grown in the vicinity of the moat. 

The banks
The upper layers on the northern and southern bank of the moat were cleaned and par-
tially excavated to facilitate the excavation of the section of the moat (Pl. 8). A set of tem-
porary steps were located on the southern bank to access the cutting. 

Plate 7: View of the cutting in the moat and sluice gate in curtain wall from southeast
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Three layers were recorded on the southern bank of the moat. The underlying natural 
subsoil was a grey compact silty clay (C.66). The basal layer (C.62) measured 0.2m in 
depth and included three sherds of pottery (01E1152:62:1-3) one of the sherds was Sain-
tonge green glazed, dated to the 13/14th centuries. It was overlain by a sandy clay layer 
(C.65) which measured 0.25m in depth and included occasional fragments of bone, two 
sherds of Adare-type pottery (01E1153:65:1 and 2) and shell. A lens of brown clay (C.61) 
was recorded within this layer. A thin layer of topsoil (C.50) sealed the layers on the bank. 
A layer of clay (C.69) was recorded on the western edge of the southern bank. It was in-
serted as a waterproof plug. It was exposed but not excavated. It measured at least 2m by 
0.4m by 0.07 m in depth. It may have extended under the outer curtain wall and would 
have functioned as a waterproof seal. 

The southern wall of the inner ward was built on the northern bank of the moat. 
Ground level is c. 2m higher in the area of the inner ward than it is in the outer ward. 
The bank was cleaned back from the base of the wall into the moat. Two thin layers (C.75 
and C.76) of sandy and silty clay overlay the subsoil. Two sherds of Adare-type ware 
(01E1153:75:1 & 2) were recovered from one of the layers. One main layer of silty clay 

Plate 8: Aerial view of the cutting in 
the moat from south�
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(C.68) was recorded on the northern bank. It measured upto 0.6 m in depth and included 
15 sherds (01E1153:68:1-15) of Adare and Limerick-type pottery. It overlay the top of a 
retaining wall (C.71) which was built against the base of the bank (Pl. 9). The layer was 
cut by clay (C.64) which had been inserted, as a waterproof seal, into the north-western 
corner between the walls of the inner and outer wards. 

The right maxilla of an adult human (01E1153:68:20) was recovered the layer C.68 on 
the northern bank of the moat. All teeth were present in this quadrant of the jaw during 
life. The dental remains indicated that this person was subjected to two periods of illness 
or dietary insufficiencies during childhood, had poor oral hygiene, and had a diet which 
included a combination of abrasive foods such as breads, with milk foods such as cheeses 
or curds.

Retaining walls
Two retaining walls were recorded in the cutting in the moat. A retaining wall (C.74) was 
located at the base of the inner face of the outer curtain wall and a second retaining wall 
(C.71) had been constructed at the base of the northern bank (Fig. 10). The wall at the 
base of the outer curtain wall was built before the wall at the base of the bank of the moat. 

Plate 9: View of the northern bank 
of the moat and the retain-
ing wall C�71 from east�
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The surface of the wall was capped with concrete in the 1970’s by the OPW to seal it. The 
concrete was removed during the course of the excavation works. 

The retaining wall (C.74) or buttress at the base of the curtain wall was constructed of 
limestone. The full extent of the wall was exposed within the cutting. It measured 2.4m 
in height by a maximum length of 6.6m. The length of the wall measured 3.8m at the 
base. The thickness of the wall was 0.7m at the surface and 1.6m at the base. The founda-
tion of the wall was built on the natural impermeable clay (C.66). This clay would have 
served a dual purpose as a barrier for water seepage and as a platform for construction. 
The basal 0.6m of the wall was clay bonded, to the general height of high water mark. The 
remainder of the wall was bonded with a lime mortar. 

The inner face of the retaining wall was vertical and the outer face was stepped. Five 
levels or steps were recorded. The basal section of the wall extended 0.5m beyond the 
second step and measured 0.5m in height. The stone at the base was very rough limestone 
rubble and was only partly visible due to the level of water in the base of the moat. The 
second step extended 0.1m beyond the third and was 0.5m high. The third step extended 
0.3m beyond the fourth and measured 0.4m in height. It consisted of two-three courses 
of stone. The upper level measured 1m in height and comprised five courses of stone (see 
pl. 8). 

A retaining wall (C.71) was also built against the base of the northern bank. It abutted 
the retaining wall (C.74) on the curtain wall. The wall was constructed of five courses of 
limestone and measured 2.7m in length by 1.1m in height by 0.35m in thickness within 
the cutting. The stones in the lowest course were the largest. The eastern edge of the wall 
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Figure 10: Elevation drawings of the walls C�71 and C�74� 
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was jagged and it could not be ascertained how much further east the wall extended. 
The masonry in the wall was clay bonded and the rear of the wall was sealed with clay 
to prevent water seeping down at the rear of the wall. There was no retaining wall on the 
southern bank of the moat.

A number of clay deposits were recorded in the moat cutting. The rear of both retain-
ing walls and the north-western corner, where the outer curtain wall meets the inner 
ward wall, was plugged with impermeable clay to act as a waterproof seal. It extended for 
at least a depth of 0.3m at the rear of the wall C.74. It is not known when the clay was 
inserted. It may be contemporary with the construction of the walls or may have been a 
19th century repair. The clay was of good quality and the purpose of it was to act as a seal 
to prevent the changing water levels from saturating and damaging the walls and washing 
out any mortar that was used to bond the stones in the walls. Clay, for sealing joints, was 
used by the OPW in Adare Castle during the recent programme of conservation as they 
work as well today as they did in the historic past and any clay that was removed during 
the excavation was retained for re-use by the OPW.

When the sluice gate was removed for repair the full length of the ope that penetrated 
the western curtain wall was visible (Pl. 10). It was lintelled and rectangular in plan and 
penetrated the full width of the curtain wall. It measured 0.96m in height by 0.54m in 
width by 3m in length and wooden shuttering lined the interior under the curtain wall. 

Plate 10: View of the retaining wall C�74 after the removal of the sluice gate
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Plate 11: View of sluice gate on completion of repair works from east�

Figure 11: Portion of the plan of Adare Castle showing the location of the kitchen�
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The Kitchen
Immediately south of the gate tower is a small enclosed space, which measures 4m north-
south by 3.5m east-west, bounded by the great hall to the south, the curtain wall to the 
west, the gatehouse to the north and a wall (2.2m high externally) to the east (Fig. 11, pl. 
12). There is no apparent means of access to this space. Before excavation it appeared to 
be filled with rubble and was overgrown with vegetation.

It was discovered that the accumulation of rubble and growth of vegetation in the 
recent past effectively sealed primary thirteenth- and fourteenth-century occupation lay-
ers which measured c. 2m in depth. Evidence for the domestic economy of the castle was 
preserved in situ in layers within an area that must have served as a kitchen. At least 13 
floor layers were recorded within the kitchen. A limestone sinkhole was recorded in the 
centre of the floor and some of the floor layers had subsided into the sinkhole. A hearth 
and associated flues were cut into the floor layers. Some of the layers (C.17, C.20, C.22, 
C.23, C.24, C.26 and C.35) covered the entire area of the kitchen while others (C.18 and 
C.19) were confined to smaller areas. Rubble inclusions within the layers were more com-
mon in the north-eastern and north-western corners of the kitchen. 

Three of the layers, which between them measured c. 1m in depth, were exceptionally 
well-preserved, rich organic layers. Two high medieval dates were returned from charred 
cereal grains from two of these layers. A comprehensive assemblage of domestic and wild 
animal, poultry, wild bird and fish bone representing the remains of primary butchery 
waste, food preparation and meals were recovered from the layers. The plant remains as-
semblage was dominated by wheat, largely identified as bread wheat, followed by barley 

Plate 12: View of the area of the kitchen from west�
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and oat. The pottery assemblage, mostly Adare-type, has a broad date range of mid-13th 
to 14th century and was represented by jugs with strap handles. 

The layers were excavated stratigraphically as the space was too confined and the lay-
ers were too deep to allow the layers to be half-sectioned. 

The Layers in the Kitchen 
A layer of gravel (C.35) covered almost the entire area of the base of the kitchen, it meas-
ured 3.55m by 3.36m. It included two sherds of medieval pottery, a nail and bone frag-
ments. Three shallow layers of clay (C.30, C.31 and C.33) were recorded underlying the 
gravel. The most extensive C.31 was charcoal enriched and seemed to extend under the 
southern wall of the kitchen (Pl. 13) which was the northern wall of the great hall. Inves-
tigation of the layer was hampered by the discovery of a loosely compacted rubble founda-
tion of the northern wall of the great hall. Most of the clay underlying the layer of gravel 
was left in-situ in the kitchen but a sondage was excavated in the southern part of the 
kitchen to investigate the wall and the underlying deposits. It measured 1m square and 
was excavated to a depth of 0.3m.  Four layers (C.29, C.32, C.34 and C.36) were recorded 
in the sondage. The basal clay layer (C.29) overlay the natural subsoil. Two layers of clay 
measuring 0.1m and 0.15m in depth overlay the basal clay. The upper layer (C.36) was a 
sandy silt with inclusions of shell and small stones. 

The basal primary occupation layer (C.26) had accumulated on the gravel base below 
a wooden surface. It was a mix of compact orange clay and loose mid brown silt and mea-
sured 0.15m in depth. The orange clay was concentrated in the north-western and south-

Plate 13: View of the excavation of layers C�30-C�34 and the base of the sink hole in the kitchen from east�
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eastern corners of the kitchen and the brown silt covered the majority of the room. The 
layer contained 250 sherds of pottery, the majority of the pottery was Adare-type and two 
of the sherds were Saintonge green glazed. The majority of the artefacts were recovered 
from the brown silt. Grains of wheat and barley and seeds of dock were recorded in the 
samples taken from the occupation layer. The grain was in poor condition and frequently 
could not be identified. Almost 6,000 fragments of animal bone were recovered from the 
layer, and bird bone constituted a quarter of the amount (Chapter 5). A high medieval 
radiocarbon date of cal AD 1275–1383 (UB–9296) was returned from charred cereal.

The remains of a wooden layer C.27 overlay the primary occupation layer C.26. It was 
completely degraded and only the outline of the wood had survived because it stained 
the underlying floor layer. It measured c. 1.2m by 2.38m. The largest planks, measured 
0.35m by 0.8m and were 0.02–0.05m thick, they were orientated in a north-eastern/south-
western direction. Other planks were laid at a 90 degree angle. No nails were recorded in 
the wood. 

A second occupation layer C.24 overlay the wooden surface. The layer was one of 
the richest floor layers recorded in the kitchen. It comprised grey gravel with inclusions 
of mortar and large stones. The stones were concentrated in the north-eastern section of 
the kitchen. It covered the entire area of the kitchen to a depth of 0.36m. It included iron 
nails, an iron arrowhead, 13 sherds of Adare-type ware (01E1153:24:1-3 & 7-16) and three 
sherds of Saintonge ware (01E1153:24:4-6). Over 1,700 fragments of animal bone were 
recovered from the layer C.24 the majority of which were fish and bird bones.

Plate 14: View of the low wall C�21 in the kitchen from west�
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A layer of organic material C.23 overlay the second primary occupation layer. It may 
have originated as a result of flooding in the kitchen. It covered the entire area of the 
kitchen to a depth of 0.15m. It was a very dark compact silty clay with inclusions of shell, 
charcoal and one sherd of medieval pottery (01E1153:23:1). 

A small low wall C.21 was recorded in the north-eastern corner of the kitchen (Pl. 
14). The roughly built wall was orientated north-south and the remains measured 1.85m 
in length by 0.40m in width and was 0.44m high. It was built of roughly hewn lime-
stone. Soil associated with the wall was sampled and the analysis identified charred plant 
remains that included wheat, bread-wheat, barley and oat. 

Four layers (C.18, C.19, C.20 and C.22) were associated with the wall (Pl. 15). A com-
pact sandy clay (C.22) which covered the entire area of the kitchen to a depth of 0.15m 
underlay the wall. It included both shell and bone. The layer may have been deposited to 
provide a level surface for the construction of the wall. A layer of rubble and silt (C.18) 
was located in the north-western corner of the kitchen. A small layer (C.19) was located 
against the eastern wall. It was compact sandy silt with inclusions of stones. It measured 
1.3m by 0.45m and was 0.35m deep. A copper staple (01E1053:18:1) was recovered from 
this layer. A layer of grey mortar C.20 covered the entire area of the kitchen to a depth of 
0.11m. It included shell, bone and 20 sherds of medieval pottery (01E1153:20:1-20). 

These deposits in the kitchen floor were sealed by an orange sandy clay (C.17). It 
covered the entire area of the kitchen to a depth of 0.2m. It may have been laid to pro-
vide a level working surface, a second floor, for the operation of the hearths. Stones, shell 

Plate 15: View of the excavation of layers C�18-C�20 in the kitchen from east� The wall C�21 is visible in the 
foreground�
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and bone, egg shells, six sherds of medieval pottery (01E1053:17:1-6), a flint 
blade, and two fragments of architectural stone were recovered from the 
layer. A layer of burnt clay (C.16) overlay the floor C.17. It measured 1.5m 
by 1.2m by 0.1m in depth. 

The third main occupation layer C.14 accumulated on the floor sur-
face C.17. It was not a homogenous layer but comprised several thin mixed 
organic lenses which were impossible to separate (Pl. 16). The entire layer 
was sampled and sieved. The upper part of the layer C.14 was a brown-
grey silty sand with inclusions of small and large stones. The lower part 
was a compact silty ash with inclusions of 15% oyster shell and 12% bone. 
Analysis identified the charred remains of cereal grains, arable weeds and 
gathered food (Chapter 5). Wheat, barley, oats, docks, buttercups, straw, 

hazelnut and blackberry were all identified. A comprehensive assemblage, almost 20,000 
fragments, of domestic and wild animal, poultry, wild bird and fish bone representing 
the remains of primary butchery waste, food preparation and meals were recovered from 
this layer. Artefacts from the lenses included 21 sherds of Adare-type medieval pottery 
(01E1153:14:1-21), a fragment of a quern stone, over 80 iron nails, three knives and a gam-
ing dice. A high medieval radiocarbon date cal AD 1309–1409 (UB–9298) was returned 
from charred cereal. 

The occupation layer (C.14) slumped into a limestone sinkhole which must have 
opened when the kitchen had gone out of use (Fig. 12). The limestone sinkhole C.15 was 
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recorded in the centre of the kitchen. It was initially interpreted as a pit. But when the 
entire area of the kitchen was excavated it was confirmed as a natural geological feature 
that was probably not apparent when the kitchen was in use. It measured 2.10m by 2.60m 
on the surface and was filled to a depth of 0.29m with the remains of domestic cooking 
activities.

The final phase of occupation of the kitchen comprised two hearths. The associated 
draughting flues were obtained by cutting into the floor deposits. The flue (C.8) measured 
0.35m in width by 0.16m deep and was U-shaped in profile. The second flue (C.10) was 
the more extensive of the two; it extended from the hearth (C.6) in the west to the sec-
ond hearth (C.5) in the north-east of the kitchen. It comprised two main flues running 
roughly parallel, c. 0.3m apart, with a number of smaller flues connecting them. The flues 

Shells
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Figure 12: Post-excavation plan of the flues C�8 and C�10 in the kitchen and section of layer C�14�
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were filled with silt (C.7 and C.9) that included pebbles and small stones. One of the fills 
(C.9) included a small quantity of charred plant material, wheat, barley, grass and sedge.

A large sandstone hearthstone (C.5) was located in the north-eastern section of the 
kitchen (Pl. 17). It was half of a rotary quernstone and measured 0.74m by 0.45m by 
0.1m. It was surrounded by a mix of ash, mortar and charcoal from the fires. The soil 
beneath the hearthstone was burnt. Frequent charred cereal remains were recovered from 
the hearth. Most of these were barley, wheat and oat, arable weed seeds and sedge nut-
lets. The sedges may represent domestic waste from flooring and bedding material that 
was burnt on the fire or thatch from a roof. A fragment of Adare-type ceramic ridge-tile 
(01E1153:5:1) was recovered from the fill. The possible remains of a second hearth (C.6) 
were located against the western wall. It measured 0.7m by 0.55m by 0.08m. The underly-
ing clay was burnt. No evidence of scorching was noted on the western wall itself. 

The entire area of the kitchen was sealed by four layers (C.1, C.2, C.3 and C.4) of 
mixed vegetation and building rubble. The basal rubble layer (C.4) was 0.45 m in depth 
and included stone, slate, nails and four fragments of window glass (01E1153:4:16-19). The 
glass fragments are likely to have come from a mid fourteenth-fifteenth century window. 

Plate 17: View of the area of the kitch-
en during the excavation of 
the rich organic layers� The 
hearth C�5 is visible in the 
right foreground�
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Two layers of building rubble overlay the basal rubble layer. They included roof slates 
and limestone building rubble and cut fragments of limestone (01E1153:2:3, 5 & 6). It is 
likely that the rubble accumulated from collapse from adjacent walls and the original roof 
structure. The upper layer (C.1) was a mix of soil and vegetation.  

The Great Hall
Inside the southern limits of the outer ward and incor porated into the castle’s outer cur-
tain wall defences are a series of medieval buildings. The building located in the south-
western corner is the great hall (Fig. 13). It is the earlier and smaller of the two halls, 
which are separated by domestic area 1. The southern wall of the building is located on 
the edge of the river.

A linear bund comprising a low bank of gravely material that was sourced almost 
exclusively from the River Maigue extended through the length of the great hall in an 
east–west direction. The material was derived from the Maigue River when arterial drain-
age and other works along the riverside sections of the castle were undertaken in 1975. 
The bund material was put in place along the entire length of the castle complex as a short 
term measure to prevent seasonal flooding from the Maigue. The sterile material was 
removed under archaeological supervision by a mini excavator. Several features of archi-
tectural and archaeological significance were revealed beneath the bund. These features 
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Figure 13: Portion of the plan of Adare Castle showing the location of the great hall�
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included two areas of cobbling (one at either end of the hall) the base of an intra-mural 
stairs in the north-east angle of the hall, the threshold of the entrance into the hall includ-
ing a spud stone and two other interior thresholds (only partially exposed). 

A floor surface (C.92) was revealed beneath the bund material in the eastern section 
of the great hall, adjacent to the gable wall (Fig. 14). The surface comprised limestone and 
sandstone cobbles and measured 5.14m by 1.4m in area. The cobbles were sub-rectangu-
lar in shape with rounded corners. A surface drain was incorporated into the cobbled floor 
(Pl. 18). The drain was composed of elongated flat sub-rectangular stones set parallel to 
one another and at an inward angle which gave the drain a V-shaped profile. The drain 
extended in a north–south direction through the area of the cobbles and turned eastwards 
at the southern end. The base of a hearth (C.93) was recorded on the cobbles abutting the 

Plate 18: View of cobbles and drain C�92 in the great hall from south-east�
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Figure 15: Detail of the spiral stairs in the northeast corner of the great hall�
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revetment of the western wall of the great hall. It measured 0.15m north–south by 0.3m 
east–west. To create the hearth a small number of cobbles had been removed and two 
stones were then put slightly on edge to demarcate it. The soil at the base of the hearth 
was burnt in situ. A small layer of brown silty clay (C.94) with inclusions of charcoal was 
recorded on the cobbles. No artefacts were recovered from the area of the cobbles.

The basal four steps of an intra-mural spiral stairs (0.9m high by 0.7m wide at the 
base) were recorded in the angle of the northern and eastern internal wall of the great hall 
(Fig. 15, pl. 19). The remainder of the stairs had been blocked up. It is not known when 
the stairs was closed.   

An irregular cobbled surface (C.95) was recorded in the north-west corner of the hall. 
It measured c. 3m north–south by 3m east–west. This disturbed surface was triangular in 
plan and comprised sub-angular sandstone and limestone cobbles. A layer of black silty 
clay (C.117) was recorded on the eastern side of the cobbles. It was full of charred plant 
remains which included oat, wheat, barley, peas, beans, weeds commonly associated with 
cereal assemblages and charred hazelnuts. 

Domestic Area 1
Domestic area 1 was located between the great hall to the west, the aisled hall to the east 
and  the curtain wall to the south (Fig. 16, pl. 20). The area was partially excavated over 
a period of two seasons, the eastern section in 2002 and the area to the west and north in 
2003. The intention was to excavate enough to facilitate conservation work in particular 

Plate 19: View of base of intermural spiral stairs in the north-east corner of the great hall�
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Plate 20: View of domestic area 1 from northwest�

Figure 16: Portion of the plan of Adare Castle showing the location of domestic area 1
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to expose and excavate the east–east aligned wall, the oven and the well illustrated in the 
Plan of Adare Castle 1865 (see Fig. 5). A number of new features and additional walls were 
recorded within the area of the limited excavation. 

The area of excavation measured 12m north–south by 15m east–west (Fig. 17). The 
base of at least five walls and a cobbled surface with a drain inset, were recorded at the 
northern edge of the area. The walls were truncated by a stone-lined drain which extend-
ed from under the southern curtain wall and drained into the river Maigue to the south. 
A stone-lined well was located to the west of the drain. Two large pits and an associated 
area of cobbling were located at the western side (Pl. 21), to the south of the walls and a 
brick oven and cooking pit to the east. The plant remains and the animal bone assemblage 
recovered from the layers, cobbles and pit fills were similar in composition but varied in 
size. A few sherds of Adare-type pottery were recovered from the features at the eastern 
side. Three late medieval radiocarbon dates were returned from charred cereal from the 
fills of the well, the large pit and the cooking pit.

A bund had been constructed in the area in 1970’s to try to alleviate flood damage 
from the River Maigue. The majority of the bund material had been removed from the 
area prior to the commencement of the excavation works. The base of the bund material 
and the remains of rubble collapse were removed by hand during the excavation works. 

Pits, well and oven
Two pits (C.49 and C.60) and a well (C.41) were located in the western part of domestic 
area 1 (Fig. 18). The stone-lined pit (C.49) was located adjacent to the eastern wall of the 
great hall. It measured 1m in diameter and was 0.3m deep. It was constructed of three 

Plate 21: View of the cobbles C�57 and the stone-lined pit C�49 in domestic area 1 from south�
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courses of random rubble limestone. The base of the pit was flagged with stone and all the 
joints were sealed with clay (Pl. 22). A stone set in the upper course, on the western side, 
protruded 0.2m into the interior of the pit. It may have functioned as a step. Two fills 
(C.47 and C.48) were recorded in the pit but no finds were recorded in the fills. The basal 

Plate 22: View of the stone-lined pit C�49 in domestic area 1 from north�

Plate 23: View of the pit C�60 (in foreground) and the stone-lined pit C�49 in domestic area 1 from south�
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fill (C.48) was a loose grey gravel which measured 0.15m 
in depth. The upper fill (C.47) was a compact brown clay 
with inclusions of stone, charcoal and mortar, it measured 0.15m in depth. 

A circular pit C.60 measuring 1.5m in diameter by 0.45m in depth, was located 1.8m 
south-east of the stone-lined pit (Pl. 23). The pit was cut into a possible occupation ho-
rizon. The nature and extent of the occupation layer could not be ascertained as ground 
level in this area did not require any further reduction. Two silty clay fills (C.58 and C.59) 
with inclusions of charcoal, shell, small amounts of animal bone and two sherds of medi-
eval pottery (01E1153:58:1-2) were recorded in the pit. Charred plant remains were recov-
ered from the upper fill and while wheat was the most frequent grain some barley and oats 
were also identified. A late medieval radiocarbon date cal AD 1419–1466 (UB–9299) was 
returned from some of the charred cereal. A thin burnt layer (C.46) overlay the circular 
pit.

The stone-lined well (C.41) was located to the immediate north of the entrance to the 
mural stairs in the southern curtain wall. It measured 0.9m in diameter and was 2m deep. 
Access to the well was gained via six steps which were set on the western side of the well 
(Pl. 24). Each of the steps measured c. 0.32m by 0.2m by 0.4m in depth.  The well was 
cut into a compact yellow clay. One silty fill (C.12) was recorded within the well. It in-

Plate 24: View of the well C�41 (in 
foreground) and some of 
the capstones of the drain 
C�41 in domestic area 1 from 
south�
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cluded a small quantity of animal bone, wood and decayed organic matter. The majority 
of the plants identified in the sample were plants of disturbed and waste ground. Charred 
cereal grains, a few weed seeds, chaff and some cess indicators were also identified in the 
sample. A post-medieval radiocarbon date cal AD 1437–1617 (UB–9295) was returned 
from charred cereal from the well.

A red brick oven (C.40) was recorded in the eastern part of the area. It measured 1m 
by 0.62m and measured 0.35m by 0.35m internally. The base of the oven was a limestone 
slab and it was enclosed on three sides by red brick (Pl. 25). The bricks measured on aver-
age 0.22m by 0.06 by 0.1m in width. The basal bricks were laid on edge, the upper two 
courses were laid flat. The basal course surrounding the fire box consisted of five bricks 
on all three sides, with the opening to the north. Roughly hewn fragments of limestone, 
which was the remains of the limestone superstructure, surrounded the bricks. They were 
bonded with lime mortar. A soft black ash (C.13) was recorded in the oven and charred 
cereals and cereal weeds were recovered from it. While barley was the most frequent grain 
in the sample, wheat and oat were also identified. 

A rectangular stone-lined pit (C.38) was located 0.3m west of the oven and 3.2m east 
of the well (Fig. 19, pl. 26). The pit measured 1.7m by 0.58m by 0.3m. The eastern edge of 
the pit was difficult to define as it was only partially excavated. The eastern portion of the 
base of the pit was stone-flagged for a length of 1.2m. The northern and southern sides of 
the pit were defined by large roughly hewn fragments of limestone (Pl. 27). The silty ash 
fill (C.37) contained within the cooking pit had probably accumulated from fire waste 
associated with cooking activities. The soil underlying the fill was heat scorched. Analysis 

Plate 25: View of the oven C�40 in domestic area 1 from north�
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Figure 19: Post-excavation plan and profile of cooking pit C�38 and oven C�40�

Plate 26: View of the cooking pit C�38, 
the oven C�40 and the wall 
C�56 (in background) in do-
mestic area 1 from south�
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of the soil sample revealed a high density of cereals, wheat was the most numerous. The 
crops had been cleaned before being charred. Barley and oats were identified in addition 
to legume fragments such as pea and broad bean. A radiocarbon date cal AD 1521–1656 
(UB–9294) was returned from charred cereal from the pit.

The area between the oven and the cooking pit was not excavated, in order to preserve 
the features in situ, so the stratigraphic relationship between the two structures was not 
resolved. However the close proximity and similarity in function would suggest that they 
were contemporary. 

Walls 
The basal courses of five walls were recorded in domestic area 1 (Pl. 28). The surface of 
the levelled walls was cleaned to establish the size and orientation of each. As the walls 
were not fully exposed the stratigraphic relationship between the walls could not be de-
termined. The walls were constructed of random rubble limestone and for the most part 
were aligned east–west. The base of wall (C.54) was clay-bonded. This is worth noting as 
no other wall in the complex was clay-bonded with the exception of the retaining wall 

Plate 27: View of the cooking pit C�38 
in domestic area 1 from west
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at the base of the moat (John Moone OPW pers. com.). It is possible that either of the 
southernmost walls (C.53 or C.54) could have enclosed domestic area 1 between the great 
and aisled halls. The relationship between the walls (C.55 and C.78) which were located 

Plate 28: View of the walls C�58 and C�54 and the drain C�52 (L-R) in domestic area 1 from east�

Plate 29: View of the sondage between walls C�58 and C�54 in domestic area 1 from east�
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at the north-east, could not be established. The L-shaped wall (C.56) which extended into 
the eastern part of cutting, may have formed part of a structure. 

Wall C.53 was the southernmost and most substantial of the walls recorded in do-
mestic area 1. The wall abutted the eastern wall of the great hall to the west and wall 
C.56 to the east. It was truncated by a drain (C.39) which bisected the area. It measured 
11.7m east–west by 1.1m in width by 0.9m in depth. A narrow sondage, 1.6m east–west 
by 0.45m north–south, was excavated in the area between this wall and the wall (C.54) to 
the north (Pl. 29). The depth of both walls was ascertained from the sondage. A gap in the 
wall, c. 1m wide, was recorded 5m east of the great hall. It may represent the area of an 
entrance. The wall was constructed of random rubble and roughly hewn limestone. The 
stones were on average 0.37m by 0.36m by 0.22m and were bonded with a lime mortar.

Wall C.56 abutted the western wall of the aisled hall to the east. It was L-shaped in 
plan and measured 3.4m east–west by 1m in width and 1.6m north–south by 0.8m in 
width. The southern portion of the wall petered out in the area of the excavation. The wall 
was constructed of random rubble limestone and the edge stones were roughly hewn. Two 
to three courses of the wall survived in situ.

Wall C.54 was located 0.6m north of wall C.53. The wall abutted the eastern wall 
of the great hall to the west and the aisled hall to the east. The wall measured 8.05m 
east–west by 0.7m in width. Three courses of stone, to a depth of 0.3m, were recorded in 
the sondage. The southern face of the wall exposed in the sondage was rendered. Possible 
occupation layers were visible underneath the wall. The wall was constructed of random 
rubble limestone and the stones typically measured 0.18m by 0.12m. Larger stones were 

Plate 30: View of the walls C�55 and C�78 in domestic area 1 from west�
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recorded in the central portion of the wall typically measuring between 0.31m x 0.2m–
0.35m by 0.33m. The limestone was clay-bonded. 

A short section of cobbles and a drain C.52 were located on the immediate north of 
the wall. A rubble layer C.79 overlay the wall to the east of the drain C.39. One sherd of 
Adare-type ware (01E1153:79:1) was recovered from the rubble.

Wall C.55 was located 1.46m north of the wall C.54 (Pl. 30). Two short sections of the 
wall were recorded and only two courses of stone had survived in places. The western sec-
tion abutted the north-eastern corner of the great hall and measured 2.2m east–west. The 
eastern section measured 1.55m in length by 0.64m in width. The wall was constructed of 
random rubble limestone and was bonded with a lime mortar.

A short section of wall C.78 was exposed adjacent to the north-west corner of the 
aisled hall. It was not clear if the wall abutted the aisled hall. It measured 2.75m north-
east–south-west by 0.83m in width. The south-western face of the wall was rendered. 

Plate 31: View of the drain C�39, the 
well C�41 and the cooking 
pit C�38 and the oven C�40 in 
domestic area 1 from west
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Drains and cobbles
A stone-lined and stone-capped drain (C.39) located to the east of the well bisected do-
mestic area 1. It was aligned north–south and measured 9.3m in length by 0.44m in 
width by 0.4m in depth (Pl. 31). The drain extended under the southern curtain wall and 
emptied into the River Maigue. The northern end of the drain appeared to have termi-
nated in the wide damaged junction to the south of the wall (C.55). A short portion (0.9m 
in length) of the western side of the drain, which was adjacent to the top step of the well 
C.41, was either partially dismantled or never completed. The drain may have acted as an 
overflow channel for the well as the level of water in the well would have risen at high tide. 

A short length of drain (C.52) was recorded to the north of the wall C.54. It was ori-
entated east–west.  The area of drain measured 0.82m north–south by 2.88m east–west 
and was truncated at either end. The single stone on the northern and southern side of the 
drain were set at an angle. The central stone was laid flat to create a channel 0.12m deep. 
The flow of water was probably directed east towards the main north–south drain (C.39). 

Layers
A layer of brown silt C.11 was removed from the eastern portion of domestic area 1. The 
layer included 40–50% of stones of all sizes. The largest of the stones measured 0.65m 
by 0.46m by 0.3m in size. The rubble stone may have been associated with the southern 
curtain wall which had collapsed and had been repaired by the OPW during the current 
phase of work at Adare. A mixture of artefacts was recovered from the layer. The artefacts 
included sherds of Adare-type pottery (01E1153:11:1-11), a fragment of a weight crane 
(01E1153:11:14), a bone handled fork (01E1153:11:18) and a number of clay pipe frag-
ments. The layer overlay the pits, the oven, the drain and part of the walls.

Three layers (C.42, C.43 and C.44) of silty clay were recorded in the south-western 
portion of the site. They represented the base of the bund constructed along the southern 
perimeter of the outer ward to alleviate the riverine flooding. 

Two layers of material (C.45 and C.67) were recorded in the extreme south-western 
corner in the angle formed by the great hall wall and the curtain wall. The full extent of 
the layers could not be ascertained as it was not necessary to reduce ground level in this 
corner. The silty clays included 50% stones. Over half of the stones were large in size. At 
least five of the stones formed a possible wall line, aligned north–south, and located 1.8m 
east of the great hall wall. A short section of a second possible wall, aligned east-west, was 
recorded 0.7m north of the curtain wall. It measured 0.5m in width by 1m in length. The 
relationship of the possible wall to the rubble and the line of stones could not be deter-
mined. The line of stones may be associated with the collapse of the curtain wall or could 
be the basal remains of a structural feature. Sherds of Adare-type ware (01E1153:67:1-6) 
were recovered from the layer. Plant remains from the layers consisted mainly of cereal 
grains with large arable weed seeds, cereal chaff, and legumes. Wheat was the dominant 
cereal. 
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A cobbled surface (C.57) was located in the north-western portion of domestic area 
1 (see pl. 21). The cobbles had been set against the base of the stone lined pit (C.46) and 
edged the second pit (C.60). The cobbles were random rubble stone of varying sizes and 
shaped and were set vertically into the ground. They were packed tightly against each 
other. They formed an uneven surface as the stones were angular in shape. The cobbles 
were not removed from the perimeter of the pits in order to protect and maintain the 
stability of the stone-lined pit. It is likely that the two pits and cobbles were in use at 
the same time as the cobbled surface did not obscure the surface of either pit. A sherd 
of Adare-type ware (01E1153:57:1) and a small assemblage of plant remains and animal 
bone was recovered from the area of the cobbles. The assemblages were similar to those 
recovered from the layers to the south and the fill of the pit C.60. Intermittent patches of 
burnt clay and charcoal were recorded on the surface of the cobbles

Aisled Hall
The building located in the centre of the range along the south wall of the outer ward is 
the aisled hall (Fig. 20). It is the later and larger of the two halls, which are separated by 
domestic area 1. The southern wall of the building is located on the edge of the river and is 
lit by three sets of windows. The entrance to the aisled hall is provided through a porch at 
the eastern end of the northern wall. A river gate exit is located, in the south wall, directly 
opposite the main entrance. Three doorways are located in the eastern gable, the central 
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Figure 20: Portion of the plan of Adare Castle showing the aisled hall�
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Figure 21: Post-excavation plan of the area of cobbling and wall exposed in the aisled hall�
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doorway provides access into a passage which extends to the western edge of domestic 
area 2. The adjoining two doorways lead into the (postulated) pantry and buttery. 

Plate 32: View of interior of aisled hall from south-east�

Plate 33: View of wall C�100 in aisled hall from east�
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Prior to the commencement of works the internal area of the hall was grassed and 
the flood prevention bund was located directly inside the southern wall. The bund was 
removed by a mini-machine from the interior of the hall and the entire area was cleaned 
by hand. Traces of the base of four walls, the base of stone pillars and areas of cobbling 
within the northern entrance porch and eastern passage were recorded within the area of 
the hall (Pl. 32). No further excavation work was undertaken on the walls or cobbles as it 
was not required for the programme of conservation and presentation. 

The base of a wall C.100, aligned east–west, was recorded abutting the western end of 
the internal face of the southern hall wall (Pl. 33). The width of the wall was 0.65m and 
only the surface course was exposed. It was built of rubble limestone. The wall appeared 
to terminate at the window ope to the west of the river gate. A similar wall C.101 abutted 
the internal face of the western gable (Pl. 34). The exposed width of the wall was 1.1m 
and only the surface of the wall was exposed. Wall C.101 was the more poorly preserved 
of the two walls. 

Four pillars, to support the roof, in the interior of the hall are illustrated on the 1865 
plan of Adare Castle (see Fig. 5). The bases of five pillars were recorded in the floor of the 
aisled hall (Pl.s 35 and 36). The base of the pillar at the western end of the southern line, 
shown on the plan of Adare Castle 1865, had been removed and the base of the pillar 
at the western end of the northern line had been partially removed. Four of the exposed 
pillars measured between 0.6-0.8m across, the fifth pillar located at the eastern end of the 
northern line was larger, it measured 1.25 east-west by 1.1 north-south. It is not know if 
they were the base of stone pillars or stone pads for wooden supports for the roof.

Plate 34: View of wall C�101 in aisled hall from south�
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The internal area of the entrance porch measured 5m north-south by 3m east-west. 
The location of two rebates on the eastern and western side walls suggests that a double 
entrance door provided access into the aisled hall. The cobbles C.107 on the floor of the 
porch had survived intact (Pl. 37). There was a marginal difference between the cobbles 
in the central area of the porch and those in the northern area. Those in the central area 
were slightly larger in size while the northern ones were smaller and more rounded. The 

Plate 35: View of the base of the cental stone pad in the southern line in the aisled hall�

Plate 36: View of the base of the central stone pad in the northern line in the aisled hall�
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base of the northern wall line of the hall was exposed to the south of the cobbles, in the 
southern section of the floor of the porch. It measured 2.9m east–west by 1.3m in width. 

A metalled surface C.103 was exposed and recorded in the area of the passage that 
extended to the east of the hall (Pl. 38). It extended the full width of the passage 2.2m 

Plate 38: View of the central passage at the eastern end of the aisled hall and drain in foreground from 
east�

Plate 37: View of the cobbles in the porch of the aisled hall from east�
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and c. 4m to the east of the drain C.106, which was located beyond the eastern wall of the 
aisled hall, in an intermittent fashion.  It was composed of small fragments of sandstone 
and limestone. It was similar to the metalled surface that was recorded on the surface of 
part of the aisled hall but was more compact in nature.

The area of the river gate exit was cleaned. A short section of a limestone wall C.99 
was recorded on the western side of the river gate (Fig. 21, pl. 39). The wall was aligned 
north–south and was exposed for a length of 2.4 m. It was 1.4m wide and at least three 
courses of stone had survived. The wall would have formed a screen between the high 
and low end of the hall. The surface of two small areas of burnt soil and charcoal were 
recorded to the north-east of the wall.

Domestic Area 2
Archaeological work was undertaken in the south-east corner of the outer ward (Fig. 22, 
pl. 40). The work comprised the removal of the bund material, the exposure of the lower 
courses of the rectangular building, the well and the bread oven. These features were all 
illustrated on Dunraven’s plan of Adare Castle 1865 (see Fig. 5). It was also intended to ex-
pose the remainder of the outer curtain wall to facilitate the rebuilding of the wall on the 
bank of the River Maigue. The excavation works proved the bread oven to be a medieval 
corn-drying kiln but the stratigraphic relationship between the walls and the kiln could 
not be fully understood as the features were cleaned but not excavated.

The conservation work also included the reconstruction of a small area of outer wall-
ing to complete the restoration of the outer enclosing curtain wall of the castle. In addi-

Plate 39: View of wall C�99 and the river gate in the aisled hall from north-east�
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Figure 22: Portion of the plan of Adare Castle showing the location of domestic area 2�

Plate 40: View of the outer curtain wall C�84 on the bank of the River Maigue from east�
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tion a small section of wall to the immedi-
ate west of the rectangular building required 
reconstruction to complete the restoration of 
the outer enclosing wall. The basal courses 
or footings of the wall were exposed and all 
of the area (which measured 11m by 3m) 
between the rectangular building and the 
aisled hall were cleaned by hand.  A lintelled 
drain was recorded in the area between the 
rectangular building and the aisled hall.

The drain
A lintelled drain (C.106) was recorded ex-
tending from the wall enclosing domestic 
area 2 as far as the river gate wall (Fig. 23). 
It is not known where the drain originated 
from. It could have extended under the wall 
enclosing domestic area 2 as was the case 
with the drain in domestic area 1. The drain 
emptied into the River Maigue. It was orien-
tated north–south and measured 11.85 m in 
length by 0.45 m in width by 0.5 m in depth. 
The average size of the capstones was 0.38m 
by 0.25m by 0.06m. Two sherds of Adare-
type ware were recovered from the fill of the 
drain. 

A short section of the river gate wall was 
exposed during the excavation of the south-
ern limits of the drain. The exposed base of 
the river gate wall measured 0.45 m wide and 
was built of sandstone. 

Walls 
The south-eastern segment of the outer cur-
tain wall comprised two walls (C.83 and 
C.84) (Fig. 24, pl. 41). The walls were aligned east-west and one wall C.83 was built di-
rectly on top of the other wall C.84. Both walls measured c. 1.5m in width. Only the basal 
course of the upper wall in the sequence (C.83) had survived. It was a wall constructed of 
random rubble limestone. 

A portion of a third wall (C.88) was recorded on the interior of the curtain wall. The 
wall had been removed to ground level at some point. It was not marked on the 1865 
plan of the castle (see Fig. 5). The western extent of the wall appeared to abut the curtain 

0 5 m

N

Drain C106

Figure 23: Post-excavation plan of the rivergate 
drain C�106�
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walls but the eastern end swung away in an east-north-easterly direction. The wall was 
generally aligned east-north-east to west-south-west rather than east-west. It measured c. 
7.6m in length and extended as far west as the well (C.82). To the east the kiln (C.111) 
was built into and on top of this wall. The surface of the wall was exposed but the wall 
was not excavated so the relationship between it, the curtain wall and the kiln was not 
fully ascertained.

Plate 41: View of the outer curtain wall C�84 and the well C�82 in Domestic Area 2 from west

Plate 42: Pre-excavation view of the well C�82 in domestic area 2 from north�
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A layer of alluvial silt (C. 81) was removed from the 
area of the walls. It overlay the three walls for a length of c. 14m.  It had accumulated 
from various episodes of flooding of the River Maigue. It consisted of a mid brown silt, 
0.2m in depth and included 16 sherds of Adare-type, six sherds of Limerick-type, one 
sherd of North Devon and one sherd of Mottled ware and animal bone. 

Well
The well (C.83) was built into the northern edge of the curtain wall, on the bank of the 
River Maigue (Pl.s 42 and 43). It was constructed of random rubble limestone and meas-
ured 1.2 m in diameter by 2.4 m in depth. The water level of the well was tidal, filling 
with the ebb and flow of the river. It contained four fills (C.85, C.86, C.87 and C.90). 
The basal fills C.87 and C.90 were sealed by the modern layers. C.87 measured 0.42m 
in depth. Moss, small twigs, thorns, bracken, animal bone, bark, wood chips, charred 
cereals and waterlogged non-cereal seeds were recovered from the lower fills of the well. 
A late medieval date cal AD 1402–1443 (UB-9300) was returned from charred cereal. 
The range of plants indicated that domestic waste and possibly cess were dumped into 
the well. Moss and quantities of fruit seeds, including elderberry, blackberry, sloe/cherry, 
raspberry, hawthorn and bilberry, probably indicate the presence of cess. A stone mortar 
and an iron file were recovered from the basal fill (01E1153:87:1 and 2).

Plate 43: View of the well C�82 in do-
mestic area 2 from west�
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The upper two fills C.85 and C.86 were modern in origin. The brown silt alluvium 
and the brown silt measured 1m and 0.32m in depth respectively. 

The Kiln 
A keyhole kiln C.111 was recorded in the north-eastern portion of the rectangular build-
ing in domestic area 2. The kiln was built into and on top of a wall (C.88) to the south. 
The stone superstructure of the kiln measured 3.4m north–south by 4m east–west (Fig. 
25, pl. 44). It extended to the northern and eastern walls of the rectangular building. The 
kiln was aligned east–west with the entrance to the flue in the west. The entrance was 
slightly offset. The northern wall of the flue measured 1.4m in length while the southern 
wall C.110 measured 2.19m. The flue was 0.48m wide (Pl. 45). The drying chamber meas-
ured 1.17m north–south by 1.18m east–west by 0.96m wide internally. The outer ring of 
the drying chamber was rebuilt resulting in a decrease in the size of the chamber (C.116). 
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Figure 25: Profiles of the kiln C�111 and well C�83�
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The chamber was built on re-deposited subsoil (C.115). Two fills (C.112 and C.113) were 
recorded in the kiln. Four sherds of Adare-type ware were recovered from these fills. One 
of the fills (C.112) was located in the area of the mouth of the flue. Charred cereals and 
seeds and burnt and un-burnt bone were recovered from the fills. The cereal assemblage 
was dominated by bread wheat, while oat and barley was present in smaller amounts. 

Plate 44: Mid-excavation of kiln in domes-
tic area 2 from west�

Plate 45: Post-excavation of kiln in domestic area 2 from west�
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Beans, peas and other legumes were common in the samples. A high medieval radiocar-
bon date cal AD 1327–1433 (UB–9297) was returned from charred cereal. 

Rectangular building
A rectangular building was illustrated on the Plan of Adare Castle 1865 (see Fig. 5) in 
the south-eastern corner of the outer ward. The rectangular building measures c. 5 m 
north-south by 12.7 m east-west internally. The north-eastern portion of the building was 
sub-divided by a wall orientated east-west, a kiln was built into this wall. If this wall line 
were projected it is on the same line as the southern limits of both halls. The eastern wall 
of this building (C.98) was cleaned and exposed for a length of 2.4m and a height of 1.4 
m. An internal wall aligned east–west, was marked on the 1865 plan of Adare Castle (see 
Fig. 5). This wall (C.110) served as the southern wall of the superstructure of the kiln. It 
measured c. 2.2m in length and abutted the internal face of the eastern wall (C.98). It was 
built into and on top of wall C.88. 

Three walls were recorded to the east of the rectangular building. Wall (C.108) ex-
tended from the north-east corner of the rectangular building at an obtuse angle to the 
eastern outer ward wall. It was exposed for a length of 2.8m and a height of 0.68m and 
it was 0.6m in width. An L-shaped wall (C.109) abutted wall C.108. The longest length 
of the wall (C.109) was aligned roughly north–south. It was exposed for a length of 2.2 
m and was 0.6 m in width and petered out before the eastern wall of the rectangular 
building. 

Radiocarbon dates
Radiocarbon analysis was carried out by the 14 Chrono Centre in Queen’s University 
Belfast. Dates were calibrated using Calib Rev5.0.2 (©1986-2005 M.Stuiver & P.J. Re-
imer) and in conjunction with Stuiver & Reimer 1993 and Reimer et al. 2004.

Lab 
code

Context Provenance Material Un-calibrat-
ed date

δ 13 
C

Calibrated 
2-sigma date 
AD

Calibrated 
1-sigma date 
AD

UB–
9294

C.37 Fill of stone lined 
cooking pit C.49 in 
domestic area 1

Charred 
cereal

285 +/- 18 -22.4 1521–1575
1583–1590
1625–1656

1528–1551 
1634–1648

UB–
9295

C.12 Fill of well C.41 in 
domestic area 1

Charred 
cereal

405 +/- 25 -22.3 1437–1515
1598–1617

1444–1483

UB–
9296

C.26 Layer in kitchen Charred 
cereal

685 +/- 19 -22.4 1275–1303
1366–1383

1275–1297 
1374–1383

UB–
9297

C.112 Fill of corn drying 
kiln

Charred 
cereal

534 +/- 20 -24.3 1327–1342
1394–1433

1403–1424

UB–
9298

C.14 Layer in kitchen Charred 
cereal

585 +/- 18 -24.6 1309–1361
1386–1409

1320–1350 
1391–1401

UB–
9299

C.58 Fill of pit C.60 in 
domestic area 1

Charred 
cereal

473 +/- 18 -19.8 1419–1446 1428–1442

UB–
9300

C.87 Fill of well C.83 in 
domestic area 2

Charred 
cereal

506 +/- 25 -21.4 1402–1443 1414–1433

Table 2 Radiocarbon dates from Adare Castle
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Discussion
The archaeological excavations that took place at Adare Castle between 2001 and 2006 
concentrated on areas within buildings and work spaces located for the most part in the 
southern part of the outer ward of the castle. Even though only a small area was investi-
gated during the course of the archaeological excavations a wide range of information was 
retrieved. This included new material both artefacts and ecofacts that add to our knowl-
edge of the economy, the diet of the inhabitants of the castle, agriculture and fishing and 
the work of locally based artisans for example potters and carpenters. 

Historical sources indicate that the Great Hall was constructed before the death of 
Donal Mor O’Brien who died in 1194 and that the occupation of the Adare Castle was 
continuous until the seventeenth century. The sequence of radiocarbon dates obtained for 
Adare Castle indicates two main phases of activity. The early phase dated from the late 
13th century to the mid 15th century. The layers of occupation material retrieved from the 
kitchen, the pits in the western part of domestic area 1 and the kiln in domestic area 2 
all date from this medieval phase. The second phases dated from the mid 15th century to 
the early 17th century. The features in the eastern part of domestic area 2, the cooking pit, 
oven and well date to the later medieval/post-medieval phase.  

In contrast the walls uncovered in both domestic areas 1 and 2, the moat and the 
drawbridge pit all existed during the entire life span of the castle. Artefacts and ecofacts 
retrieved from the moat for example may belong to any of the phases of occupation and 
were often mixed, with artefacts dating from different periods recovered from the same 
layer. 

Prehistoric activity at Adare
A single flint blade (01E1153:80:7) was recovered from a layer in domestic area 1. It was 
dated to the Neolithic. It was the only evidence recorded during the excavations at Adare 
of prehistoric activity at the site.

Early medieval activity at Adare
A ringed-pin dated to the 6th century and the discovery of a pre-existing earthen bank 
that extended in a general east to west direction, parallel with the moat were evidence of 
early medieval activity at the site of the castle. The evidence was obtained from the exca-
vation of the drawbridge pit and makes a contribution to the theory that Adare was built 
on the site of a ringfort.

The following discussion on the origins of Adare Castle and the operation of the 
drawbridge was included in a paper by L. Dunne (2007, 165–169).

Until the 1960’s numerous scholars had accepted that Adare Castle was built on an 
earlier ringfort (Dun raven, 1865, 105; Adams, 1904, 3; Leask, 1999, 34; Westropp 1906, 
66-164, & 1907, 30). The theory of the ringfort was primarily based on the rounded na-
ture of the inner ward and also on the early medieval date attributed to artefacts recovered 
by Dunraven during his extensive works at Adare between 1840  and 1865 (Dunraven, 
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1865, 105, 129-30). In 1961 Etienne Rynne (1961, 193-202) published a paper challenging 
the then accepted idea that Adare was built on a ringfort. In a more recent publication 
O’Keeffe (2000, 32) challenges the classification of many sites as ringworks and ar gues 
that the fosses dug around the Anglo-Norman stone castles of Adare, Ferns and Rindown 
were un dertaken ‘simply to add extra protection’ and therefore do not relate to an earlier 
ringwork at these sites. 

The recent evidence obtained from the drawbridge pit clearly shows an earlier earthen 
bank under the inner gate-tower. The question only remains as to what this bank repre-

Figure 26: Isometric reconstruction drawing of inner drawbridge gate tower (Dan Tietzsch-Tyler) 
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sents, ringfort or ringwork? The finding of the ringed-pin, a particularly distinctive early 
medieval artefact, which was found protruding from a joint between the lowest two 
courses of masonry in the north-eastern corner of the drawbridge pit, clearly supports the 
original theory that Adare was built on a ringfort.

The recovery of the early ringed-pin beside an earthen bank exposed behind and 
beneath thirteenth century castle masonry has re-opened debate on the origins of Adare 
Castle. When this recent evidence is combined with the other artefacts recovered by 
Dunraven in the 19th century and the fact that some ringforts are located in low lying 
areas, the likelihood that Adare Castle is constructed on an early medieval ringfort now 
seems to be more acceptable. It would ap pear that following the arrival of the Normans 
at Adare at the end of the twelfth century the existing ringfort ditch was enlarged and 
its bank possibly strengthened and fortified. By the end of the thirteenth century these 
fortifications had been replaced by the construction of the inner curtain wall and draw-
bridge gate-tower su perimposed on the earlier foundations. 

Drawbridge pit
The excavation of the drawbridge pit and the judicious re moval of some patched ma-
sonry work by the OPW within the gate tower have revealed a number of crucial features 
and socket holes, some of which display the negative imprint of wood on the mortar. 
Of signifi cance are the two opposing socket holes crucially lo cated near the bottom of 
the vertical drawbridge recess that would have accommodated the pivoting stones of the 
drawbridge axle. To facilitate the raising and lowering operation, a deep pit was required 
within the gate tower to accommodate the downward arc movement of the rear section of 
the drawbridge. The length and depth of the pit have to be more or less the same. When 
raised, the drawbridge extended from the base of the pit to the top segmen tal arch of the 
recessed opening on the upper level. In its fully raised position the drawbridge closed 
against a cross beam of wood that acted as a buffer but also kept the top or end of the 
drawbridge slightly angled forward. The height of the drawbridge recess has to be coeval 
with the distance spanning the moat to the receiving abutment on the counterscarp. As 
the drawbridge was lowered it pivoted on an axle strategically positioned in line with the 
inside of the recess. The pivot point is eccentrically disposed along the length of the draw-
bridge (in this case a distance of 2.35m from the inner end), resulting in a distance ratio 
of at least 2:1. Consequently at the commencement of opening, the drawbridge would 
have begun to lower under its own weight controlled by a ratchet gearing mechanism and 
the fact that it was already outward ly disposed by the buffer cross beam. When lowered, 
the drawbridge extended a total distance of 7m from the inner back wall of the pit to the 
abutment on the southern side of the moat (Fig. 26). 

Raising a drawbridge from a horizontal position was a much more difficult task. To 
offset this required eff ective counter-weighting of the rear underside section. Excavations 
at Sønderborg in Denmark revealed that the counterweight comprised a wooden box 
filled with hand-sized stone cobbles (Hertz, 1982, 422). Some similar sized cobbles were 
found in the pit at Adare but there were not sufficient numbers to assume that they related 
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to a counterweight. At Adare, the raising effort was much more strenuous as the draw-
bridge (calculat ed weight of 1500kg based on Hertz’s figures, ibid 420) extended below 
the optimum horizontal position by a further 5.35̊ . The slope of the drawbridge at Adare 
was necessary given the very limited space between the rear of the abutment and the early 
hall further exacerbated by the acute access approach that was governed by the edge of 
the moat. To construct the Adare drawbridge at the optimum horizontal level would have 
required a stepped access to the abutment and this would have been untenable. Conse-
quently a compromise slope of 5.35̊  was necessary and this is reflected by the linear plank 
slots for the wooden floor on each side of the drawbridge pas sageway. The actual draw-
bridge itself has long since disappeared and no fragments were found in the excavation. 

High medieval activity in the Kitchen
During the course of the archaeological works the small enclosed space located between 
the gatehouse and the great hall was termed the kitchen. This term was used because the 
enclosed space was located on the northern side of the great hall and layers of midden 
material and later flues and a hearth which cut the midden layers were recorded within it. 

The service area, which includes a kitchen, is generally located at the lower or service 
end of a medieval hall. It is however not clear where the service area for the great hall at 
Adare was located. Does the presence of a first floor window in the east gable mean that 
the high end, where the lord sat, of the great hall was at the eastern end? If so then the 
enclosed space termed the kitchen is located at the lower end of the hall. There are no 
comparable examples of kitchens from recent excavations of Irish stone castles but there 
are some interesting parallels in English and Welsh stone castles. A site which provides 
a useful comparison for Adare is Dryslwyn Castle located in Carmarthenshire in Wales 
(Caple 1988 and Rees & Caple 1999). The castle stands on a small steep sided hill and is 
one of about 25 masonry castles which are believed to have been built by Welsh lords in 
the thirteenth century. The castle is located on one of the few crossing points of the Twyi 
River. Six principal phases of activity at Dryslywn were identified by Caple (1990) and it 
is the third phase, which includes the construction of Hall G (c. 1250-75) that is of par-
ticular interest in terms of Adare. An extensive period of occupation was associated with 
Hall G and this was ‘marked by the build up of a sequence of 1-2 m of occupation debris 
in area F’ (ibid. 50). Area F is a narrow space located between Hall G and the curtain wall. 
It was filled with 1m to 2m of organic kitchen midden material during the use of the hall 
before being capped and sealed with rubble. A coin dated 1280-1282 was recovered from 
the rubble. The area was interpretated as a midden (CADW 47).

The Phase 3 (c. 1250-75) deposits from Area F are of great importance for comparative 
purposes with the layers in the kitchen at Adare. These deposits, which were waterlogged 
due to the presence of impermeable clay floors beneath them, consisted of three major 
layers - a basal layer of charcoal-rich material containing animal bone, fish bone, seeds 
and shells. It was interpreted as a kitchen midden deposit. The middle layer consisted of 
a square-cut feature, which was interpreted as the base of a latrine chute. The upper layer 
was similar to the lowest and was also interpretated as a kitchen midden deposit (ibid. 52). 
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A total of 70% percent of the animal bone recovered from the deposits were cattle, with 
sheep, pig and roe deer also represented. A large volume of bird bones were also recovered 
and amongst these were domestic fowl, geese and a wide variety of game birds. Evidence 
for 26 species of fish was recorded - 90% from marine environments and 10% from fresh-
water. A variety of shellfish, including oyster, whelk, mussel and cockle was also found 
(ibid. 53). Seeds and fruit stones were also preserved, these included fig and fennel seeds 
and pips from grapes, blackberry, elderberry, raspberry and plum/cherry. Cereal grains 
were not recovered from these deposits which indicated a diet low in cereal and plentiful 
in meat, fish and fruit (ibid. 54).

The kitchen at Adare comprised a build-up of 2m in depth of 13th and 14th century 
occupation debris. Three of the layers in particular which measured c. 1m in depth were 
exceptionally well-preserved rich organic layers. A comprehensive assemblage of animal 
bone, plant remains, sherds of pottery and metal artefacts, a large percentage of which 
were iron nails, were recovered from the layers. Close examination of the elements of the 
faunal assemblage in particular suggests that the layers were midden deposits that had 
accumulated in a space between the great hall and the gatehouse. The midden layers 
were dated to the high medieval period, ranging 1275–1409, by two radiocarbon dates 
that were obtained from charred cereals from two of the main midden layers. The dates 
spanned a period of 124 years, with the date from the upper layer (C.14) being margin-
ally later than the lower (C.26). The two earlier midden layers were separated from each 
other by a layer of wood (C.27), which may have been introduced to cover, level or tidy 
up the area. The later layer (C.14) was separated from the earlier two by a layer of sandy 
clay (C.17) that covered the entire area to a depth of 0.2m. This sealing layer may have 
introduced to tidy up the space before it was used again for waste disposal. Layer (C.14) 
comprised several thin mixed organic lenses. 

Three of the organic layers (C.14, C.24 and C.26) from within the kitchen accounted 
for 98% of the entire faunal assemblage recovered from Adare Castle. The unique pres-
ervation conditions prevailing in the sealed deposits resulted in the recovery of large 
amounts of young animal bones as well as all of the fish and bird bone from the site. 
A total of 30,732 animal, bird and fish bone were recovered with fish and bird remains 
representing 61% of the assemblage. The total identified sample for the main livestock 
animals was over 2,000 fragments with overall suggested proportions of 42% cattle, 35% 
sheep and 22% pig. The cattle bones represented waste from slaughter, primary butchery 
and food waste from the table but the slaughter and primary butchery would not have 
taken place in a kitchen. The very heavy butchery recorded on the bones suggests that 
carcasses were rarely cooked whole or in large prepared joints. Limited burning on the 
bones suggested that the meat was more likely to have been boiled or stewed. The same 
profile was recorded in the bone from sheep, both material from butchery and kitchen 
waste were represented.

The bird assemblage consisted of 3,888 bones accounting for almost 25% of identified 
fragments from the site. Most of the identified bones were from the two main domestic 
species, domestic fowl and goose, with domestic fowl accounting for over 80% of the as-
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semblage. The fowl bones were small, of a size corresponding to modern Bantams. Bone 
from laying hens, cockerels and juvenile fowl were all identified. The goose bone included 
those of immature birds, goslings, which represent incidences of natural mortality, bone 
from food waste and a preponderance of older birds, which were kept for a supply of eggs 
and down. The remaining bird sample was small but it represented a wide range of spe-
cies, indicating the exploitation of woodland and wet marshy environments. Wild species 
of duck and winter-visiting wader species that winter on estuaries were identified. Forest 
dwelling species included woodcock and woodpigeon. The bones of a wide range of small 
perching birds, wagtail, fieldfare, starling, swallow, song thrush, corn bunting, sparrow, 
robin and bullfinch, are unlikely to represent food waste but may have been incorporated 
in the assemblage accidentally by cats and/or large birds, owls, peregrine falcons or jack-
daws and pigeons which were nesting in the castle. 

Almost 6,000 fish bones were recovered and over 90% of these were from sieved sam-
ples. The fish was brought to the site whole and there was no evidence to suggest that 
it was dried or preserved. The assemblage was dominated by marine species, the most 
common species of fish was herring, accounting for almost 70% of identified fragments. 
The second most common fish group was the cod family, whiting, cod, haddock, ling 
and pollack were represented. Flatfish were also identified and remains included plaice or 
flounder, sole and megrim. Migratory species included salmon/sea trout and common eel. 
In addition to the fish five species of shells, representing dogwhelk, cockle, mussel, scallop 
and oyster were recorded in the layers. 

The pottery recovered from the occupation layers, which included two almost com-
pletely reconstructed jugs, represented Adare-type ware. Jugs that were probably used to 
contain and serve a variety of liquids refreshment in the great hall represented the major-
ity of the forms produced. The larger of the reconstructed jugs had a capacity of 9 pints or 
4.5 litres. A broad date range of mid-13th to 14th century is suggested for the ware. 

While the space between the great hall and the gatehouse was used initially as a 
midden it may have functioned as a kitchen in the latter phase of use. A hearth, with an 
associated flue, cut into the underlying midden layers that had accumulated in the en-
closed space. The hearth comprised one half of a rotary quern stone, re-used as a hearth 
stone. Charred cereal remains, including barley, wheat, oat, arable weed seeds and sedge 
nutlets were recovered from the hearth. Quern stones were used as hearth stones in the 
brew-house at Dolforwyn Castle in Wales (Butler 1995, 177), in the kitchen at Penhallam 
in Cornwall (Beresford 1974, 112) and in the floor of the bread oven in the bakehouse in 
Glanworth Castle, Co. Cork (Manning 2009, 58). 

A number of roof slates and fragments of window glass were recovered from the up-
per rubble layers in the kitchen which sealed the midden layers. The four fragments of 
window glass thought small in size and number are nonetheless important as they provide 
evidence of glazing in Irish medieval castles. Most of the surviving medieval window 
glass recovered to date has come from ecclesiastical sites. The glass probably originated 
from one of the windows in the great hall. 
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High medieval activity in Domestic Area 1
Domestic area 1 was located between the great hall and the aisled hall and was enclosed 
to the south by the curtain wall. It is not know if the area was an open-air work space or 
an enclosed work space during the medieval occupation of the castle. According to the 
OPW no evidence of a roof line was recorded during the conservation work that was un-
dertaken on the gable walls of the two halls or the curtain wall, but the roof could have 
been thatched.  The basal remains of at least three walls were recorded during the excava-
tion on the northern edge of the area. A gap in the southernmost wall (wall C.53), may 
have functioned as an entrance but no entrance was visible on the wall (wall C.54) further 
to the north. The walls may not be contemporary.

The north-western portion of the space was cobbled and two pits, one stone-lined and 
one cut into the underlying clay, were located within the area of cobbles. The joints in 
the stone-lined pit were well sealed with clay but no evidence from the contents of the pit 
was recorded. The pit could have been used for storage or steeping. Charred cereal from 
a fill of the pit cut into the underlying clay was dated to the late medieval period, rang-
ing 1419–1446. A small assemblage of charred cereal, animal bone and oyster shell was 
recovered from the earth cut pit. Two sherds of Adare-type ware and two fragments of 
molten copper were also recovered. 

The artefacts recovered from three layers (C.44, C.47 and C.67) and the surface of the 
cobbles (C.57) in the western portion of domestic area 1 are similar, albeit much smaller 
in quantity, to those recovered from the midden deposits in the kitchen. The artefacts in-
cluded several sherds of Adare-type ware, one fragment of medieval glass which may have 
originated from a window in the great hall, a copper alloy patch, an iron knife blade and 
a fragment of a spur. A large sample of charred cereal was recovered from one of the layers 
(C.67). It was dominated by wheat but barley and oats were also recorded. The sample was 
similar but larger than the one recovered from the pit C.38, dated to the post-medieval 
period, located to the east. The charred cereal in the layer could be intrusive as sherds of 
Adare-ware and other medieval artefacts were also recovered from the layer. 

High medieval activity in Domestic Area 2
The aisled one storey hall, a later thirteenth century construct, is located mid way on the 
southern range of buildings. The service area for the hall is located to the east of the build-
ing and comprises the remains of at least four buildings that extend along the edge of the 
river as far as the extreme south-eastern corner of the outer ward. The (postulated) buttery 
and pantry are accessed directly from the lower end of the aisled hall and a rectangular 
building is located to the east. The rectangular building may have functioned as a bake 
and/or brew-house as it  houses a kiln and has easy access to a well. A drain is located in 
the area between the buttery and pantry and the rectangular building.

The arrangement of triple doors at the lower end of the hall, which included doors to 
two service rooms, buttery and pantry, and a central door between them which led down 
a passage to the kitchen was first seen in the early 13th century in Clarendon Place and 
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the Bishops palace at Lincoln, in England (McNeill 1997, 76). The arrangement survived 
in to the 16th century. It can also be seen at Clonmore Castle, Co Carlow. This castle is 
one of the few in Ireland that has substantial standing remains of its domestic ranges and 
loosely compares to the earlier castle at Adare (Sweetman 1999, 116).  

The rectangular building, kiln and the internal wall were marked on the Plan of 
Adare Castle 1865 (see Fig. 5). There is a gap or entrance in the south-western corner of 
the building. The kiln is annotated as an oven with an opening to the north. The western 
limit of the wall, orientated east-west, is uncertain. The well is illustrated in the south-
west corner. 

A site which provides a useful comparison for the kiln at Adare is the medieval manor 
of Penhallam in Cornwall. Here a series of thirteenth-century buildings, including a 
camera, hall, buttery, kitchen, bake and brew-house, pantry, larder and chapel were ar-
ranged around a courtyard. They were constructed in the 12th and 13th centuries within 
the site of an earlier ring-work (Beresford 1974, 90). The evidence for the positioning and 
morphology of the service area is of considerable interest. The arrangement of the service 
areas, specifically the buttery, kitchen, bake and brew-house and pantry, were to the west 
of and at the lower end of the hall, in a similar position to the services, albeit at the eastern 
end, of the aisled hall at Adare. The bake and brew-house at Penhallam, built against the 
western wall of the buttery, contained two ovens and a kiln and a well was located outside 
the entrance to the building to the east. The kiln was built within a raised platform. It 
was 3½ ft. (1.06m) in diameter and the straight sided flue was 1 ft. 9 in. (0.53m) wide 
(ibid. 111). The Penhallam kiln was the same size as the Adare kiln; the chamber of the 
kiln at Adare measured c. 1m in diameter and the flue was 0.48m in width. The excavator 
interpreted the kiln at Penhallam as a malting kiln but stated that in places the same kiln 
may have been used as a corn-dryer or malting kiln, the purposes in both cases is to dry 
the grain (ibid.). The process of malting involved steeping barley in water, then spreading 
it to dry until it germinated, it was then baked in a kiln before being ground (Hardyment 
1997, 108).

The Adare kiln may have been abandoned after a fire as a large amount of charred ma-
terial was recovered. The majority of the identified grain was bread wheat but oat, barley, 
beans and peas were also recovered. Charred cereal from the kiln was dated to the late 
medieval period, spanning 1327 to 1433. A substantial well was located 7m to the west of 
the kiln. Charred cereal from the base of the well was dated to the late medieval period, 
ranging 1402–1443. 

Late medieval and post-medieval activity in Domestic Area 1
The stone-lined pit and the oven are located adjacent to one another in the eastern part 
of  domestic area 1. The two features are contemporary, as charred cereal from the pit 
was dated to the post-medieval period, ranging 1521–1656 and the oven was constructed 
of brick, a building material which has not been found to pre-date 1550 in Ireland. A 
moderate amount of cereal grains, which included wheat, barley, oat and legumes were 
recovered from the pit. The grain had been cleaned before charring. A smaller amount 
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of cereal grains were recovered from the oven. No animal bone was recovered from the 
cooking pit or the oven. The two features may represent the remains of a post-medieval 
brew-house, a hearth associated with brewing and a steeping trough for grain or may have 
functioned as a cooking pit and oven.   

There was no direct evidence recorded to suggest that the oven and the pit were lo-
cated in the interior of a building but the entire space between the great and aisled halls 
may have been enclosed by one of the walls located on the northern edge of the area. The 
presence of a covered drain could indicate that at least the central part of domestic area 1 
was an external space. The drain may have collected water from the roofs of the halls and 
emptied under the curtain wall into the river. Unlike the western part of domestic area 1 
this section was not cobbled.

The oven differs considerably from the typical dome-roofed ovens of circular or oval 
plan which were inserted into tower houses and built as original features of fortified 
houses between c. 1580 and 1650 (Sherlock, pers. com.). These are usually between 0.8m 
and 1.1m in diameter whereas the Adare oven measures just 0.35m square internally. Two 
scenarios are possible. One possible explanation comes from Kenilworth Castle where 
a large pot-boiler was found (Morris 2010, 11). This comprised a masonry structure de-
signed to contain a large metal cauldron and a fire beneath, although the hearth at Ke-
nilworth was larger. 

Another site which provides a useful comparison for the oven and pit at Adare is Dol-
forwyn Castle located on the north bank of the river Severn in Powys in Wales (Butler 
1995, 133). The castle was constructed by Llywelyn ap Gruffydd in 1272 and was cap-
tured by English forces in 1277. It was subsequently occupied by the Mortimer family 
lasting into the fourteenth century (ibid.). It is the courtyard buildings specifically the 
brew-house that is of particular interest in terms of Adare. The room measured 12.5m by 
8m, with a beaten clay floor to the east and a gritty or mortary soil to the west. Two pits, 
a hearth, made from two large worn quernstones, a reddened area, a quenching trough/
settling tank for cooking or distilling were located in the eastern part of the room (ibid. 
177).  Three ovens, different to one another in form and size, were located in the south-
west quarter of the room (ibid. 181). Two of the ovens were set 0.6m above floor level and 
the floor of the third, closes to the trough, had not survived. The trough measured 2.5m 
in length by 0.6m in width by 0.35m in depth and was comparable to the size of the pit 
at Adare, albeit 0.8m longer. The remains of the three large ovens may have comprised a 
bakehouse and the steeping-trough, roasting hearth and remains of two brewing vats a 
brew-house. 

Another site which provides a useful comparison for the oven at Adare is Barnard 
Castle in County Durham in England, located on the banks of the River Tees (Austin 
2007). In terms of service provision, extensive evidence was uncovered at Barnard Castle 
for structures of various dates and forms. Of particular interest here is the Phase IV 
(c.1160 - c.1190) bakehouse discovered in the Inner Ward. The excavator suggests that the 
roof of this rectangular, stone-built structure (10.5m by 9.5m) sloped downwards from the 
curtain wall of the Inner Ward at the east to the sturdy western wall of the bakehouse, 
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and that the northern and southern walls of the building were less strong since they car-
ried little weight. The bakehouse contained two stone-built ovens and a fine, stone-lined 
pit of uncertain purpose which was up to 2.5m deep. The southern oven was the best-
preserved of the two and consisted of an oval chamber (1.5m by 0.9m) at the west with 
an eastern ope or doorway accessible from a hollow area to the east. Austin (2007, 240) 
acknowledges that the ground-level placement of the oven is unusual, since most medi-
eval ovens were constructed at waist height for ease of use. 

A kitchen with an oven and a brewhouse were also recorded at another Welsh cas-
tle, Montgomery (Butler 2004). The kitchen and brew-house were timber-framed build-
ings which rested on dwarf stone walls and the brew-house featured a sunken tank or 
trough for soaking the barley to promote germination and a small kiln for drying it after 
germination. 

Moat
The cutting excavated in the moat was located at the base of the eastern face of the west-
ern curtain wall. The most interesting items that were recovered from the basal fill of the 
moat were small assemblages of wood and leather, organic items that had not survived 
elsewhere on site. The three fragments of leather date to the mid 13th century/14th cen-
tury. Eight different species of wood were identified in the small assemblage, but is not 
known if the artefacts and waste all or partly belong to the high medieval period or the 
late medieval period. Oak was the most common wood identified but Pomoideae (rowan/
whitebeam, hawthorn and crab apple), ash, alder, birch, hazel, yew and honeysuckle were 
also identified. The assemblage included waste products from the manufacture of wooden 
artefacts, pegs which may have formed components of wattling, household wares were 
represented by the remains of two wooden bowls, musical instruments were represented 
by a complete tuning peg and there were three fragments of possible oak planking from 
a clinker built boat. The fragments of possible planking from a clinker built boat are in-
teresting. The River Maigue is tidal 650m beyond (south of) Adare Castle. The remains 
of a small wooden jetty, that extended from a pier wall sheltered behind the southeastern 
corner of the curtain wall near the east postern gate, was recorded by Sweetman (1980a, 
6). Small boats plying the river would have docked at Adare Castle in a manner similar to 
that suggested by Sweetman in a reconstruction drawing of the north-east curtain wall of 
Trim Castle on the bank of the River Boyne (Sweetman 1999, 46). 

A site which provides a useful comparison for the moat at Adare is Barnard Castle in 
County Durham in England, located on the banks of the River Tees (Austin 2007). There 
are some similarities between the two sites. They each have an inner ward defined by a 
deep ditch and an outer ward (or wards) defined by a longer extra-mural ditch and a riv-
erside wall. The picture at Barnard is more complex and Austin (2007, 306) suggests that 
the ‘wet moat’ dug along the eastern face of the wall separating the Town Ward from the 
Middle Ward in the fourteenth century replaced an earlier ditch. This ditch was separated 
from the deeper Great Ditch which defined the Inner Ward by a small dam. The dam 
prevented accumulated water in the wet moat from flowing into the deeper Great Ditch. 
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During the excavations in this area a remarkable discovery was made in waterlogged lev-
els. At the base of the dam a timber sluice was preserved and this allowed the water level 
in the wet moat to be controlled. The sluice consisted of a timber pipe which ran under 
the dam and which was closed by the insertion of a timber bung into the inlet ope of 
the pipe. This feature (from Austin’s Phase VII c.1330 - 1471) could provide a parallel for 
the arrangements which may have existed between the inner and outer ditches at Adare 
before the modern sluice was inserted.

However, another feature at Barnard Castle may also provide us with an alternative 
suggestion for the original connection between the inner and outer ditches at Adare. 
The Great Ditch at Barnard is crossed about halfway along its length by the Northern 
Cross Curtain wall which separates the Town Ward from the Middle Ward. This wall 
belonging to Austin’s phase III (c.1130 - c.1160), is not described in detail but features ‘an 
opening with a round-headed arch’ (Austin 2007, 255) which allowed access (and water to 
flow?) along the base of the Great Ditch. A simple arched opening may also have existed 
at Adare instead of a sluice, though such an opening would need to be lower than the 
normal water level in the ditches to maintain the security of the complex. 

Conclusions
Adare Castle, the chronology and analogy of the separate architectural components, is 
well described by Leask (1964) and later Sweetman (1999). The castle sited on the bank of 
the River Maigue controlled traffic on the river. Access to the outer ward is via a western 
gateway and a second gatehouse and drawbridge protected the entranceway which led to 
the keep in the inner ward. Further protection was provided by an outer and inner fosse 
fed by the River Maigue. The buildings in the outer ward are arranged on the southern 
side and they include the early hall located adjacent to the gateway. This was replaced by 
the aisled hall and the associated service area by the end of the 13th century.

The archaeological excavation works at Adare Castle were done solely to facilitate a 
programme of conservation of the buildings and particular key architectural features 
and included the removal of the flood prevention bund located inside the southern cur-
tain wall. With the exception of the area of the drawbridge pit and the kitchen, which 
were fully excavated, the remainder of the excavation works was limited in nature. The 
outcome of this limited programme of works proved to be extremely valuable as a com-
prehensive range of archaeological information, derived principally from the artefacts 
and ecofacts, relating to the economy and occupation of the castle from the medieval to 
the post-medieval period was accumulated. Excavations of stone castles in Ireland have 
tended to concentrate in the area of the gatehouse and the hall or keep and to date very 
little excavation has taken place in the service areas associated with the hall. Therefore the 
excavation of the kitchen and the service areas in particular at Adare Castle has made a 
significant contribution to the study of Irish stone castles.
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4 The Artefacts

The Pottery
Clare McCutcheon 

A total of 563 sherds of pottery were recovered from the site. Following some reassembly 
within and between contexts in addition to two almost completely reconstructed jugs, the 
total was reduced to 546 of which 527 (97.71%) are medieval in date. 

The fabric types have been identified visually and the information is presented in 
Table 1. The number of sherds in each fabric type is listed and the minimum number 
of vessels (MNV) represented by these sherds. This minimum number is based on the 
presence of rim/handle junctions, as this is the most accurate method of determining the 
presence of a jug. As jugs represent the majority of the forms produced, this method of 
quantification ensures at least that the glazed wares can be accurately quantified. It is safer 
and more useful for indicating overall use of pottery at any particular time if conservative 
and consistent numbers can be produced on a site by site basis, leading to greater use for 
researchers in the future. The probable form and the date range of the fabric types are also 
listed in the table. 

Table 2 contains the identification of the pottery by context, with the museum finds 
number and, where appropriate, the type of sherd i.e. R, S, B, RH for rim, spout, base 
and rim/handle respectively.  

This assemblage from Adare Castle itself is a valuable addition to the corpus of locally 
made medieval pottery, particularly in the light of a probable kiln at Adare Castle. Only 
two medieval pottery kilns have been found and excavated in Ireland, at Carrickfergus 
(Simpson et al. 1979) and Downpatrick (Pollock & Waterman 1963) and fragmentary 
remains of a third at Dundalk were recorded in 1997 (Campbell 1998). There is con-
siderable evidence, however, that there may have been a medieval pottery kiln at Adare 
Castle (Sweetman 1980a), including surface wasters recovered during field walking (A. 
MacDonald pers. comm.). 

Fabric type Sherds MNV MVR Form Date
Saintonge green glazed & 
unglazed

8 - 1 Jug 13th/14th

Adare-type 477 4 >10 Jugs, tile L13th?
Limerick-type? 41 - >2 Jug 13th/E14th
Total medieval 526
North Devon gravel free 1 - 1 Bowl 17th
Tin glazed ware 1 - 1 Plate 17th
Mottled ware 4 - 1 Tankard? 18th
Black glazed ware 1 - 1 Bowl? 18th/19th
Glazed red earthenware? 5 - >1 Bowl? 18th/19th
Unglazed red earthenware 7 - 1 Flower pot 18th/19th
Slipware 1 - 1 Cup 19th
Total post-medieval 20

Table 1: Pottery identification Adare Castle (01E1153 ext)� 
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Assemblages from previous excavations at Adare Castle (Sweetman 1980a) and more 
recent excavations at Tankardstown (McCutcheon forthcoming (a)) and at Attyflin 
(Sandes forthcoming) are directly comparable to the present assemblage in terms of the 
percentage of imported wares. With reference to locally made pottery, the medieval as-
semblages at King John’s Castle (Sweetman 1980b); Charlotte’s Quay (Lynch 1984); Mary 
Street, St Saviour’s Priory, Fish Lane/Sir Harry’s Mall and St Francis Abbey (McCutch-
eon 2002; 1996; forthcoming (b & c)) provide accessible comparisons. These give a good 
indication of the distribution of Adare-type ware in the wider area. 

Adare-type/Limerick-type wares:
The designation of a ware as a type is recommended practice in pottery studies and in-
dicates that a ware has been consistently found in a particular area while evidence for a 
production centre or kiln has not yet been uncovered (Blake & Davey 1983). In the case 
of Limerick, this situation is somewhat anomalous and the term Limerick-type can be 
used to describe the county rather than simply the city. This wide parameter has also 
been used for Cork, and although a small quantity of possibly locally made ware has been 
recovered at Youghal, the quantities are still too small to allow for very exact definitions. 
As the general term London-type (Pearce et al 1985) and Dublin-type ware (McCutcheon 
in prep) has been adopted to describe wares that share general traditions and clay sources 
from assemblages far greater than what has been published from Limerick to date, the 
term Limerick-type ware may be used in the broadest sense here. 

Adare-type:
The clay used in this pottery is an iron-rich silty clay with 25% quartizite (Cleary 1995, 
table 22). In this, the clay is very similar to that found in a wide area of Counties Limer-
ick and Cork (ibid. 74) but the distinctive difference in the Adare-type ware is the firing 
technique which results in a dark grey core or sandwich effect in section. ‘Sherds which 
have grey cores are the result of rapid firing where the atmosphere in the centre of the 
vessel wall lacks the necessary oxygen to fully convert the iron compounds to oxides … 
This results in grey cores which are the product of a semi-reducing atmosphere’ (ibid.). 
Many of the wasters recovered during fieldwalking also show evidence of poorly mixed 
clay with air pockets that blew out in the kiln, shattering the pot. Small bulges or air 
pockets have been noted occasionally on Adare-type pottery recovered in other excava-
tions already cited. While the rapid firing technique and the air pockets may suggest a 
potter in a hurry, the jugs are well made and finished off with confident decorative motifs 
and firmly attached handles. A broad date range of mid-13th to 14th century has been sug-
gested for this ware (Table 1), but the excavation and analysis of material from the kiln 
and/or workshop could narrow the date range considerably and it may be that this ware 
is the product of a single potter over a short period of time. 

All of the vessels represented in this assemblage are jugs with strap handles. Two semi-
complete jugs were reconstructed (Pl. 46) and a minimum third jug is represented by a 
rim and complete handle. A further jug is represented by handle fragments. 
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Six of the handle sherds, including that on the complete jug, were decorated with 
diagonal slashing between two parallel lines (E1) (Fig 27). This is the most typical pattern 
found on later 13th century locally-made pottery in Ireland. The codes for the decorative 
motifs on handles are based on the extensive assemblages at Wood Quay, Dublin, and the 
seventeen standard decorative motifs have been replicated in all locally-made assemblages 
in Ireland (McCutcheon in prep).

The spout sherds were pulled rather than bridge spouts, adding to the indications 
that the Adare-type pottery is of later rather than earlier 13th century date. Decoration on 
the body of the jug consisted of both vertically applied strips in a contrasting colour and 
also applied stamped pads, also known as raspberry seed pads. Raised points on the pad 
represent the seeds and these may have been inspired by similar motifs on contemporary 
glass vessels. Medieval potters, working in a low status, part-time production, were keen 
to make their vessels as attractive as possible and often combined motifs that were more 
closely associated with other media such as metal, glass or leather. 

The larger and more decorated of the jugs (26:2) has a variety of decorative motifs 
including ten vertically applied brown strips from neck to base, a thumbed and slightly 
sagging base (nine pulls), and a strap handle with slashing at the neck in addition to the 
pattern (E1) already described (Fig. 28). The jug stands c.280mm high with a base diam-
eter of c.145mm and an external rim diameter of c.100mm. The jug has a capacity of 9 
pints or c.4.5 litres. 

The second complete jug is less decorated with a series of horizontal bands of light 
rilling, a thumbed and slightly sagging base (five pulls), and an undecorated strap handle 

Plate 46: View of two reconstructed Adare-ware jugs�
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(A) (Fig. 29). This jug stands 225mm high with a base diameter of 118mm and an external 
rim diameter of c.100mm. The jug has a capacity of 4pints or c.2 litres. This second jug, 
although plainer than the first, is of more value to the archaeologist and student of medi-
eval pottery. It is considerably warped at the neck and upper body, possibly during the at-

Adare Castle, 01E1153:14:1

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:51:1

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:68:6

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:62:1

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:3

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:68:10

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:50:3

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:26:3

0 50mm

Figure 27: Illustration of handle and base sherds of Adare-type ware from the moat and kitchen
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taching of the handle. In addition, a characteristic fault in the Adare-type ware is present 
in the blow-out or air-pocket indicating clay that was not completely ready for throwing. 
In this case, the pocket was under the base and has burst open like a blister. This jug, 
however, in spite of its imperfections, was clearly used within the Castle rather than being 
discarded at the kiln production site. 

Both jugs were fired upright as there is some gathering of glaze at the base. As the 
upper portion of the handles and the body area under the handles are unglazed, the jugs 
were probably held at this point while the glaze was applied over the rest of the body. The 
larger jug is more carefully covered while the smaller jug has patches below the spout and 
around the upper part of the rim that are unglazed. 

The only other sherd in this fabric is a possible ridge-tile fragment. 

Limerick-type:
The sherds that fall into this group are much less clear-cut than the Adare-type pottery and 
loosely consist of locally-made pottery found in the Limerick city and county area which 
does not fall within the distinctive parameters of Adare-type. As with the Adare-type 

Adare Castle 01E1153 ext, Pottery vessel

0 20cm

Figure 28: Illustration of Adare-type jug 1 recovered from the kitchen
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ware, the vessels are competently 
made and are similar in design to 
locally-made pottery throughout 
Ireland in the 13th and early 14th 
centuries. 

The types of vessels are paral-
leled in the Adare-type ware i.e. 
jugs with strap handles, pulled 
spouts and thumbed bases. 

Saintonge wares:
The ware from the Saintonge re-
gion of south-west France was 
imported into Ireland and Brit-
ain as a consequence of the ex-
tensive wine trade with Bordeaux 
(Chapelot 1983; Deroeux & Du-
fournier 1991). The fabric is fine, 
creamy-white and micaceous and 
the vessels were generally lead 
glazed, although some were un-
glazed. The forms of the jugs are 

both distinctive and repetitive and variety was achieved with the use variations in the 
glaze.

Saintonge mottled green glazed: Copper filings were added to the lead glaze to give a 
mottled effect to these jugs. These jugs are generally tall, with flat, splayed bases, applied 
bridge spouts and strap handles. Decoration, when present, consists of simple, vertically 
applied, thumbed strips. 
 
Context Fabric type NMI finds number 01E1153
0 Adare-type

Limerick-type
Tin glazed ware
Mottled ware
Unglazed red earthenware

2, 3®, 5, 8(H), 11(H), 13
9, 10
4
15
12, 14

4 Limerick-type 1
5 Adare-type 1(edge of tile)
9 Adare-type 1(B)
11 Adare-type

Mottled ware
Glazed red earthenware
Unglazed red earthenware

6, 7+8, 9, 10
11
1-4
5(R)

14 Adare-type 1(RH), 2+3, 4(R), 5(R), 9-21 
17 Adare-type

Limerick-type
2(R), 3-6
1

Adare Castle 01E1153 ext, Pottery vessel

0 20cm

Figure 29: Illustration of Adare-type jug 2 recovered from the 
kitchen
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20 Adare-type
Limerick-type?

1(B), 2(R), 3(RS), 4-6, 9-20
7, 8

23 Adare-type 1
24 Saintonge green glazed

Adare-type
4-6
1, 2, 3(H?), 7-10, 11(B), 12(B), 13(B), 14-16

26 Saintonge green glazed
Adare-type

Limerick-type?

64, 65
1(B), 2(B), 3(B), 4(B), 5(B), 6(B), 7-9, 10+11, 12, 13(B), 
14(B), 15(B), 16(B), 17(B), 18(B), 19(B), 20(B), 21(B), 
22(B), 23(B), 24(B), 25(B), 26(B), 27-33, 34(RS), 
35(H?), 36(S), 37, 38, 39(R), 40(R), 41(R), 42(H), 43, 
44, 45-50, 51(H), 52(H), 53(H), 54(H), 55, 66-77, 
78-115(frags), 116-214(B frags), 215-248, 249 (waster), 
250
56-63

27 Adare-type
Limerick-type

1
2

30 Adare-type 1-3
35 Adare-type 1-2
42 Saintonge green glazed

Adare-type
Limerick-type

7
3, 4, 6, 8, 10
1, 2, 5(B), 9(B)

43 Adare-type 1-2
44 Adare-type 1-10, 11(R), 12-26
47 Baked clay 1+2
50 Adare-type

Glazed red earthenware
1, 2, 3+F68:10, 4, 6, 7
5

51 Adare-type 1(B), 2
57 Adare-type 1(B)
58 Adare-type 1(H), 2
62 Saintonge green glazed

Adare-type
Limerick-type?

2(H)
1(H)
3(B)

63 Adare-type 1, 2®, 3(B), 4
64 Adare-type 1+2+3+4(H)
65 Adare-type 1, 2
67 Adare-type 1+5+6, 2+3+4
68 Adare-type

Limerick-type
1+8, 2-4, 6(H), 7, 9(B), 10+F50:3(H), 11-13, 14(B), 15
5

75 Adare-type 1, 2(B)
79 Adare-type 1(B)
80 Adare-type

Saintonge unglazed?
Unglazed red earthenware

2, 3(H), 4(B)
5
1

81 Adare-type

Limerick-type
North Devon gravel free
Mottled ware
Stone

4, 5(RS), 7(H), 8, 9+13+21+23, 11, 12, 14, 15+24(B), 
20, 22, 26(RH)
1, 10, 17, 18(B), 19, 25®
16
2(B)
6(discarded)

96 Adare-type

Limerick-type
Unglazed red earthenware

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 
27, 28, 30, 31, 33, 34(B), 35(B), 36®, 37®, 38®, 39, 40, 
41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 52, 54, 56(B), 57(B)
6, 11, 13, 14, 15+16, 23, 29, 32, 42, 49, 53, 55
21, 26

97 Adare-type
Limerick-type
Slipware

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9(H), 11(B), 12, 13, 14(B), 16, 17(B)
5, 10®
18®

99 Unglazed red earthenware 1
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101 Adare-type
Mottled ware

1
2(H)

103 Adare-type 1, 2 (B)
106 Adare-type 1(B), 2
107 Adare-type 1
110 Adare-type 1, 2(B)
112 Adare-type 1
113 Adare-type 1, 2, 3
136 Adare-type

Black glazed ware
1- 8
9(B)

Table 2: Pottery identification by context (H, R, B, S, = handle, rim, base, spout) 
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Petrographic analysis of Adare-type Pottery 

Sara Camplese

Introduction 
A group of sherds from the pottery assemblage at Adare Castle was the subject of petro-
graphic analysis. This was conducted with the aim of extending the study of the medieval 
pottery, specifically from Adare and more generally from county Limerick, beyond mere 
typological and historical contextualisation. This analytical approach constitutes the first 
example of its kind conducted in the area. 

The examination of ceramics in thin section is a relatively simple but nevertheless ef-
ficient method of exploring the material properties of pottery and the technological meth-
ods used in its manufacture. This could provide a set of data crucial to understanding the 
role played by a certain class of wares in a specific place and time. 

A description of the mineralogical composition of the fabrics, together with informa-
tion on type, size and quantity of temper used, as well as indications on the estimated fir-
ing conditions of the vessel are all factors that help us to understand both the techniques 
and the capabilities of the medieval potters (Riederer 2004). In addition, the provenance 
and possibly the distribution of the pottery can be investigated. 

In order to gather more comprehensive information on the locally-produced wares, 
an assemblage of pottery from Adare Castle was examined together with other pottery 
sherds and clay samples recovered in the town of Adare, during works carried out along 
Main Street by Limerick County Council as part of a plan of road improvements in the 
years 1999-2000 (McCutcheon and O’Driscoll n.p.). Both assemblages date to the late 
13th century and show an almost identical composition in terms of quantity of sherds, 
pottery types, forms and decoration. 

A series of questions were addressed in this analysis, such as: What are the compo-
sitional features of the Adare-type and Limerick type wares? Were they made using the 
same raw materials? Was the clay collected at Main Street the main ingredient in the ma-
trix of the sherds? Can the ceramic wasters in the assemblage be linked to the fired pots? 
Is there a common forming technique? Was the same glaze used for both ware types? 
Is it possible to clearly distinguish one type from the other? Does the small quantity 
of Limerick-type sherds imply that the vessels were introduced into town from another 
centre – possibly the city of Limerick – in contrast to the indigenous Adare-type wares? 
What conditions were the vessels fired in? Was there a ceramic production centre on site? 
Based on the similar assemblages from the surrounding area, is it possible to identify 
distribution and trading patterns between the centre of Adare and smaller settlements in 
the surrounding territory?
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Methodology
A group of sherds from both sites and pottery types were sampled and cut into standard 
(30 μm) petrographic thin sections (Reedy 2008, 1-3). These were then examined under a 
polarizing light microscope and different fabrics were distinguished based on their petro-
logical composition. This made it possible to define well-characterised groups of wares. A 
total of fifty-one sherds of pottery and ridge tiles from the two sites were selected for the 
preparation of thin sections, of which thirty-nine were originally identified as Adare-type 
and twelve as Limerick-type. 

Both assemblages presented a very limited range of ceramic forms and fabrics. Given 
that this is the case, the sampling was mainly guided by contextual considerations. Con-
texts that presented both an undisturbed medieval occupation phase and whose finds 
included Adare-type and Limerick-type pottery fragments were all considered.  Pottery 
fragment size also determined what sherds were chosen for sampling. Samples were taken 
from a variety of different parts of the vessels and from vessels with different handle 
shapes, body decoration, fabric and glaze appearance. This was done in order to ascertain 
whether there were any differences in clay mixing and the nature of tempers. 

In addition, the clay sampled from undisturbed boulder clay and from some pits exca-
vated on the Main Street site were prepared in four experimental briquettes, which were 
fired and then analysed in thin-section, as well as one ceramic waster. In total 56 thin 
sections were examined.

Results and Conclusions 
Samples from the ceramic sherds and the waster showed a large degree of variation, even 
between samples taken from the same vessel. However, the general petrological character-
istics of this highly heterogeneous fabric can be broadly described as non-calcareous, with 
dominant fine quartz inclusions and frequent presence of iron minerals. 

By examining their shape and nature it was possible to suggest that medium-sized 
inclusions occurred naturally in the clay, again quartz was the predominant type and 
fragments of various sedimentary rocks were also identified. The alignment of these inclu-
sions, slightly tangential to the sherd walls, indicated that the vessels bodies were wheel-
built, as opposed to the handles and tiles fragments, which show evidence of thumb 
manipulation.

Voids were common in the clay and its texture was variable. This indicates that the 
clay was not well mixed, and very little wedging and kneading took place before the ves-
sels were made. 

It is likely that the variations in composition of the samples was caused by the depo-
sitional characteristics of the raw materials used (i.e. the clay), as well as the coarse tech-
niques used in the preparation and mixing of the clay. The evidence suggests that relative-
ly coarse techniques were also used in both forming and firing the vessels; for example the 
clay exhibited a broad variation in colour, from a light orange to a very dark brown. This 
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variety suggests that the sherds were fired in fluctuating conditions, from an oxidising 
environment through to a semi-reducing one and on to a completely reduced atmosphere. 

The clay samples from the pits had a common general composition comprising a non-
calcareous iron-rich clay, with minerals such as quartz (which occurred frequently), mus-
covite mica and calcite (which were found in minor quantities). There were also inclusions 
of sedimentary rocks, such as sandstone, mudstone, siltstone, detrital quartz and calcare-
ous limestone. These samples showed features that matched the fabric group identified 
in the pottery and in general it appears that the petrological composition of the sherds 
examined in this study are all consistent with the local geology of the surrounding area. 
The inclusions of sedimentary rocks is particularly notable, as the lowlands of County 
Limerick are formed by an extensive plain of Carboniferous limestone, occasionally inter-
rupted by unfolds of Old Red sandstone, which is the core component of the mountains 
to the east. The area around Adare in particular is characterised by this sedimentary geol-
ogy, with large deposits of upper limestone and alluvial sediments of river and delta origin 
(Finch and Ryan 1966, 10).

The picture emerging from this study of pottery from Adare is of ceramic manufacture 
with a strongly defined local character. This included the raw materials that were used, 
the labour involved and the destination market for the completed vessels. The technologi-
cal choices made by the potters were based on their understanding of the properties of the 
available raw materials and it seems that the clays collected in the local area satisfied their 
manufacturing needs. They were easy to secure and process and resistant to the simple 
firing technique employed, guaranteeing a suitable result without too much expenditure 
in terms of labour and time.  The pottery tradition imported from England in the 13th 
century therefore apparently assumes its own character in Ireland – being less extensively 
organised and local – while maintaining its general original traits in terms of choice of 
vessel typologies and techniques used, which reflect a certain degree of professional skills.

List of thin sections prepared
Thin 
Section

Context No. Context Description Find No. Find Description

AC1 - Field survey - Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC2 113 Domestic Area 2. Fill of Kiln 1 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC3 113 Domestic Area 2. Fill of Kiln 3 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC4 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 3 Adare-type              Jug 
- Base Sherd

AC5 5 Kitchen. Hearth 1 Adare-type        Ridge 
Tile

AC6 17 Kitchen. Occupation layer 2 Adare-type             Jug - 
Rim Sherd

AC7 17 Kitchen. Occupation layer 5 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd
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AC8 17 Kitchen. Occupation layer 6 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC9 17 Kitchen. Occupation layer 3 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC10 42 Domestic Area 1. Layer 4 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC11 42 Domestic Area 1. Layer 6 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC12 42 Domestic Area 1. Layer 10 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC13/13b 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 10 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC14 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 45 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC15 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 53 Adare-type             Jug - 
Handle Sherd

AC16 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 66 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC17 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 8 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC18 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 55 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC19 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 33 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC20 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 14 Adare-type             Jug - 
Base Sherd

AC21 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 156 Adare-type.            Jug - 
Base Sherd

AC22 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 42 Adare-type             Jug - 
Handle Sherd

AC23 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 41 Adare-type             Jug - 
Rim Sherd

AC24 17 Kitchen. Occupation layer 1 Limerick-type       Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC25 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 56 Limerick-type       Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC26 42 Domestic Area 1. Layer 1 Limerick-type       Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC27 42 Domestic Area 1. Layer 2 Limerick-type       Jug - 
Body Sherd

AC28 26 Kitchen. Occupation layer 46 Adare-type             Jug - 
Body Sherd
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The Wooden Artefacts 

Mary Dillon

Introduction
In all, thirty-three wooden artefacts were recovered from the Adare excavation. All the 
artefacts came from the basal fill of the moat, C.63. Inclusions of stone, bone, leather, 
pottery and modern timber were also recorded in this fill. Plant remains analysis recorded 
possible cess material here also. Evidently the moat was used as a place for dumping. The 
wooden artefacts were preserved in damp anaerobic condition. Some wood preserves bet-
ter than others e.g. oak and yew woods absorb less moisture and therefore were better 
preserved. 

All of the wooden artefacts were conserved by Arch-Con Labs Ltd. This report de-
scribes the wooden artefacts found and examines the type of wood used to make them.

Results
Eight different wood types were used in the wood working (Chart 1, Table 1). Oak was 
the most common of these, with Pomoideae, ash and alder also used frequently. A single 
worked piece of birch, hazel, yew and honeysuckle were all identified. Pegs, planks and 
stakes were among the most frequent artefact types identified (Table 1, Chart 2).

Death watch beetle bore holes were noted in some of the worked wood. The death-
watch beetle is a common insect out of doors, being found in dead wood of branches or 
trunks of a number of trees. These insects require the wood to be damp and adequate 
moisture is necessary for infestation. 

The survival of the wood depends very much on the right anaerobic conditions and 
the fragments of worked wood and the artefacts found may not be representative of the 
full range of wooden artefacts used in the castle. For example, the wood was dumped in 
the moat and may therefore represent waste that originated outdoors. Wooden objects 
that were utilised indoors may have been dumped elsewhere. Many of the wooden objects 
that were no longer in use may also have been burned.

Oak (Quercus spp.) Oak was used in sixteen of the thirty-three artefacts. There are 
two native species of oak in Ireland, namely Q. petraea and Q. robur. Unfortunately, it is 
very difficult to distinguish these species on the basis of wood anatomy (Grosser 1977). 
Oak was highly valued in the past for its timber, acorns and bark. Oak was a relatively 
common tree in medieval Ireland and is used in many place names around the country. 
The name Adare comes from the Irish Áth Dara meaning the ‘ford of the oaks’. Oak is a 
strong, durable timber and has been favoured down through Irish history in construction 
of buildings and large structures. The tannin in the oak wood resists fungi.

Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) Ash was used in five of the artefacts. It is a strong wood, 
although not very durable as it absorbs a lot of water in waterlogged conditions and be-
comes soggy. It was traditionally used in cart-wheel manufacture and hurleys, as it is re-
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sistant to shock and won’t crack. It is also commonly found in turned bowls. The majority 
of bowls from Christ Church, Cork were of ash (Hurley 1997, 295).
Pomoideae (Sorbus (rowan/whitebeam)/Crataegus (hawthorn) Malus (crab apple)) 
Pomoideae wood was also used five times in the assemblage. Woodlands and woodland-
related environments are the normal habitats for the various woody plants that may be 
represented in this wood type. An important habitat, especially for hawthorn (Crataegus), 
is the so-called Mantel or edge communities of woodlands (cf. Wilmanns and Brun-Hool 
1982). The spines of hawthorn afford it a degree protection from grazing and enable it to 
establish and survive in the face of light grazing. 

Hawthorn makes good, durable wood, but as the tree is small it does not produce as 
much wood as other larger trees. Therefore it is not suitable for large items.

Rowan trees and whitebeam grow taller than hawthorn and have a wider girth. The 
wood is dense and used for carving and turning and for tool handles and walking sticks. 

Apple trees are similar to rowan in size. The wood is used for turned articles, such as 
bodkins and tool-handles and is used for carving and small items.
Alder (Alnus glutinosa) was identified three times. The tree was probably largely con-
fined to damp/wet areas. It may have grown along the banks of the River Maigue, along 
with willow. The wood turn red once cut. The wood is water-resistant and does not split 
easily when dried. It is very durable when permanently waterlogged. As alder wood is 
tough and water-resistant and was often used to make heels for shoes. It can be turned 
and was especially used for bowls. The only bowl recovered from Adare excavations was 
alder.

The following trees were represented once;
Yew (Taxus baccata) The only conifer present in the Adare assemblage, it is medium 
sized, long lived tree. The leaves and berries of the tree are toxic to animals. It is often 
found in church yards today, where it was planted because of the trees association with 
ritual. Yew is a dense wood, used in the past to make fine items. It was particularly good 
for making items that had to endure shock or strain as yew is strong and flexible. All of 
the tuning pegs recovered from Cork and Waterford excavations and the single one from 
Adare were made of yew (Hurley 1997; Hurley and McCutchen 1997).
Honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum) Honeysuckle is a common hedgerow climber 
with strongly scented flowers and wood and red berries. The wood is hollow with loose 
bark.
Birch (Betula spp.) There are two native species of birch in Ireland, B. pendula and B. 
pubescens; silver birch and hairy birch. It is not possible to distinguish the wood from 
these two species. Silver birch likes dry environments while hairy birch prefers boggy or 
waterlogged land. Birch wood is strong and tough initially but it rots easily. Its wood is 
generally not used for timber but more for finer work such as furniture, turned bowls and 
tool handles. The bark was used for shoes or wrapping in the past.
Hazel (Corylus avellana) Hazel was widely exploited in both prehistory and historical 
times for its nutritious nuts and supple rods which were widely used for building. The 
wood of hazel is soft and easily split but remains tough and flexible when used at pole or 
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rod dimensions. Hazel can be twisted and turned without breaking and it was often used 
for wattling and basketry. Its coppice-like growth form makes it relatively easy to cut. Pol-
len analytical studies indicate that hazel was of great importance in Ireland throughout 
the medieval era.
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Chart  1: Frequency of different wood types in the Adare assemblage

Discussion
Wood was the most common raw material used in medieval Ireland. It was used in build-
ing, furniture, utensils, tools, etc. The tool marks on the Adare wood would suggest that 
it was axed as opposed to sawn. There is no evidence for sawing until the 16th century 
(O’Sullivan 1994). From excavations in Waterford city it was noted that while ash and 
alder were used in turning bowls, harder woods like yew and oak were seldom used for 
this purpose (Hurley and McCutchen 1997). Therefore, we know that the woodworker 
used their knowledge of wood to choose different woods for different artefacts. All the 
wood from Adare was native and probably sourced locally. The wood chips which were 
dumped along with other domestic waste are evidence that at least some wood working 
took place in the castle.

It was likely that willow and alder trees were growing on the banks of the Maigue. 
The other trees present may have been growing on the castle lands, and would have been 
fairly common in the general landscape. Written sources suggest that woodland did not 
become depleted significantly in Ireland until the end 1700 (McCracken 1971, 27-8; Nel-
son and Walsh 1993, 12).
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Chart  2: Frequency of various objects in the assemblage

The two most complete items were a bowl and tuning peg.

Turned bowl

The turned bowl from Adare is made from alder. The bowl was plain except for a single 
groove around the external perimeter of the bowl. Turning is one of a range of woodwork-
ing skills that would have been used in medieval Adare. The wood was turned on a pole 
lathe which was powered by the foot. Seventy-eight lathe turned vessels were recovered 
from the Waterford city excavations, indicating that wooden bowls and platters were 
common medieval household items (Hurley and McCutchen 1997). The discovery of the 
bowl allows us to imagine the range of wooden domestic utensils and vessels that must 
have been used in the castle.

Tuning peg

One of the nicest pieces found was a wooden tuning peg, which was made from yew. 
Possibly yew was saved for the more ornate objects and/or objects that required hardness 
and longevity. The yew tuning peg was probably used on a string musical instrument such 
as a lute or fiddle. The peg is similar to those found at Waterford and Cork excavations, 
with a squared head of rectangular section and cylindrical shaft. The pegs had to be care-
fully made to match the yoke holes of the instrument, otherwise they would slip and the 
instrument would go out of tune (Hurley 1997, 284). Some such pegs had perforations 
at one end for attaching the sting. The tuning peg from Adare had none, meaning either 
that the string was wrapped around the peg or that it was never utilised. Yew pegs without 
perforations are known from 13th century Cork (ibid, 285). The tuning peg indicates that 
there was music played at the castle. 
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Conclusion
The wooden artefacts assemblage from Adare provides an insight into how wood was used 
at the castle and how important wood was in everyday life. The assemblage represents 
only a fraction of the wood that was utilised in the castle. From other medieval excava-
tions in Ireland we know that wood was used to make a great array of items. The wood 
was all from native species, which probably grew in the Adare area. 
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Catalogue of Wooden Artefacts
A total of 33 fragments of wood were retrieved from the basal layer of the moat C.63 and 
one iron file with a wooden handle from the base of the well C.87 in domestic area 2. 
Eight different wood types were used in the wood working. Oak was the most common 
of these, with Pomoideae, ash and alder also used frequently. A single worked piece of 
birch, hazel, yew and honeysuckle were all identified. Pegs, planks and stakes were among 
the most frequent artefact types identified. Three pieces of oak planking from a possible 
clinker built boat were identified. The three most complete items were a turned bowl, 
tuning peg and wooden handle. The bowl was made from alder and the tuning peg from 
yew. The yew tuning peg was probably used on a string musical instrument such as a lute 
or a fiddle.

(Fig. 39 and pl. 48) Tuning peg (01E1153:63:6) L. 75mm, W. 9mm, B. 8mm.
Yew. Double chamfered.

(Fig. 36) Peg (01E1153:63:7) L. 48mm, W. 10mm, B. 10mm.
Pomoideae. Short end fragment of peg in the round.

(Fig. 39) Tuning peg/handle fragment (01E1153:63:8) L. 27mm, W. 7mm, B. 7mm. 
Honeysuckle. Trimmed wedge-shaped fragment with butt end.

(Fig. 32) Chip (01E1153:63:9) L. 85mm, W. 23mm, B. 10mm.
Pomoideae. Wedge-shaped waney edged chip.

Twig (01E1153:63:10) L. 62mm, W. 12mm, B. 12mm. 
Short fragment of twig with bark attached with incidental vertical tool marks.

(Fig. 37) Peg (01E1153:63:11) L. 68mm, D. 20mm. 
Oak. Short oak peg with facetted sides.

(Fig. 36) Peg (01E1153:63:12) L. 110mm, W. 22mm, B. 22mm. 
Hazel. Round wood with vertical tooling marks trimmed convex at one end.

(Fig. 38) Peg? (01E1153:63:13) L. 124mm, W. 23mm, B. 23mm. 
Ash. Short fragment in the round, slight evidence of charring.

(Fig. 37) Peg (01E1153:63:14) L. 72mm, W. 28mm, B. 28mm. 
Pomoideae. Short wedge-shaped peg in the round, top end facetted.

(Fig. 35) Bowl fragment (01E1153:63:15) L. 30mm, W. 21mm, B. 10mm. 
Alder. Small, thin piece of wood. Fragment from bowl 01E1153:63:38. 
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(Fig. 33) Chip (01E1153:63:16) L. 27mm, W. 21mm, B. 6mm.
Oak.

(Fig. 38) Peg (01E1153:63:17) L. 36mm, W. 9mm, B. 9mm. 
Oak. Short pointed end of peg.

(Fig. 40) Wedge (01E1153:63:18) L. 82mm, W. 30mm, B. 18mm. 
Oak. Rectangular wedge, butt trimmed one end.

(Fig. 31) Chip (01E1153:63:19) L. 77mm, W. 20mm, B. 22mm. 
Alder. Waste chip removed by adze, at least two adze marks.

(Fig. 35) Bowl fragment (01E1153:63:20) L. 31mm, W. 20mm, B. 6mm. 
Ash. Sub-rectangular shaped fragment of wood, slight curve.

Fragment (01E1153:63:21) L. 34mm, W. 29mm, B. 29mm. 
Ash. Short piece of turned ash.

Fragment (01E1153:63:22) L. 109mm, W. 45mm, B. 11mm.
Oak. Butt trimmed rectangular fragment.

Fragment (01E1153:63:23) L. 42mm, W. 43mm, B. 22mm. 
Oak. Trimmed fragment of short piece of oak.

(Fig. 34) Cut chip (01E1153:63:24) L. 66mm, W. 33mm, B. 8mm. 
Oak. Short rectangular chip, one trimmed end.

(Fig. 34) Cut chip (01E1153:63:25) L. 141mm, W. 42mm, B. 15mm. 
Oak. Sub-rectangular  piece of flat worked wood, quarter sawn.

(Fig. 42) Possible stake (01E1153:63:26) L. 500mm, W. 100mm, B. 30mm.
Pomoideae.

(Fig. 33) Chip (01E1153:63:27) L. 142mm, W. 80mm, B. 45mm. 
Birch. Probably discarded chip with evidence of two deep adze marks.

(Fig. 43) Stake (01E1153:63:28) L. 240mm, W. 70mm, B. 50mm. 
Ash. Stake, pointed, triangular cross section.

(Fig. 30) Plank (01E1153:63:29) L. 189mm, W. 80mm, B. 23mm. 
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Oak. Fragment of oak boat planking similar to 63:31 with single treenail hole D. 20mm. 
Treenail sub-circular due to wear. Evidence of death watch beetle infestation or gribble 
infestation in maritime context.

(Fig. 41) Fragment (01E1153:63:30) L. 58mm, W. 64mm, B. 20mm. 
Oak. Waney edged fragment of outer section of split oak timber. Charred to a typical 
point. One butt trimmed end.

(Fig. 30) Plank (01E1153:63:31) L. 380mm, W. 95mm, B. 35mm. 
Oak. Charred fragment of possible boat planking. Two insitu treenails D. 20mm and one 
broken treenail hole. Treenails display vertical wedge, one charred.

(Fig. 43) Stake (01E1153:63:32) L. 213mm, W. 51mm, B. 56mm. 
Ash. Quadrant section of rounded ash, charred and burnt to point. No cut marks.

(Fig. 31) Cut chip (01E1153:63:33) L. 59mm, W. 48mm, B. 11mm.
Oak. Short rectangular chip, one trimmed end.

(Fig. 32) Cut chip (01E1153:63:34) L. 85mm, W. 53mm, B. 20mm. 
Oak. Sub-rectangular shaped piece of flat worked wood, quarter sawn.

Cut chip (01E1153:63:35) L. 48mm, W. 35mm, B. 18mm. 
Oak. Sub-rectangular piece of flat wood.

(Fig. 30) Plank (01E1153:63:36) L. 81mm, W. 70mm, B. 15mm. 
Oak. Sub-rectangular piece of flat worked wood, one trimmed end. Possibly associated 
with boat planking.

(Fig. 41) Plank (01E1153:63:37) L. 170mm, W. 86mm, B. 16mm. 
Oak. Charred fragment of narrow plank.

(Fig. 44) Bowl (01E1153:63:38) L. 141mm, W. 120mm, B. 8mm. 
Alder. Radius 83 mm. Lathe turned circular shallow wooden bowl with pronounced ring 
motiff.  

(Fig. 71 and pl. 47) Handle (01E1153:87:3) L. 538mm, W. 217mm.
File handle. Short broken remains of wooden handle. Oval in section. Decorated with 
carved V-shaped notches, at least 12 survive and light incised band of two narrow lines. 
Central perforation to accommodate whittle tang iron file blade (01E1153:87:2).
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Plate 47: Wooden handle of iron file 01E1153:87:2�

Figure 30: Fragments of wooden planks 01E1153:63:36, 01E1153:63:29 and 01E1153:63:31 from possible 
clinker built boat�

Figure 31: Chips of wood 01E1153:63:19 and 01E1153:63:33�

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:36

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:31

0 100mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:29

0 100mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:19

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:33

0 50mm
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Figure 32: Chips of wood 01E1153:63:34 and 01E1153:63:9�

Figure 33: Chips of wood 01E1153:63:16 and 01E1153:63:27�

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:9

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:34

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:16

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:27

0 50mm
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Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:24

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:25

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:15

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:20

0 50mm

Figure 34: Chips of wood 01E1153:63:25 and 01E1153:63:24�

Figure 35: Fragments of wooden bowls 01E1153:63:20 and 01E1153:63:15�

Figure 36: Wooden pegs 01E1153:63:7 and 01E1153:63:12�

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:12

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:7

0 50mm
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Figure 37: Wooden pegs 01E1153:63:14 and 01E1153:63:11�

Figure 38: Wooden pegs 01E1153:63:13 and 01E1153:63:17�

Figure 39: Tuning peg 01E1153:63:6 and peg/handle fragment 01E1153:63:8�

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:11

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:14

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:13

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:17

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:8

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:6, Tuning peg

0 50mm
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Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:18

0 50mm

Figure 40:  Wooden wedge 01E1153:63:18

Figure 41: Charred wooden fragments 01E1153:63:30 and 01E1153:63:37�

0 50mm

Adare Castle, C.63 F.37

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:30

0 100mm

0 50mm

Adare Castle, C.63 F.37
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Figure 42: Wooden stake 01E1153:63:26�

Figure 43: Wooden stakes 01E1153:63:28 and 01E1153:63:32�

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:26

0 100mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:32

0 100mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:28

0 100mm
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vvAdare Castle, Wooden bowl, C.63, F38

0 10 cm

Figure 44: Wooden bowl 01E1153:63:38�
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Bone Catalogue
Four artefacts made from bone were recovered from the excavations. Two of the artefacts, 
including the antler gaming piece were stray finds and two artefacts were recovered from 
occupation layers in the kitchen.

(Fig. 45 and pl. 48) Antler gaming piece (01E1153:0:17) Diam. 36.12mm, Th. 8.11mm. 
Diam. Central perforation 7.35 mm.

Red deer antler gaming piece with central perforation for peg. The motif on the upper 
face is of exotic animal, a quadruped possibly a unicorn or horse. The animal is in mo-
tion with its tail flicked over its head. Stylistic comparisons can be made with two bronze 
gaming pieces now held in the National Museum, one of which was found in Newtown, 
Laois, in 1945 (Reg No 1945:38) and the second is of unknown origin (Reg no 139/D) 
(Roe 1945). Both these pieces depict an animal in passant position with tail curving over 
the body. The piece is also similar to those forming part of the 11th century Gloucester 

Plate 48: Bone needle 01E1153:14:23, gaming die  01E1153:14:24, antler gaming piece 01E1153:0:17 and 
wooden tuning peg 01E1153:63:6�
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Tables set, upon which a range or astrological signs, animals, biblical and other scenes 
were carved  (Hinton 1990, 133). As with the present example, the Gloucester pieces are 
carved on antler and bone, have a narrow margin surrounding the central motif which is 
carved in relief. 

Unstratified. Recovered from a window embrasure in the southern wall of the Great 
Hall by the OPW masons during conservation works. 

(Fig. 46 and pl. 50) Bone handled fork (01E1153:0:18) L. (of handle) 53.05mm, W. 
11.41mm. L. (of metal) 89.9mm. L. (of prong) One of the iron prongs is broken. Un-
stratified. 18th/19th century in date.

(Pl. 48) Bone needle (01E1153:14:23) L. 40.49 mm, Th. 4.62 mm. L. of point 12 mm. 
Bone needle made from incisor of pig. The root of the tooth narrowed to point. From oc-
cupation layer C.14 in kitchen, mid 13th–14th century.

(Fig. 47 and pl. 48) Bone gaming die (01E1153:14:24) Diam. 6.81 mm. The value of the 
each side of the die illustrated by one to six dot-and-circle motifs. Similar to die recovered 
from medieval site at Attyflin (Eogan 2009, 74). From occupation layer C.14 in kitchen, 
mid 13th–14th century.

Adare Castle, 01E1153:11:18, Fork

0 50mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:14:24

0 20mm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:45:1, Gaming Piece

0 50mm

Figure 45: Antler gaming piece 01E1153:0:17�

Figure 46: Bone handled fork 01E1153:0:18 Figure 47: Bone gaming die 01E1153:14:24�
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Stone Catalogue
Four kinds of stone, architectural fragments, roof slates, rotary quernstones and a stone 
bowl (mortar) were recovered from the excavations at Adare. The three architectural frag-
ments, recovered from the upper layers of the kitchen, were associated with the windows 
from the earliest phase of the great hall. Seven fragments from six rotary quernstone, 
from the backfill of the drawbridge pit, the kitchen and the drain and a pit in domestic 
area 1, were recovered at Adare. None of the quernstones were intact. They were made of 
sandstone and only one was decorated. There was evidence of slight wear on the rim of 
the stones and this could be an indication of a short life span. The quernstones could be 
divided into three groups. The stone recovered from the rubble infill of the drawbridge 
pit was decorated. The stone recovered from domestic area 1 was undecorated but it could 
be related to the decorated quernstone as the size of the handle socket on both stones 
was the same. A large central perforation of 155mm was recorded in three of the stones 
recovered from the hearth and one of the layers in the kitchen. Several siltstone roof slates 
were recovered from the area of the kitchen. Some of the slates were derived from a roof, 
of uncertain date, which covered the kitchen. Four of the slates were complete. The edges 
of the slates were roughly trimmed. There are hourglass perforations (D. 12mm) for roof 
nails. The perforations are worn from movement of the slate around the shank of the nail. 

Flint
Flint blade (01E1153:80:7) L. 27.6mm, W. 14.8mm, Th. 3.7mm. Small, slightly weath-
ered, patinated a beige/brown colour.  Complete though retains traces of lateral edge 
damage. Weathered condition suggests it was recovered from a secondary context. Blade 
produced through a platform core rather than a scalar core technology which increases 
probability that it predates the Bronze Age (pers. com. Peter Woodman).

Quernstones
(Fig. 48) Rotary quernstone fragment (01E1153:124:1) L. 480mm, W. 225mm, D. of 
central perforation 120mm. 
Broken decorated upper section of rotary quernstone. Decoration comprised encircled 
cross of arcs with a small inner circle orbiting the quern’s central perforation. Two shal-
low turning holes located on each of the arms of the cross. Recovered from fill C.124 of 
drawbridge pit.

Rotary quernstone (01E1153:2:1) L. 220mm, W. 170mm Th. 90mm.
Fragment of quernstone. Wedge-shaped sandstone conglomerate. The exterior surface 
decorated with rough punch dressing. A concave depression at the narrow end may be 
feeder. It was re-used as a hearth stone in the kitchen.

Rotary quernstone (01E1153:5:2) L. 120mm, W. 160mm, Th. 80mm.
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Fragment of rotary quern. Red gritty sandstone. No decoration on upper surface. Central 
perforation estimated at 155mm. Clear evidence of burning. Typical pocking on under-
side. Re-used as hearth stone in the kitchen. Associated with 01E1153:5:3.

Rotary quernstone (01E1153:5:3) L. 100mm, W. 85mm, Th. 70mm.
Fragment of rotary quern. Red gritty sandstone. No decoration on upper surface. Central 
perforation estimated at 155mm. Clear evidence of burning. Typical pocking on under-
side.  Re-used as hearth stone in kitchen. Associated with 01E1153:5:2.

Rotary quernstone (01E1153:14:22) L. 135mm, W. 260mm, Th. 60mm.
Wedge-shaped fragment of quernstone. Red sandstone. Both surfaces pocked. Not burnt. 
Arc of perforation D. 155mm evident on widest end. Central perforation same as rotary 
quernstones (01E1153:5:2 and 3). Recovered from layer C.14 in kitchen.

Rotary quernstone (01E1153:39:1) L.180mm, W. 130mm, Th. 65mm.
Small wedge-shaped fragment from upper section of quernstone. Conglomerate sand-
stone. Heavily pocked but no visible wear. Single perforation 25mm x 25mm. Recovered 
from drain C.39 in domestic area 1.

Rotary quernstone (01E1153:47:3) L. 425mm, W. 210mm, Th. 85mm.
Half of upper section of rotary quernstone. Gritty red sandstone. Undecorated. Slight 
wear pattern on undersurface extending for 25mm along outer rim otherwise relatively 
unused. No coherent remains of central perforation. Recovered from pit C.49 in domestic 
area 1.

Figure 48: Quernstone 01E1153:124:1�

0 10cm
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Architectural stone
(Fig. 49) Architectural frag-
ment (01E1153:2:3) L. 155mm, W. 
110mm, Th. 80mm.

Short fragment of roll mould-
ed column of fine grained red 
sandstone. Keyed on one surface. 
The diameter of roll moulding is 
120mm. The column is from a pier 
or window in great hall at Adare. 
Similar decoration at Cistercian 
monastery at Monasternenagh. Re-
covered from layer C.2 in kitchen.

(Fig. 50) Architectural fragment 
(01E1153:2:5) L. 290, W. 250mm, 
Th. 150mm.

Square block of fine grained yel-
low sandstone. Impost of a column 
with roll moulding terminal on 
one angle around which is a finely 
executed floral motif, possible vine 
leaf. Piece is slightly spalled. The 
upper surface may have been re-
used as a sharpening stone. The roll 
size is identical to 01E1153:2:6. Re-
covered from layer C.2 in kitchen.

(Fig. 51) Architectural fragment 
(01E1153:2:6) L. 200mm, W. 
180mm, Th. 150mm. 

Short fragment of roll moulded column of fine grained yellow sandstone. Vertical 
tool marking visible on outer surface. The diameter of roll moulding 150mm identical 
to 01E1153:2:5. Profile of roll moulding size is identical to early windows in great hall at 
Adare and at Monasternenagh. Recovered from layer C.2 in kitchen.

Miscellaneous 
Stone (01E1153:1:1) 

Fragment of sharpening wheel. Fine grained yellow sandstone. Wear pattern on outer 
edge. Horizontal sharpening marks on one edge. Re-used. Recovered from layer C.1 in 
kitchen.

0 50mm

Adare Castle, Stone Fragment, 01E1153:2:3

Figure 49: Architectural stone fragment 01E1153:2:3�
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Sharpening or anvil stone (01E1153:26:252) L. 375mm, W. 140mm, Th. 110mm. Rec-
tangular fine grained yellow sandstone, with red banding, similar to dressed masonry 
used in the windows of great hall at Adare. Wear pattern on one of side edges. Burnt. 
Recovered from layer C.26 in kitchen.

Sharpening or anvil stone (01E1153:26:257) L. 245mm, W. 100mm, Th. 90mm.
Wedge-shaped sandstone fragment. Central slot on one face D. 23mm. Accretion of mor-
tar on grooved face. Recovered from layer C.26 in kitchen.

Figure 50: Architectural stone fragment 01E1153:2:5�

0 10cm

Adare Castle, Decorated stone fragment

0 10cm

Adare Castle, Decorated stone fragment
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(Fig. 52) Stone mortar (01E1153:87:1) H. 0.105mm, W. 0.2mm Th. 0.03mm. 
Half of sandstone bowl. Broken on natural fault. Two lugs survive. It was re-used as a 
sharpening stone, wear pattern visible on third of upper rim.  Recovered from fill of well 
C.82 in domestic area 2.

Roof slates
(Fig. 53) Slate (01E1153:2:7) L. 290mm, W. 140mm, Th. 15mm.
Complete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.2 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:1) L. 155mm, W. 145mm, Th. 15mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:2) L. 200mm, W. 170mm Th. 20mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

0 50mm

Adare Castle, Stone fragment

Figure 51: Architectural stone fragment 01E1153:2:6�
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Slate (01E1153:3:3) L. 110mm, W. 160mm, Th. 10mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:4) L. 240mm, W. 115mm, Th. 15mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.
 
Slate (01E1153:3:5) L. 155mm, W. 60mm, Th. 15mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:6) L. 190mm, W. 140mm, Th. 15mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:7) L. 175mm, W. 120mm, Th. 10mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

0 50mm

Adare Castle, Stone bowl

Figure 52: Stone bowl 01E1153:87:1
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(Fig. 53) Slate (01E1153:3:8) L. 230mm, W. 120mm, Th. 150mm.
Complete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

(Fig. 54) Slate (01E1153:3:9) L. 225mm, W. 235mm, Th. 15mm.
Complete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:10) L. 130mm, W. 180mm, Th. 15mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:11) L. 260mm, W. 150mm, Th. 20mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:12) L. 220mm, W. 260mm, Th. 20mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:13) L. 310mm, W. 90mm, Th. 25mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Adare Castle, 01E1153:2:7

0 10cm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:3:8
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Figure 53: Roof slates 01E1153:2:7 and 01E1153:3:8�
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Slate (01E1153:3:14) L. 110mm, W. 
65mm, Th. 10mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:15) L. 250mm, W. 130mm, Th. 15mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate.

Slate (01E1153:3:16) L. 135mm, W. 230mm, Th. 20mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:17) L. 290mm, W. 165mm, Th. 20mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:18) L. 230mm, W. 130mm, Th. 15mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:3:19) L. 200mm, W. 85mm, Th. 20mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Adare Castle, 01E1153:3:9

0 10cm

Adare Castle, 01E1153:3:21
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Figure 54: Roof slate 01E1153:3:9� Figure 55: Roof slate 01E1153:3:21�
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Slate (01E1153:3:20) L. 420mm, W. 250mm, Th. 20mm.
Incomplete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

(Fig. 55) Slate (01E1153:3:21) L. 325mm, W. 445mm, Th. 20mm.
Complete perforated roof slate. Recovered from layer C.3 in kitchen.

Slate (01E1153:44:11) No measurements available. Recovered from layer C.44 in domes-
tic area 1.

Slate (01E1153:45:1) No measurements available. Recovered from layer C.45 in domestic 
area 1.

Slate (01E1153:46:1) No measurements available. Recovered from layer C.46 in domestic 
area 1.
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The Metal Artefacts

Orla Scully & Sara Camplese 
Over 200 metal artefacts were recovered during excavations at Adare Castle including 
several domestic artefacts, some horse equipment, a single arrowhead and two personal 
items.  Fourteen of the items were copper and two were coins. The majority of metal arte-
facts were iron objects and the majority of these were iron nails. The material represents a 
range of medieval activities and includes a socketed arrowhead, knife blades, copper alloy 
patches, a buckle, keys, hook, part of lock and a file. A ringed-pin, which predates the 
construction of Adare Castle was recovered from the drawbridge pit.

Keys
The miniscule copper alloy key (29mm long) - a hollow-stemmed casket key, is a stray 
find, (01E1153:0:20). The key would have fitted a mounted lock in a small box or casket. 
The bow is lozenge shaped – quatre-foil with grooved lines dividing the segments, extend-
ing inwards into the opening. The bit is a simple L-shaped projection. Similar small cop-
per alloy keys have been recovered in Winchester. The example from Winchester which 
most closely resembles that from Adare Castle is slightly larger (37mm long), deemed to 
be a Type 9 (after Goodall), which ‘occur sporadically in medieval and later contexts. 
The medieval examples are all copper alloy, otherwise an uncommon metal for keys; the 
post-medieval examples are iron’ (Goodall 1990, 1007). A second iron key (01E1153:0:6) 
has a kidney-shaped bow. The stem is solid and projects beyond the end of the bit, which 
is symmetrical with ward cuts running the depth of the bit. This is a Type 8 key (after 
Goodall), which could be used from both sides of a lock, and ‘continued in use into the 
post-medieval period’ (ibid.). The third key (01E1153:0:19), is incomplete and only ten-
tatively identified as such. The stem is circular, solid and no bit survives. One part of a 
possible bow survives. 

Adare Castle 01E1153:0:1, Buckle
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Figure 56: Buckle 01E1153:0:1�
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Figure 57: Three keys (a) 01E1153:0:6, (b) 01E1153:0:19 and (c) 
01E1153:0:20�
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(Fig. 57) Key (01E1153:0:6) Fe. L. 113.6mm, D. of shank 89mm. Complete. ‘B’ shaped 
bow, elliptical in section. Shank bent, circular in section. Corroded. Unstratified.

(Fig. 57) Key (01E1153:0:19) Fe. L. 76mm, D. of shank 13mm. Broken. Figure of 8 –
shaped bow. Shank circular in section. Unstratified.

(Fig. 57 and pl. 56) Key (01E1153:0:20) Cu alloy. L. 30mm, D. of shank 5mm. Complete. 
Quatrefoil-shaped bow. Shank circular in section. Unstratified.

Tools
A tanged file (01E1153:87:2) was recovered from the base of the well in domestic area 2  
(Fig. 58, pls. 49 and 50). The heavy long tool measured over 300mm in length and has 
a flattened incomplete tip. It is similar to an object which was described as a sword and 
recovered from the moat in Adare in  c.1860, which measured 1 ft. 4 in. long in the blade 
and 3 in. in the part which fits into the handle (Dunraven 1865, 130). It is similar to a file 
recovered from a late 13th century context in Coppergate York (Ottaway et al. 2002, 2723). 

Plate 49: Iron file and wooden handle 01E1153:87:2�

Plate 50: Detail on stop ridge of iron file 01E1153:87:2�
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The tool from Adare is slightly longer and has a straight blade, the back of which has a 
slightly convex surface. The blade tapers steeply to the edge, giving a wedge-shaped cross-
section. A raised rectangular ridge, at the point where the back meets the tang, is situated 
where the thumb might rest during use. It is not a complete bolster. This raised area has a 
rilled imprint. This may be an owner or the maker’s mark. The two rilled lines intersect to 
form an X or cross pattern. Such files were used by blacksmiths in removing the flashing 
after forging. The file is a multifunctional tool, also used by a blacksmith in filing hoofs 
during shoeing. 

File (01E1153:87:2) Fe. L. 305mm, Blade W. 192mm, Th. 83mm. Triangular blade. Tip 
broken. Raised expaned stop ridge between blade and handle. Lightly punched decora-
tion in cross motif on surface of stop ridge. Wooden handle. Conserved. From basal fill 
of well in domestic area 2.

Domestic 
A bone-handle fork or prong (01E1153:0:18), is a stray find from the surface. As such it 
is likely to be early modern. Forks did not come into use until the later medieval period. 
During the medieval period only knives were used at table, the only forks employed were 
large ‘flesh hooks’, generally employed in retrieving meat from the pot. The handle of the 
small bifurcated object is a single piece of bone, indicating a whittle tang, hafted into the 
carved bone. Only one tine remains, with traces of the start of a second tine remaining. 
The position of the remaining tine indicates a two-pronged item rather than a multiply- 
tined object, rather like a modern implement used to eat dates. It is a post medieval object. 

Adare Castle 01E1153 ext

2cm 0 10cm

Figure 58: Illustration of iron file with wooden handle from the well C�82 01E1153:87:2
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A heavy tapered copper alloy wedge (01E1153:24:17) with a flat top is the foot of a 
cauldron (Fig. 59 and pl. 51). The object is splayed at an angle to the interior of the pot. 
The slightly concave top represents the interior of the vessel. Such pots were ubiquitous in 
medieval kitchens. The type is a continuity of form from round- bottomed ceramic cook-
ing pots which stretch back though time to Neolithic times. Copper cauldrons preceded 
the large cast iron examples seen up to recent times in farm yards. 

A heavy tapered copper alloy bar (01E1153:14:80), with the narrower end solid and 
the wider end an incomplete socket, open and rectangular in section was recovered from 
a layer in the kitchen dating to the late 13th century (Fig. 60). It is possibly the leg of a 
large cauldron. The bar is slightly curved towards the blunt tip. Fourteenth century cop-
per alloy cauldrons were ‘tripod-legged….having a flaring collar neck with two ear-like 
handles projecting from it and anchored to a shoulder. Such pots were suspended over 
the fire by means of a pair of hinged iron hooks. …these early copper-alloy pots invari-

ably had one or more moulded cordons around 
the body, while the legs, which were sometimes as 
long as the pots were high, ended in zoomorphic 
feet’ (Hume 1991, 17). The heavy object from the 
kitchen at Adare is likely to have functioned as a 
leg of such a large pot. 

A short bar [01E1153:11:14), 12cm long, with 
the remains of a perforated projection roughly 
centrally placed, is possibly the bolt of a door lock, 
the projections being the part that engages with 
the key  (Fig. 63).

Several strips of copper alloy are shaped 
as crude staples (01E1153:4:3; 01E1153:4:6; 
01E1153:4:15; 01E1153:18:1)(Fig. 61, pls. 52 and 
53). These malleable strips are tapered at both 

Adare Castle 01E1153, Find No. 17
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Figure 59: Both sides of copper foot of 
cauldron 01E1153:24:17�

Adare Castle, 01E1153 EXT, Find No. 80
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Figure 60: Copper alloy bar 01E1153:14:80�

Plate 51: Copper foot of cauldron 01E1153:24:17�
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ends, with the pointed ends turned inwards. The objects are very lightweight and would 
not have penetrated either wood or even leather. These are patches used to repair copper 
alloy vessels. The objects were recovered from contexts 4, 14, 18. These contexts represent 
layers within the kitchen (4 to 20) and the ‘Domestic Area 1’. Similar patches were recov-
ered from medieval levels in York. ‘Cut from strips of sheet and used in the same way as 
modern brass paper fasteners; the arms of the clip are initially folded together and after 

Adare Castle 01E1153, Staples
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01E1153:4:6 01E1153:18:1 01E1153:4:3 01E1153:57:7

Figure 61: Copper patches from the kitchen 01E1153:4:3 and 6, 01E1153:18:1 and from the cobbles in do-
mestic area 1 01E1153:57:7�

Plate 52: Copper patches 01E1153:4:3, 6 and 15, 01E1153:18:1, 01E1153:20:21 and 01E1153:57:7�
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insertion into the slot they are folded outwards and flattened to secure the patch’ (Ot-
taway et al. 2002, 2813). A multiple-repaired iron skillet from Anglo-Saxon levels in York 
shows various patches added through its lifetime (Ottaway 1991, 605).  The layers from 
which the patches were recovered are associated with local wares, with a date range in the 
13th to 14th centuries (McCutcheon this volume). 

Two small triangular off-cuts (01E1153:20:2 & 01E1153:57:7) may also have been the 
by-product of such repair work. A larger sheet of copper alloy, (01E1153:14:82) partly 
doubled over on itself, has slits for rivet holes at three corners. The sheet is roughly cut, 
with slightly ragged edges. One slit is made through the double thickness of the folded 
sheet. Another has a small flat-headed square copper alloy sheet rivet still in situ. This too 
would have functioned as a patch for a vessel. A parallel object was found in Essex Street 
in Dublin (Simpson 1995, 77). 

Foot (01E1153:24:17) Cu. L. 66.4mm, W. 25.7mm, Th. 16.19mm. Complete. Foot of 
cauldron. V-shaped profile. Conserved. From layer C.24 in kitchen.

Bar (01E1153:14:80) Cu. L. 170mm, W.40.97mm, Th. 20.84. Incomplete. Wedge shaped 
object. Possibly the leg of a large cauldron. Rectangular in section. Conserved. From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.

Plate 53: Copper patches 01E1153:4:3, 6 and 15 and 01E1153:18:1�
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(Fig. 61, pls. 52 and 53) Patch (01E1153:4:3) Cu. L. 24.9mm, W. 6.9mm, Th. 0.6mm. 
Both ends folded. Complete. Conserved. From layer C.4 in kitchen.

(Fig. 61, pls. 52 and 53) Patch (01E1153:4:6) Cu. L. 19.3mm, W. 8.8mm, Th. 0.6mm. 
Both ends folded. Complete. Conserved. From layer C.4 in kitchen.

(Fig. 61, pls. 52 and 53) Patch (01E1153:4:15) Cu. L. 16.6mm, W. 7.8mm, Th. 0.6mm. 
Both ends folded. Complete. Conserved. From layer C.4 in kitchen.

(Fig. 62) Patch (01E1153:14:82) Cu. L. 41.01, W. 24.1mm, Th. 0.84. One end folded and 
other open to 90 degree. ‘Hook and eye’ fastners at ends of all segments. Complete. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 61, pls. 52 and 53) Patch (01E1153:18:1) Cu. L. 23.1mm, W. 8.2mm, Th. 0.6mm. 
Both ends folded. Complete. Conserved. From layer C.18 in kitchen.

(Pl. 52) Patch (01E1153:20:21) Cu. L. 19.6mm, W. 7.94, Th. 1.05mm. Two ends folded at 
90 degree. Conserved. From layer C.20 in kitchen.

(Fig. 61 and pl. 52) Patch (01E1153:57:7) Cu. L. 43.49, W. 11.13, Th.0 .78mm.  Con-
served. From cobbles in domestic area 1.

Part of Door Lock (01E1153:11:14) Fe. L. 126mm, W (shaft) 15.2mm, Th. 4.9mm. In-
complete. Rectangular in section. Corroded. Conserved. From layer C.11 in kitchen. 

Adare Castle 01E1153:24:18,
Arrowhead
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Figure 62: Part of Door Lock 01E1153:11:14� Figure 63: Copper patch 01E1153:14:82� Figure 64: A r r o w h e a d 
01E1153:24:18� 
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Horse equipment 
A curved iron bar [01E1153:44:4] with incomplete terminals is a possibly part of a spur. 
The object is comp osed of an oval sectioned bar, rounded to a gentle arc, designed to 
fit around the heel of a boot. The outer edge is decorated with raised diagonal bands, in 
groups of three. At a point close to the centre of the bar there are the atrophied remains 
of an attachment, but no detail survives. The neck of the goad would have been attached 
at this point (the crest). Unfortunately, as the terminals, neck nor goad survived, it is im-
possible to be definite about the identification of the object. The decoration is similar but 
not exactly paralleled by a long spur from Salisbury (possibly late 15th but probably early 
16th century (Ellis 1991, 77)) which is decorated with incised diagonal lines at the widest 
part of the spur. Two late 12th century examples of prick spurs (rowel spurs did not come 
into use until the 13th century) from London have sides decorated with groups of vertical 
lines or ridges alternating with plain surfaces (ibid. 131), similar to the decoration on the 
object from Adare Castle.  

(Pl. 54) Spur (01E1153:44:4) Fe. L. 113.2mm, W. 9.97mm, Th. 7mm. Oval in section. 
Possible fragment of riding spur. Incomplete. Conserved. From layer C.44 in domestic 
area 1.

(Fig. 65 and pl. 54) Horse shoe (01E1153:3:23) Fe. L. 78.32mm, W. 19.67mm, Th. 
5.05mm. W. Nail hole 5.72mm. Incomplete. One nail hole Conserved. Recovered from 
layer C.3 in kitchen. 

Weaponry 
The arrowhead (01E1153:24:18) has a triangular blade with almost horizontal shoulders. 
It is socketed, though corroded, and the point is missing. Such arrowheads are thought 

Adare Castle 01E1153:3:23
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Figure 65: Both side of horse shoe 
01E1153:3:23�

Plate 54: Horse shoe 01E1153:3:23, possible 
spur 01E1153:44:4 and horse shoe nails 
01E1153:14:61, 01E1153:44:6 and 01E1153:54:1
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to be ‘multi-purpose forms’ used for both hunting and warfare (Jessop 1997, 2). These are 
mainly dating from the 11th to the 14th centuries. 

(Fig. 64) Arrowhead (01E1153       :24:18) Fe. L. 67mm, W. 13mm, Th. Shaft 8mm and 
point 11mm. Incomplete. Tip broken. Conserved. From layer C.24 in kitchen.

Personal 
The copper alloy spiral-ringed baluster-headed ringed pin (01E1153:0:21)  has a rounded 
barrel shaped head with two horizontal grooves above and below the ring perforation 
(Fig. 66 and pl. 55). The shaft is circular in cross-section and slightly tapers to a point 
which is bent near the end. It is 134.2mm in overall length (shank 117.2mm, pin-head 
17mm) and the spiral-ring, broken into three parts, is 38.58mm in diameter. The pin 
conforms to Fanning’s classification (1994, 13) as a baluster-headed type that achieved 
their floruit in the seventh-eighth centuries AD. This particular pin is regarded as the 
earliest in the sequence of ringed pins and possibly dates to the sixth century (Kelly, pers. 
comm; Edwards, 1990, 142; Fanning, 1994, 13). As a design type they went out of fash-
ion in the Viking period. Several comparable examples have been discovered with a wide 
geographic distribution from Antrim to Kerry. More common are rectangular pin heads 
with facetted sides but rounded forms are recorded i.e. Carraig Aille II, Lough Gur, Co. 
Limerick where six were found, although some were incomplete (O’Ríordáin 1949, 108). 
A number of spiral-ringed pins were also recovered from the earliest occupation levels at 
Lagore crannog, Co. Meath and assigned a seventh century date (Hencken 1950, 71-2). A 
single example recovered from the Shannon at Killaloe, during dredging works in 1934 is 
almost identical to the Adare example. 

The copper alloy cricket badge (01E1153:0:22) is a novel item (Pl. 56). The raised relief 
decoration on the badge depicts two men shaking hands with cricket bats in their left 
hands. A wicket lies under one mans feet, and a ball by the other mans feet. The motif 
reads ‘The Prince & Peasant’ [at the top of the badge] ‘by Cricket are United’ [at the base 

Adare Castle 01E1153,
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Figure 66: Spiral-ringed balus-
ter-headed ringed 
pin 01E1153:0:21�

Plate 55: Spiral-ringed baluster-headed ringed pin 01E1153:0:21�
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of the badge]. The  two figures, have subtle differences in dress and hair. The man on the 
left wearing the shin pads has a moustache and is presumably the prince. Cricket was 
played in England in the late 18th century, with the first cricket club formed in Hamble-
don, Hampshire in 1760. The first formal laws of cricket were laid down by Marylebone 
Cricket Club in London in 1855. Cricket was introduced to Ireland in garrison towns of 
Kilkenny and Waterford in the early 1800’s. By the 1830’s it was becoming widespread 
and many clubs were founded in the following thirty years.  

The saying quoted on the badge is referred to in a newspaper article dated to 1887 
– used in a derisory  tone in a debate involving the Gaelic Athletic Association: “For of 
athletes as a whole it may be claimed that the following trite proverb which is applied to 
one branch of it holds good with regard to open air sports and pastimes of every kind – 
‘the prince and the peasant by cricket are united’…The initial G.A.A. ban, imposed by 
the 1886 congress, specifically excluded cricket from its orbit” (de Blaghd 1968, 260). The 
object was moulded and was probably mass produced. It is a lightweight alloy with some 
copper alloy content, having a yellow brass like colour. The find was not from a stratified 
provenance. The editor of the Cricket Memorabilia Society in Britain has kindly offered 
the following note on the object; 

Thank you for your enquiry regarding the cricket badge. These were plentiful 
around 1870, popular when William Clarke of Nottingham started touring Eng-
land, Scotland, Wales and Ireland with his eleven cricketers calling themselves the 
All England side in 1846. Then a South of England team, a North of England, a 
Limited England side and others toured. W.G. Grace made his mark with others 
and cricket became the most popular sport. Teams travelled to Australia, USA and 
Canada, Ireland, India and other countries playing ex-pats teams mainly.

Lords of the manor in England, the very wealthy, had many matches between 
their estate teams. The Lords employed skilful players as their workmen and hun-
dreds of guineas were bet on the outcome of these matches in the 1840’s onwards. 

Plate 56: Key 01E1153:0:20, badge 01E1153:0:22 and fork 01E1153:0:18�
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The Lords played with their labourers in the same team, the latter being the better 
players. It was the only major sport where the Lord and the peasant were equal 
on the day throughout the British Isles. Hence the badge “The Prince and Peasant 
by Cricket are United” (The heir to the throne, Prince Frederick Louis, father of 
George III died from a blow from a cricket ball in 1751)

In Ireland, cricket was popular. In the late 1800s, the famous Irish player RJH 
Lambert made over 2,000 runs and took over 200 wickets in an Irish season – re-
peated it the next year – a record.

The badges were made of base metal, most had a clip on the back to pin to a coat, 
a hat etc. There were dozens of designs, many of them embossed with “The England 
Champions” or W.G. Grace. Most were belt buckles1.

A decorative copper alloy stud [01E1153:26:254] has a floral motif. The centre of the 
object is punctured by a circular stud which would have attached the mount to a belt, 
garment or even a book. The edges are not complete but it would appear to have originally 
had eight lobes. Octofoil petalled mounts are not as common as sexfoil mounts. The only 
Octofoil mount recovered from medieval York was from a mid 15th century deposit (Ot-
taway et al 2001, 2907).

Coins
(Pl. 57) Siver penny (01E1153:26:278) Henry III silver penny 1247-1272. Possibly minted 
in London, in Bury St. Edwards or Canterbury. The cross on the reverse aided making the 
pennies into halfpennies or farthings. Recovered from layer C.26 in the kitchen.

Sixpence (01E1153:44:13) George V sixpence 1916. Recovered from layer C.44 in domes-
tic area 1.

Miscellaneous items 
Buckle (01E1153:0:1) Fe. L. 24.7mm, W. 28mm, Th. 2.8mm. Incomplete. Double ‘D’ 
shaped. Elliptical in section. Pin elliptical in section (D. 2.5mm). Corroded. Unstratified.

Hook (01E1153:0:7) Fe. Span 69,3mm, L. 75mm, Th. 15mm. Incomplete. ‘U’ shaped 
bow. Rectangular in section. Highly corroded. Unstratified.

(Fig. 67) Bar (01E1153:24:20) Fe. L. 110mm, W. 24mm, Th. 7mm. Short length of iron 
bar. Rectangular in section. Conserved. From layer C.24 in kitchen.
1  I would like to thank Mr Andy Jordan, Waterford Cricket Club;  Ms Amanda Lanigan, (for-
mer president Munster Cricket Union); Mr Frank Lynch, (former president Munster Cricket Union and 
Limerick Cricket Club) and Mr Steve Cashmore, Secretary of the Cricket Memorabilia Society for their 
combined efforts to identify the cricket badge from Adare. Incidentally, Limerick Cricket Club has only 
recently set up home in Adare!
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Mount (01E1153:26:254) Cu. L. 9.3mm, W. 7mm, Th. 4.7mm. 
Incomplete. Decorated. Flower-shaped. Corroded. Conserved. 
From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Blade (01E1153:44:2) L.62mm, W.16.5mm. Possible broken 
wood chisel. Rectangular in section. Conserved. From layer 
C.44 in domestic area 1.

Knives 
Six knives or fragments of knives were recovered from the 
kitchen. Where identification was possible, the majority of the 
knives were whittle-tanged with a long narrow tapering tang 
which was inserted into the knife handle. This tang type is 
typical of the earlier part of the medieval period; scale tangs, 

as visible on knife 01E1153:3:22 did not appear until the 13th or 14th century (Scully 1997, 
454). 

(Fig. 68) Knife (01E1153:3:22) Type B. Fe. L. 85.3mm, Blade W. 10.06mm, Th. 3.02mm. 
Blade only, broken. Triangular blade, straight blade back, straight cutting edge. Highly 
corroded. From layer C.3 in kitchen.

(Fig. 69) Knife (01E1153:4:8) Type E. Fe. L. 53.8mm, Blade W. 14.5mm, Th. 6.9mm. 
Blade only, incomplete. Triangular blade, curved blade back, straight cutting edge. Cor-
roded. Conserved. From layer C.4 in kitchen.

Figure 67: Iron bar 
01E1153:24:20�

Adare Castle 01E1153:24:20
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Plate 57: Silver penny 01E1153:26:278�
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Knife (01E1153:11:65) Type E. Fe. L. 150 mm, Blade W. 21mm, Th. 3.8mm. Complete. 
Triangular, bent blade, curved blade back, curved cutting edge. Whittle tang, aligned 
with back, rectangular in cross section. Corroded. Conserved. From layer C.11 in domes-
tic area 1.

(Fig. 71) Knife (01E1153:14:77) Type D. Fe. L. 71mm, Blade W. 14.3mm, Th. 4.7mm. In-
complete and broken. Triangular blade, straight blade back, curved cutting edge. Whit-
tle tang, rectangular in cross section. Highly corroded. Conserved. From layer C.14 in 
kitchen.

Figure 68: Iron knife 01E1153:3:22�

Adare Castle, 01E1153 EXT, C.14 F. 77

0 50mm

Adare Castle 01E1153:3:22

0 50mm

Adare Castle 01E1153:4:8

0 50mm

Figure 69: Iron knife 01E1153:4:8�

Figure 70: Iron knife 01E1153:11:65�

Adare Castle 01E1153, Blade

0 50mm

Figure 71: Iron knife 01E1153:14:77�
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(Fig. 72) Knife (01E1153:14:78) Type B. Fe. L. 49.1mm, 
Blade W. 9.4mm, Th. 4.9mm. Blade only. Triangular 
blade, straight blade back, curved cutting edge. Corrod-
ed. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Knife (01E1153:14:79) Type B. Fe. L. 19.1mm, Blade W. 
8mm, Th. 3.1mm. Blade only, incomplete. Triangular 
blade, straight blade back, straight cutting edge. Corrod-
ed. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Rings

Ring (01E1153:11:15) Fe. Th. 1mm. Incomplete (fragment). Oval in section. Highly cor-
roded. Conserved. Three fragments 15, 16 and 17 likely to be part of same spiral ring. 
From layer C.11 in domestic area 1.

Ring (01E1153:11:16) Fe. D. (ext) 24mm, D. (int) 21.7mm, Th. 1.9mm. Incomplete. Pen-
nanular (broken). Elliptical in section. Highly corroded. Conserved. From layer C.11 in 
domestic area 1.

Ring (01E1153:11:17) Fe. D. (ext) 25.2mm, D. (int) 23mm, Th. 1.5mm. Incomplete. Pen-
nanular (broken). Elliptical in section. Corroded. Conserved. From layer C.11 in domes-
tic area 1.

Ring (01E1153:14:28) Fe. D. (ext) 7.8mm, D. (int) 4.9mm, Th. 1.6mm. Complete but 
broken. Annular. Oval in section. Corroded. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Ring (01E1153:14:108) Fe. Th. 7.5mm. Incomplete. Pennanular (broken). Elliptical in sec-
tion. Corroded. Stable. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Ring (01E1153:14:112) Fe. Th. 3.5mm. Incomplete. Pennanular (broken). Elliptical in sec-
tion. Corroded. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Adare Castle 01E1153:14:78

0 50mm

Figure 72: Iron knife 01E1153:14:78�
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Nails
The bulk of metal finds comprised iron nails some were associated with construction work 
and carpentry but many of them were recovered from two of the occupation layers (C.14 
& C.26) in the kitchen and may have been used for hanging or drying food. Many of the 
nails had square or rectangular shafts and flattened circular heads. The nails with round 
shafts and domed circular heads were generally rivets. Some of the nails with rectangular 
flat heads were horse shoe nails. Some of the nails could not be classified due to corrosion 
or absence of heads. Of the complete examples, most nails measured between 40-60mm. 
A small minority measured more than 100mm. This is consistent with the evidence from 
medieval excavations elsewhere. In Waterford, the most common nail size was 50-60mm 
and 60-70mm (Scully 1997, 487) and similarly in Cork city most nails measured between 
40mm and 70mm (Cleary 2003, 300).

(Fig. 73) Nail (01E1153:3:24) Fe. L. 123mm, Th. (of shank) 5.5mm, D. of head 24mm. 
Complete but broken. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank 
twisted. Conserved. From layer C.3 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:4:2) Fe. L. 25mm, Th. (of shank) 4.5mm, D. of head 13.5mm. Incomplete. 
Flat circular headed. Shank square in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.4 
in kitchen.

 (Fig. 74) Nail (01E1153:4:4) Fe. L. 54.5mm, Th. (of shank) 5.1mm, W. of head 20.06mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank twisted. Cor-
roded. Conserved. From layer C.4 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:4:5) Fe. L. 29mm, Th. (of shank) 44mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
rectangular in section. Shank bent. Corroded. Conserved. From layer C.4 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:4:9) Fe. L. 43.6mm, Th. (of shank) 4mm. Incomplete. Headless. 
Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Corroded. Conserved. From layer C.4 in 
kitchen.

(Fig. 76) Nail (01E1153:4:10) Fe. L. 30.02mm, Th. (of shank) 6.1mm, D. of head 17mm. 
Incomplete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Cor-
roded. Conserved. From layer C.4 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:4:11) Fe. L. 17.7mm, D. (of shank) 8mm, D. of head 16mm. Incomplete. 
Flat sub-circular headed. Shank circular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From 
layer C.4 in kitchen.
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Nail (01E1153:4:12) Fe. L. 29mm, Th. (of shank) 
7mm, W. of head 13.1mm. Incomplete. Flat headed 
(broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank light-
ly twisted. Conserved. From layer C.4 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:4:18) Fe. L. 61.5mm, Th. (of shank) 
5.6mm, D. of head 24.6mm. Complete but broken. 
Flat circular headed. Shank square in section. Shank 
straight. Conserved. From layer C.4 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:5:4) Fe. L. 24.2mm, Th. (of shank) 
6.2mm, W. of head 19.2mm. Incomplete and bro-
ken. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in sec-
tion. Shank twisted? From layer C.4 in kitchen.

(Fig. 78) Nail (01E1153:11:12) Fe. L. 110mm, Th. (of shank) 8.4mm, W. of head 16.5mm. 
Complete. Flat rectangular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.11 in domestic area 1.

(Fig. 78) Nail (01E1153:11:13) Fe. L. 97.2mm, Th. (of shank) 5.6mm. Incomplete. Head-
less. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Corroded. Conserved. From layer C.11 
in domestic area 1.

(Fig. 79 Nail (01E1153:14:25) Fe. L. 46.4mm, Th. (of shank) 5.1mm, D. of head 18.3mm. 
Incomplete. Flat circular headed. Shank square in section. Shank twisted. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 74) Nail (01E1153:14:26) Fe. L. 30mm, Th. (of shank) 5.9mm, D. of head 17.9mm. 
Incomplete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank square in section. Shank twisted. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 76 Nail (01E1153:14:27) Fe. L. 41mm, Th. (of shank) 5.5mm, D. of head 19.03mm. 
Complete but broken. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank square in section. Shank bent. 
Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 79 Nail (01E1153:14:29) Fe. L. 26.5mm, Th. (of shank) 4.9mm, D. of head 24.5mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank square in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 78) Nail (01E1153:14:30) Fe. L. 42.5mm, Th. (of shank) 5mm, D. of head 18.6mm. 
Incomplete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank square in section. Shank lightly twisted. 
Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Adare Castle 01E1153, Nails

0 50mm

01E1153:3:24

01E1153:26:34

Figure 73: Illustration of two nails from 
the layers C�3 and C�26 in the 
kitchen�
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(Fig. 73) Nail (01E1153:14:32) Fe. L. 20.08mm, Th. (of shank) 5.5mm, D. of head 20mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed broken. Shank square in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:33) Fe. L. 20mm, D. (of shank) 4.5mm, D. of head 10.6mm. 
Incomplete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank circular in section. Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 74) Nail (01E1153:14:34) Fe. L. 30mm, Th. (of shank) 6.8mm, D. of head 16.8mm. 
Incomplete and broken. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank 
straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 76 Nail (01E1153:14:35) Fe. L. 33.2mm, Th. (of shank) 7.5mm, D. of head 15.8mm. 
Incomplete. Flat circular headed. Shank triangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Adare Castle 01E1153, Nails

0 50mm

01E1153:14:37 01E1153:14:41 01E1153:14:26 01E1153:4:14

01E1153:4:13 01E1153:4:4 01E1153:14:39

01E1153:14:43

01E1153:14:34 01E1153:26:272 01E1153:4:7 01E1153:14:59

Figure 74: Illustration of 12 nails from the layers C�4, C�14 and C�26 in the kitchen�
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Adare Castle 01E1153, Nails
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Figure 75: Illustration of 14 nails from the layers C�4 and C�14 in the kitchen�

Figure 76: Illustration of six nails from the layers C�4, C�14 and C�24 in the kitchen�
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Figure 77: Illustration of 15 nails from the layers C�4, C�14 and C�26 in the kitchen�

Figure 78: Illustration of four nails from the layer C�14 in the kitchen and C�11 in domestic area 1�
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(Fig. 76) Nail (01E1153:14:36) Fe. L. 40mm, Th. (of shank) 5.7mm, W. of head 14.7mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 74) Nail (01E1153:14:37) Fe. L. 30.02mm, Th. (of shank) 6.4mm, D. of head 19.3mm. 
Incomplete and broken. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank square in section. Shank twist-
ed. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:38) Fe. L. 18.2mm, Th. (of shank) 5.8mm, W. of head 11.5mm. 
Incomplete. Flat rectangular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 74) Nail (01E1153:14:39) Fe. L. 51.4mm, Th. (of shank) 6.8mm, W. of head 19.4mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank square in section. Shank twisted. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Adare Castle 01E1153, Nails

0 50mm
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Figure 79: Illustration of nine nails from the layers C�4, C�14 and C�26 in the kitchen�
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(Fig. 79 Nail (01E1153:14:40) Fe. L. 38.2mm, Th. (of shank) 4.2mm. Incomplete. Head-
less. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 74) Nail (01E1153:14:41) Fe. L. 26.8mm, Th. (of shank) 5.6mm, W. of head 12.3mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank bent. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:42) Fe. L. 19.5mm, Th. (of shank) 5.1mm, W. of head 15.2mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank bent. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 74) Nail (01E1153:14:43) Fe. L. 30.01mm, Th. (of shank) 5.5mm, W. of head 14.1mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank bent. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:44) Fe. L. 25.3mm, Th. (of shank) 4.7mm, W. of head 18.8mm. 
Incomplete. Flat square headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:45) Fe. L. 23.9mm, Th. (of shank) 3.4mm, D. of head 19.2mm. 
Incomplete. Flat circular headed. Shank square in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:46) Fe. L. 20.03mm, Th. (of shank) 8.4mm, W. of head 
20.02mm. Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank triangular in section. Shank straight. 
Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 79 Nail (01E1153:14:47) Fe. L. 34.8mm, Th. (of shank) 5mm, D. of head 17.1mm. 
Incomplete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank twisted. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:48) Fe. L. 6.6mm, Th. (of shank) 6.4mm. Incomplete. Head-
less. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:49) Fe. L. 18.2mm, Th. (of shank) 5.8mm. Incomplete. Head-
less. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:50) Fe. L. 18.3mm, Th. (of shank) 5.1mm, W. of head 9.9mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.
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Nail (01E1153:14:51) Fe. L. 30mm, Th. (of shank) 4.5mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
rectangular in section. Shank lightly twisted. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 78) Nail (01E1153:14:52) Fe. L. 38.5mm, Th. (of shank) 6.5mm, W. of head 17.6mm. 
Incomplete and broken. Flat rectangular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank 
lightly twisted. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 79 Nail (01E1153:14:53) Fe. L. 37.9mm, Th. (of shank) 4.3mm, W. of head 13.2mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank lightly bent. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:54) Fe. L. 20mm, D. (of shank) 5.3mm, W. of head 16.4mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank circular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:55) Fe. L. 20.08mm, Th. (of shank) 4.4mm, D. of head 15mm. 
Incomplete and broken. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank 
straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:56) Fe. L. 22.4mm, D. (of shank) 10mm, D. of head 30.06mm. 
Incomplete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank circular in section. Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 79 Nail (01E1153:14:57) Fe. L. 27.6mm, Th. (of shank) 3.4mm, W. of head 15mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 76) Nail (01E1153:14:58) Fe. L. 36.3mm, Th. (of shank) 8.9mm, D. of head 21mm. 
Incomplete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 74) Nail (01E1153:14:59) Fe. L. 42.7mm, D. (of shank) 10.08mm, D. of head 
22.6mm. Incomplete. Flat circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank twisted. 
Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:60) Fe. L. 16.2mm, Th. (of shank) 5.1mm. Incomplete.Head-
less. Shank squared in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 and pl. 41) Nail (01E1153:14:61) Fe. L. 43mm, Th. (of shank) 4.2mm, W. of head 
10.02mm. Incomplete. Flat rectangular headed. Shank square in section. Shank straight. 
Conserved. Horse shoe nail from layer in kitchen. From layer C.14 in kitchen.
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(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:62) Fe. L. 49.4mm, Th. (of shank) 8.4mm, W. of head 13.2mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank slightly bent. 
Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:63) Fe. L. 30.04mm, Th. (of shank) 5.5mm. Incomplete. Headless. 
Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:64) Fe. L. 23.2mm, Th. (of shank) 6mm, D. of head 15.2mm. 
Incomplete and broken. Flat circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank bent. 
Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:65) Fe. L. 31.7mm, Th. (of shank) 6mm. Incomplete. Headless. 
Shank square in section. Shank bent. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:66) Fe. L. 29.5mm, Th. (of shank) 7.3mm. Incomplete. Head-
less. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:67) Fe. L. 26.4mm, Th. (of shank) 7.3mm. Incomplete. Head-
less. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:68) Fe. L. 28mm, Th. (of shank) 6.6mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
rectangular in section. Shank lightly twisted. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:69) Fe. L. 18mm, Th. (of shank) 5.6mm. Incomplete. Headless. 
Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:70) Fe. L. 16.3mm, Th. (of shank) 5.7mm, W. of head 13.3mm. 
Incomplete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:71) Fe. L. 18.4mm, Th. (of shank) 3.4mm. Incomplete. Head-
less. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:14:72) Fe. L. 16.6mm, Th. (of shank) 5.8mm. Incomplete and 
broken. Headless. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.

(Fig. 75) Nail (01E1153:14:73) Fe. L. 23.4mm, Th. (of shank) 7.6mm. Incomplete. Head-
less. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:14:74) Fe. W. of head 25.3mm. Incomplete. Flat (broken). Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.
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Nail head (01E1153:14:75) Fe. W. of head 16mm. Incomplete and broken. Flat (broken). 
Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:76) Fe. L. 21.1mm, Th. (of shank) 7.6mm, W. of head 25mm. Incom-
plete and broken. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. 
Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:93) Fe. L. 40.03mm, Th. (of shank) 13.4mm, D. of head 31.4mm. In-
complete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank twisted. Corroded. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:95) Fe. L. 23.5mm, Th. (of shank) 6.9mm. Incomplete and broken. 
Headless. Shank rectangular in section. Shank bent. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:14:96) Fe. W. of head 19.5mm. Incomplete. Flat (broken). From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:97) Fe. L. 23.4mm, Th. (of shank) 6.7mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
square in section. Shank straight.  From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:14:98) Fe. D. of head 19.2mm. Incomplete. Flat sub-circular. From 
layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:99) Fe. L. 29mm, Th. (of shank) 9.6mm, D. of head 16.3mm. Incom-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:100) Fe. L. 23mm, Th. (of shank) 8.8mm, W. of head 18.1mm. In-
complete. Flat rectangular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. From 
layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:14:101) Fe. D. of head 21.3mm. Incomplete. Flat sub-circular. From 
layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:102) Fe. L. 28mm, Th. (of shank) 8.9mm, D. of head 23.2mm. Incom-
plete. Flat circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. From layer C.14 
in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:103) Fe. L. 31.3mm, D. (of shank) 11.7mm, D. of head 24.2mm. In-
complete. Flat circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.
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Nail (01E1153:14:104) Fe. L. 45.9mm, D. (of shank) 9.5mm, D. of head 23.8mm. Com-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:105) Fe. L. 36mm, D. (of shank) 11.1mm, D. of head 32.3mm. Incom-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:109) Fe. L. 54.5mm, Th. (of shank) 8.9mm, D. of head 18.6mm. Com-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank square in section? Shank straight. From layer C.14 
in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:110) Fe. L. 34.2mm, Th. (of shank) 7mm, D. of head 17.7mm. Incom-
plete. Flat circular headed. Shank rectangular in section? Shank straight. Corroded. From 
layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:111) Fe. L. 41.3mm, Th. (of shank) 7.7mm. Incomplete and broken. 
Headless. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:14:113) Fe. D. of head 29mm. Incomplete. Flat sub-circular. Cor-
roded. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:114) Fe. L. 24.7mm, Th. (of shank) 9.4mm. Incomplete. Headless. 
Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:116) Fe. L. 24.3mm, D. (of shank) 8.4mm, D. of head 19mm. In-
complete. Flat circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:14:117) Fe. D. of head 28mm. Incomplete. Flat sub-circular. Cor-
roded. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:118) Fe. L. 27.9mm, Th. (of shank) 10.04mm. Incomplete. Headless. 
Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:121) Fe. L. 28mm, Th. (of shank) 7.5mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:125) Fe. L. 38.4mm, D. (of shank) 11.5mm, D. of head 22mm. Incom-
plete with stone stuck on the head (L. 15.4mm). Flat circular headed. Shank sub-circular 
in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.
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Nail head (01E1153:14:129) Fe. D. of head 27.3mm. Incomplete. Flat sub-circular with 
part of shank sub-circular in section (D. of shank 8.5). Corroded. Conserved. From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:14:130) Fe. D. of head 27.7mm. Incomplete. Flat sub-circular with 
part of shank sub-circular in section (D. of shank 6.7). Corroded. Conserved. From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:14:131) Fe. W. of head 24mm. Incomplete. Flat square. Corroded. 
Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:132) Fe. L. 32mm, D. (of shank) 12.5mm, D. of head 22.5mm. Incom-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:133) Fe. L. 30.04mm, D. (of shank) 7.5mm, D. of head 24.1mm. Incom-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:139) Fe. L. 26mm, D. (of shank) 7.1mm, W. of head 19.6mm. Incom-
plete. Flat rectangular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:142) Fe. L. 20.05mm, D. (of shank) 8mm, D. of head 12.7mm. 
Incomplete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight.  
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:14:143) Fe. L. 16.8mm, Th. (of shank) 6mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
sub-circular in section. Shank straight. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:20:22) Fe. L. 29.2mm, Th. (of shank) 10mm, D. of head 28mm. Incom-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank square in section. Shank straight. From layer C.20 
in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:20:23) Fe. L. 34.4mm, D. (of shank) 10.02mm, D. of head 26mm. Incom-
plete and broken. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. 
From layer C.20 in kitchen.

(Fig. 76) Nail (01E1153:24:19) Fe. L. 68mm, Th. (of shank) 7mm, D. of head 22.7mm. 
Complete but broken. Flat circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. 
Conserved. From layer C.24 in kitchen.
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Nail (01E1153:24:21) Fe. L. 41.7mm, Th. (of shank) 7.1mm, D. of head 22mm. Incom-
plete and broken. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. 
Conserved. From layer C.24 in kitchen.

 (Fig. 74) Nail (01E1153:26:272) Fe. L. 60.05mm, Th. (of shank) 4.3mm, D. of head 
13mm. Complete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. 
Conserved. . From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:273) Fe. L. 35mm, Th. (of shank) 5.1mm, W. of head 20mm. Incom-
plete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.26 in kitchen.

(Fig. 77 Nail (01E1153:26:274) Fe. L. 24mm, Th. (of shank) 5.5mm. Incomplete. Head-
less. Shank rectangular in section. Shank bent. Conserved. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:279) Fe. L. 66.7mm, Th. (of shank) 5.1mm, D. of head 20.06mm. Com-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:255) Fe. L. 27mm, Th. (of shank) 9.3mm, D. of head 22.1mm. Incom-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. 
From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:26:258) Fe. W. of head 17.9mm. Incomplete. Flat (broken). Con-
served. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:259) Fe. L. 53.8mm, Th. (of shank) 10.05mm. Incomplete. Headless. 
Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:260) Fe. L. 30.03mm, Th. (of shank) 7.4mm, D. of head 24.3mm. In-
complete. Flat circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. Conserved.

Nail (01E1153:26:261) Fe. L. 45mm, Th. (of shank) 10.05mm, D. of head 21.7mm. In-
complete and broken. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank bent. 
Conserved. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:262) Fe. L. 53.8mm, Th. (of shank) 12.4mm, D. of head 24.6mm. In-
complete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section? Shank straight. Con-
served. From layer C.26 in kitchen.
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Nail (01E1153:26:263) Fe. L. 52.9mm, Th. (of shank) 14.3mm, W. of head 27.3mm. Com-
plete but broken. Flat rectangular headed. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. 
Conserved. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:264) Fe. L. 22mm, D. (of shank) 6.6mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
sub-circular in section? Shank straight. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:266) Fe. L. 27mm, D. (of shank) 8.9mm. Incomplete and broken. Head-
less. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:26:267) Fe. D. of head 23.4mm. Incomplete and broken. Flat sub-
circular (broken). From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:268) Fe. L. 37mm, Th. (of shank) 8.2mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
rectangular in section. Shank bent. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:269) Fe. L. 16mm, D. (of shank) 7.5mm, D. of head 21.8mm. Incom-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:270) Fe. L. 32mm, Th. (of shank) 9.5mm. Incomplete and broken. 
Headless. Shank rectangular in section. Shank twisted? From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:271) Fe. L. 19.8mm, D. (of shank) 9mm, D. of head 21.2mm. Incom-
plete and broken. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. From layer 
C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:275) Fe. L. 42mm, Th. (of shank) 12.7mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
rectangular in section? Shank straight. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:276) Fe. L. 35mm, Th. (of shank) 8.5mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
square in section. Shank bent. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:277) Fe. L. 21.7mm, D. (of shank) 8.3mm, W. of head 17mm. Incom-
plete. Flat headed (broken). Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. From layer 
C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:280) Fe. L. 16.5mm, Th. (of shank) 7.9mm, W. of head 11mm. Incom-
plete. Flat headed (broken). Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight. From layer 
C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:288) Fe. L. 37mm, Th. (of shank) 7.4mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
square in section. Shank bent. From layer C.26 in kitchen.
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Nail (01E1153:26:289) Fe. L. 29.1mm, Th. (of shank) 10.02mm. Incomplete. Headless. 
Shank square in section? Shank straight. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:283) Fe. L. 30mm, Th. (of shank) 13mm. Incomplete and broken. Head-
less. Shank rectangular in section? Shank straight. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:284) Fe. L. 32.6mm, D. (of shank) 10.03mm, W. of head 16mm. In-
complete. Flat headed (broken). Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. From layer 
C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:285) Fe. L. 28.1mm, D. (of shank) 5.8mm, D. of head 16.2mm. Incom-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank sub-circular in section. Shank straight. From layer 
C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:286) Fe. L. 59mm, Th. (of shank) 7mm, D. of head 19.7mm. Complete. 
Flat sub-circular headed. Shank square in section. Shank straight. From layer C.26 in 
kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:26:287) Fe. D. of head 18.8mm. Incomplete. Flat circular. From layer 
C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:290) Fe. 10 corroded fragments. L. between 7.4mm and 17.7mm. From 
layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:26:291) Fe. L. 25.5mm, D. (of shank) 8.5mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank 
sub-circular in section. Shank straight. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail head (01E1153:26:293) Fe. D. of head 26.3mm. Incomplete and broken. Flat sub-
circular. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:35:3) Fe. L. 61.7mm, Th. (of shank) 11.7mm, D. of head 26.2mm. Com-
plete. Flat sub-circular headed. Shank rectangular in section? Shank straight. Stable. 
From layer C.35 in kitchen.

Nail (01E1153:44:5) Fe. L.31mm, Th. (of shank) 6mm. Diam. (of head) 25mm. Flat circu-
lar head. Square bent shank. Conserved. From layer C.44 in domestic area 1.
(Pl. 41) Nail (01E1153:44:6) Fe. L. 36.63mm, Th. (of shank) 3.51mm, D. of head 9.85mm. 
Complete. Flat rectangular head. Shank straight. Conserved. Horse shoe nail from layer 
in domestic area 1. From layer C.44 in domestic area 1.
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Nail (01E1153:44:7) Fe. L. 37mm, Th. (of shank) 5.5mm, Diam. (of head) 13mm. Sub-
circular head. Square shank. Conserved. From layer C.44 in domestic area 1.

Nail (01E1153:44:8) F. L. 18mm, Th. (of shank) 5mm. Headless. Square shank. Con-
served. From layer C.44 in domestic area 1.

(Pl. 41) Nail (01E1153:54:1) Fe. L. 48.94mm, Th. (of shank) 3.60mm, D. of head 10.76mm. 
Complete. Flat rectangular head. Shank straight. Conserved. Horse shoe nail from wall 
in domestic area 1. From wall C.54 in domestic area 1.

Unidentified Objects
Unidentified (01E1153:14:81) Cu. L. 21.2mm, W. 12mm, Th. 9mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass. Rectangular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:83) Cu. L. 21.07mm, W. 20.05mm, Th. 17.5mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass. Sub-circular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:31) Fe. L. 35mm, W. 23.5mm, Th. 16.1mm. Incomplete and 
broken. Corroded mass. Elliptical in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:94) Fe. 3 corroded fragments. L. between 8.4mm and 9.9mm. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:106) Fe. L. 46mm, W. 22.8mm, Th. 9.5mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass. Rectangular in section. Stable. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:107) Fe. L. 30mm, W. 16.5mm, Th. 9.6mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass. Sub-circular in section. Stable. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:115) Fe. L. 35.3mm, W. 14.4mm, Th. 9.5mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass. Rectangular in section. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:119) Fe. L. 18.7mm, W. 14.8mm, Th. 17.5mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass. Sub-circular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:120) Fe. L. 26.7mm, W. 21.71mm, Th. 8.4mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass. Sub-circular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:122) Fe. L. 30.05mm, W. 16.8mm, Th. 11.9mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass. Sub-circular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.
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Unidentified (01E1153:14:123) Fe. L. 36.5mm, W. 26.7mm, Th. 13mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass. Sub-circular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:124) Fe. L. 32.9mm, W. 29.1mm, Th. 19.1mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass with stone (L. 33.7mm). Sub-circular in section. Conserved. From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:125) Fe. L. 30mm, W. 29.5mm, Th. 12.9mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass. Rectangular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:126) Fe. L. 34.8mm, W. 22.9mm, Th. 18.5mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass. Sub-circular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:127) Fe. L. 32.5mm, W. 23mm, Th. 14.7mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass. Rectangular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:128) Fe. L. 38mm, W. 25.2mm, Th. 16.5mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass with stone (L. 9mm). Sub-circular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in 
kitchen.
 
Unidentified (01E1153:14:134) Fe. L. 22.5mm, W. 18.9mm, Th. 12.9mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass. Rectangular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:135) Fe. (nail?) L. 26mm, D. 15.5mm. Incomplete. Corroded 
mass. Circular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:136) Fe. L. 27.4mm, W. 21mm, Th. 14.5mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass with stone (L. 10.06mm). Sub-circular in section. Conserved. From layer 
C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:137) Fe. L. 26.2mm, W. 15mm, Th. 14.5mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass. Sub-circular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:138) Fe. L. 40.02mm, W. 16mm, Th. 10.05mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass. Rectangular in section. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:139) Fe. 14 corroded fragments. L. between 14.7mm and 
33mm. Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:14:140) Fe. 30 corroded fragments. L. between 5.6mm and 23mm. 
Conserved. From layer C.14 in kitchen.
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Unidentified (01E1153:14:141) Fe. 5 corroded fragments. L. between 9.5mm and 14.8mm. 
From layer C.14 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:26:265) Fe. L. 26.1mm, W. 13.8mm, Th. 13.2mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass. Sub-circular in section. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:26:282) Fe. L. 28.5mm, W. 17.3mm, Th. 15.5mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass. Sub-circular in section. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:26:281) Fe. 14 corroded fragments. L. between 9.1mm and 
27.3mm. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:26:292) Fe. L. 25.2mm, W. 16.2mm, Th. 13.4mm. Incomplete. 
Corroded mass. Sub-circular in section. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:26:294) Fe. L. 20.03mm, W. 12mm, Th. 11mm. Incomplete and 
broken. Corroded mass. Rectangular in section. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:26:295) Fe. L. 26mm, W. 18.2mm, Th. 19mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded mass. Sub-circular in section. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:26:296) Fe. L. 37.5 mm, W. 26mm, D. 13.5mm. Incomplete. Cor-
roded ‘L’ shaped bent mass. Sub-circular in section. From layer C.26 in kitchen.

Unidentified (01E1153:44:9) Fe. L. 44mm, W. 10mm, Th. 6.5mm. Rectangular in sec-
tion. Conserved. From layer C.44 in domestic area 1.
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The Window Glass 

Josephine Moran

Introduction
In Ireland no medieval window glass has survived in situ. Most of the glass has been 
recovered from archaeological excavations of ecclesiastical sites, with the largest collec-
tions from Kells Priory, Co. Kilkenny, St. Canice’s Cathedral, Kilkenny and St. Saviours 
Priory, Limerick. However historical sources suggest that many Irish medieval buildings, 
including some high status secular buildings, would have been glazed with painted and 
stained glass. When King Henry III commissioned a hall at Dublin Castle between 1243 
and 1245 he ordered that it was to be ‘glazed after the hall of Canterbury; and that they 
cause to be made in the gable beyond the dais a round window thirty foot in diameter’ 
(Colvin 1963,123). Also, in the Pipe-Rolls of 1332-3 amongst the accounts for works at 
Dublin Castle, mention is made of wages paid for “a glazier working on divers occasions 
and for colours bought for the making the glass windows in the castle” (Westropp 1920, 
20). Stained and painted window glass was undoubtedly a luxury item as suggested by 
Katherine Simms. In her survey of Irish praise poems composed about a patron’s house, 
she notes that the size of windows is often praised but that it was not until the seventeenth 
century that an unambiguous reference to glass is made in this context (Simms 2001, 
249).  In England there are references to wooden shutters being used instead of glass and 
Salzman has a 1519 reference to greased paper or linen being used in poorer dwellings 
‘Paper or lyn clothe, straked a crosse with losynges, make fenestrals in stede of glasen 
wyndowes’ (Salzman 1967, 173). 

No evidence has been found of a production site for medieval Irish glass, but there are 
references to medieval glass-workers in Dublin from the thirteenth century onwards, pos-
sibly of English abstraction. ‘William the glassworker’ witnessed a grant of land in Dublin 
in 1258, and ‘William de Kemesye glass worker’ is mentioned in 1309, and ‘Richard the 
glazewright’ in 1409 and 1434 (Westropp 1920, 20). The terms ‘glass-worker’ and ‘glazier’ 
are likely to refer to the person who painted onto the glass and fused the paint to the glass 
in a furnace. The glass is likely to have been imported from the Continent in sheets and 
perhaps some white glass was brought in from England. A record of the importation of 
coloured glass to Ireland survives from February 1490 when three merchants from La Ro-
chelle and two from Dieppe formed a consortium to send a cargo to Limerick and Galway 
in a Spanish ship named the Sante-Maria of Sebastian, consisting of ‘63 tuns of honey, 61 
tuns of wheat […] and stained glass’ (O’ Brien 1995, 51). Window glass is likely to have 
been imported to Ireland in this way from the thirteenth century. 

The Glass
Six fragments of window glass were recovered from excavations at Adare Castle. Five are 
medieval, and one is likely to be post-medieval. Four of the fragments were recovered 
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from midden in the castle kitchen, a fully enclosed area between the high walls of the 
early hall, the curtain wall and the gate-tower, one is from the rubble outside the great 
hall and one is a stray find. The glass is remarkably well preserved, retaining some trans-
lucency and paint. 

Fragment (01E1153:4:17) is flashed red (or ruby) pot-metal with a painted pattern 
(on the inside face).  Pot-metal is glass coloured throughout by the addition of metallic 
oxide to the molten glass during manufacture. In the Gothic period red pot-metal was so 
intense at normal thickness it was almost opaque. The problem was overcome by making 
a flashed red or ruby glass which involved blowing ‘white’ glass with a thin even coat of 
red on one surface. The red layer was on the outside face of the glass and the pattern was 
painted on the inside, onto the white glass, using a red/brown  paint, an iron-oxide based 
enamel.  The pattern on this piece of glass consists of curving lines or circles surrounding 
a quatrefoil with small triangles between the quatrefoil quadrants. The pattern is certainly 
no earlier than the late thirteenth century/early fourteenth century. 

Fragment (01E1153:4:16) may be part of an architectural frame 35mm wide (perhaps 
part of a canopy), around the central scene of a window. The decoration is painted on 
the inside face, and highlighted at the back (on the outside face) with yellow stain. The 
decoration consists of a central horizontal band or bead highlighted with yellow stain. 
Below the band the area is divided in two vertically by a line which meets the border and 
runs over it in a curve giving the decoration a three dimensional quality. In the lower two 
compartments the beginning of two heavily cross-hatched sub rectangular shapes (prob-
ably windows) are painted and highlighted with yellow stain. Above the central band a 
curvilinear decoration is painted, and highlighted at the back with yellow stain. Yellow 
stain was an innovation of the early 14thC. It is first recorded in England in the Heraldic 
window at York Minister between 1307-1312 (Marks 1993, 38). A liquid solution of silver 
nitrate was applied to the exterior of the pane, which turned yellow on firing. Brown 
paint and yellow stain were the only two colours applied to glass in the medieval period. 
The increasing use of white glass and yellow stain from the fourteenth century onwards 
produced lighter and brighter windows which would have been particularly important in 
domestic buildings.

Fragment (01E1153:4:18) is a corner fragment of rose pink pot-metal without any 
paint or decoration. Rose pink pot-metal fragments are present in the glass collection 
from St. Canice’s Cathedral, Kilkenny. 

Fragment (01E1153:4:19) is blue pot-metal without paint or decoration. It has one 
matt surface, evidence of the ‘muff’ or ‘cylinder’ method of manufacture. Early cylinder 
blown glass had one matt and one glossy surface from having been opened out onto an 
ash-covered table in the kiln. The fragment has one curvilinear edge suggesting it may 
have been used as background to a geometric pattern or a figure scene.

Fragment (01E1153:67:7) is a curved border of white glass (with a green tint). The term 
‘white’ glass is used for colourless glass though often with a green tint, due to the pres-
ence of iron probably in the sand. The surface has a dark grey-brown corrosion (some of 
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which has flaked off) which has caused the glass to be opaque. The corrosion is a product 
of potash glass. 

Fragment (01E1153:0:16) is a thin fragment of white potash glass with a grey-brown 
surface corrosion. One edge appears to be diamond cut suggesting a date no earlier than 
the sixteenth century (Brown and O’ Connor 1991, 56).

Discussion
The six fragments of window glass recovered from Adare Castle excavations are very im-
portant evidence of glazing in Irish medieval castles. Five of the fragments are medieval 
and may even have come from the same window, but with so few fragments very little 
interpretation of the decoration is possible. The architectural fragment with yellow stain 
highlights is suggestive of a fourteenth to fifteenth century canopy window. Yellow stain 
was used to highlight some of the mid fourteenth century window glass from St. Can-
ice’s Cathedral  and fifteenth century glass from St. Saviour’s Priory, Limerick but was 
absent from the large collection of window glass from Kells Priory, Co. Kilkenny (early 
thirteenth-early fourteenth century). The ruby fragment with a painted pattern is likely 
to be part of a background, such patterns were commonly used behind figures of saints 
framed in an architectural border. The blue and rose pink pot-metal fragments may also 
have been part of a background.

Of the five medieval fragments one is no earlier than the mid fourteenth century and 
another is no earlier than the late thirteenth century. These pieces cannot be part of any 
early glazing at the castle, and all five fragments may be from one window (or window 
replacement) of the fourteenth century or later. The use of coloured glass would suit her-
aldry in a hall window or a religious image from a chapel window.  
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Glass Catalogue

Josephine Moran

Glass Beads
Two glass beads were recovered from a surface layer C.11 in domestic area 1 and a possible 
bead from a midden layer in the kitchen. 

(Fig. 80 and pl. 58) Bead (01E1153:11:25) D. 10.53 mm, Th 4.8 mm, D. of perforation 
4.29 mm. 
Blue glass bead with central perforation. Annular in shape with rounded edge. Con-
served. From layer C.11 in domestic area 1.

(Fig. 80 and pl. 59) Bead (01E1153:11:26) D. 6.43mm, Th 3.06mm, D. of perforation 
2.09mm.
Blue glass bead with central perforation. Annular in shape with rounded edge. One edge 
is partly worn. Surface decorated with six sets of alternative red and white strips. Each set 
of strips comprised white outer strips and three internal red strips. Conserved. From layer 
C.11 in domestic area 1.

Bead (01E1153:26:253) D. 5.7mm
Broken black fragment of possible bead. From midden layer C.26 in kitchen, mid 13th–
14th century.

Window glass
Fragment (01E115:0:16) Th: 2.25mm
White glass with a pale green tint and brown surface corrosion, partly flaked off. 1 dia-
mond cut edge. Unstratified.

(Fig. 81 and Pl. 60) Fragment (01E1153:4:16) Width 35 mm. Th. 2-2.8mm. 
With painted decoration onto translucent “white” glass (with a pale green tint) and high-
lighted on the outside with yellow stain. 2 grozed side edges, top and bottom edges bro-
ken. From occupation layer C.4 in kitchen, mid 13th–14th century.

(Pl. 61) Fragment (01E1153:4:17) Th. 2.7mm.
Flashed red (or ruby) pot-metal, translucent, painted with a curvilinear pattern in red/
brown paint, some pitting on the outside. 2 grozed curvilinear edges. From occupation 
layer C.4 in kitchen, mid 13th–14th century.

(Pl. 62) Fragment (011153:4:18) Th.2mm.
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Figure 80: Two glass beads (a) 01E1153:11:26 and (b) 
01E1153:11:25 from domestic area 1� 

Figure 81: Fragment of window glass 
01E1153:4:16� 

a b

Plate 58: Glass bead 01E1153:11:25�

Plate 60: Fragment of window glass 01E1153:4:16�

Plate 59: Glass bead 01E1153:11:26�

Plate 61: Fragment of window glass 01E1153:4:17�
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Translucent rose pink pot-metal, 3 grozed edges, lead lines visible. From occupation layer 
C.4 in kitchen, mid 13th–14th century.

(Pl. 63) Fragment (01E1153:4:19) Th.1-2mm.
Translucent blue pot-metal with small round bubbles and one matt side. Some pitting on 
both sides of the glass, more on the matt side. 2 grozed edges, one curvilinear. From layer 
C.4 in kitchen, mid 13th–14th century.

Fragment (01E1153:67:7) Th. 4-5mm.
Curved border of translucent green pot-metal (broken in half and glued), brown corro-
sion on the surface largely flaked off, no painted pattern. 3 grozed edges. From rubble 
layer C.67 in domestic area 1.

Plate 62: Fragment of window glass 01E1153:4:18� Plate 63: Fragment of window glass 
01E1153:4:19�
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The Leather 

Caitríona Gleeson

Introduction
Three fragments of leather were excavated from the moat at Adare Castle, Co. Limerick 
(Licence No. 01E1153). The leather was recovered from the basal fill (Context 63) of the 
moat. The condition of the finds demonstrates a good level of organic preservation within 
this layer. This fill also produced wooden artefacts. 

Artefact analysis was completed on the three pieces as was the identification of the 
species of animal utilised in their production. Two artefacts were positively identified and 
both relate to footwear. The leather finds date to the mid 13thcentury/14th century and 
thus sit comfortably with the pottery date for Context 63; Adare-type ware recovered 
from this layer dated it to the late 13th century.  All three leather fragments have been 
conserved. 

The artefacts
As previously mentioned, only two of the three fragments were considered diagnostic and 
both relate to footwear. These comprise a fragment from a shoe upper of a front-fastened 
ankle shoe/boot (No. 01E1153: 63:40) and a fragment from a shoe sole (No. 01E1153). 
Both pieces are of the medieval turnshoe style of manufacture. In a turnshoe, the sole and 
the upper were stitched together while inside out and then turned the right-way around 
so that the seams were on the inside. In many cases a thin strip of leather, triangular in 
section, was stitched into the lasting margin between the upper and the sole. This was 
called a rand and it served to strengthen the lasting seam and render the shoe relatively 
watertight. This form of shoemaking was common throughout the medieval period and 
remained the fashion until c. 1500 AD when the welted technique of shoemaking was 
developed. 

Glossary
Delamination: The process by which the leather separates into flesh and grain layers, 
usually occurs post-deposition due to the incomplete penetration of the tanning liquors. 
Edge/flesh seam: The stitching holes are pierced from the edge of the section of leather 
to the flesh side. 
Flesh side: Inner face of leather.
Grain side: Outer surface of leather which bore the wool, fur or hair. 
Heel-seat: Rear end of sole. 
Lasting margin: The bottom edge of the shoe upper which was turned under a last and 
secured to the sole. 
Latchet: Pieces of leather that extend from, or are butt-seamed onto the quarters of a 
shoe. These latchets overlay at the vamp-tongue, where the end of one usually ends in a 
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pair of slits (like buttonholes) and the end of the other latchet is threaded with thongs or 
toggles which pass through the opposite slits to fasten the shoe. 
Quarters: The sides and heels of a shoe upper. 
Tread: The part of the sole on which the forepart of the foot rests
Vamp: Front section of shoe upper. 
Vamp-wing: Side of the vamp that extends to the quarters. 
Waist: Narrowest part of sole, usually at the centre. 

Shoe upper fragment
No. 01E1153:63:40 is a left heel-quarter fragment and vamp-wing from a possible front-
laced ankle shoe/boot. The piece is torn along the lasting seam, across the vamp wing and 
at the base of the heel. There is an extant grain/flesh seam at the heel. A slit at the end of 
the remaining fragment of the vamp-wing (which may have extended to form a latchet) 
may be a torn fastening hole.  A thong would have been threaded through this to close 
the shoe at the vamp-throat. There is an edge/flesh seam along the upper edge of the piece 
which may have facilitated the attachment of a top-band. The type of hide used to make 
this fragment is cattle-skin. 

Similar types of front-laced shoes have been excavated from mid-13th to early 14th 
century layers in Dublin (O’Rourke 1997a, 170), Cork (O’Rourke 1997a, 300; Gleeson 
2003, 362-3) and London (Grew and DeNeergaard 1998). What is unusual about this 
piece is the grain/flesh seam at the heel. Although examples of shoes with a heel seam have 
been noted in other medieval assemblages (e.g. Waterford, O’Rourke 1997b, 710, 716) 
they are still relatively uncommon. 

Sole fragment
No. 01E1153:63:41 is the fragmented waist-section of a delaminated turnshoe sole. Only 
the flesh layer of the piece survives and it is torn at the heel-seat and base of the tread. It 
is therefore impossible to tell if it is from a left or right shoe or estimate the original size 
of the piece. 

Undiagnostic fragment
The remaining fragment in the assemblage, No 01E1153:63:39 is a delaminated piece of 
cattle-skin. Although there is no evidence of stitching on the fragment, its worn nature 
suggests that it may originally formed part of a shoe upper. 

Species of animal identified in the leather
Cattle-skin is the hide used to make both possible shoe upper fragments. The fact that 
the sole piece comprises the delaminated flesh side of fragment of leather precludes defi-
nite identification of a species type however cattle-hide was the common material used 
in sole manufacture during the medieval period. Cattle-hide was used commonly in shoe 
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manufacture throughout the medieval period and there was a thriving export trade in 
cattle-hides from Munster at this time. 

Conclusion
Although very limited in number, the leather artefacts recovered from Adare Castle are 
consistent with those previously excavated from 13th/14th-century sites in Ireland and Brit-
ain and more than likely constitute domestic refuse. Both diagnostic fragments of foot-
wear are of turnshoe construction and their style of manufacture places them comfort-
ably within the date-range ascribed to the pottery excavated from Context 63. The upper 
fragment is unusual in that it is seamed at the heel; however this has been noted in leather 
from other medieval assemblages from Ireland. It may be suggested, although in a very 
conjectural manner, that this type of heel-quarter may indicate that the shoe was locally 
manufactured in imitation of current shoe-styles elsewhere.   
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Leather Catalogue

(Fig. 82) 01E1153:63:39
Torn fragment, Cattle-Hide, Possibly from shoe upper, delaminated. L. 74 mm, W. 
33mm, Th. 0.4 mm. Late 13th century.

(Fig. 83) 01E1153:63:40
Shoe upper fragment, cattle-skin, Heel-quarter and vamp-wing of medieval ankle shoe/
boot. Torn along lasting seam, at vamp wing and at heel. Grain/flesh seam at heel, S. 
=4mm. Delaminated fragment of lasting seam survives S. = 5-6 mm. Edge-flesh seam 
along top edge, S. = 3 mm. L. 124 mm, W. 73 mm, Th. 2 mm. Late 13th century.

(Fig. 84) 01E1153:63:41
Waist fragment from medieval turnshoe, possibly cattle-skin. Torn at base of tread and at 
top of heel-seat. Lasting seam is quite worn and stretched. S. 4-6 mm, L. 107 mm, , Wa. 
35 mm, Th. 1.1 mm. Late 13th century.

Abbreviations S = Stitch Length Tr = Tread width  L= Length 
W= Width Wa = Waist Width Th= Thickness
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Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:39
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Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:40
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Figure 82: Illustration of leather from the moat 
01E1153:63:39�

Figure 84: Illustration of leather from the moat 01E1153:63:41�

Figure 83: Illustration of leather from the moat 
01E1153:63:40�

Adare Castle, 01E1153:63:41
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The Faunal Remains 

Margaret McCarthy

Introduction
Eachtra Archaeological Projects undertook the excavations at Adare Castle on behalf of 
the National Monuments Service from 2002 to 2004. The castle was built and occupied 
by the Earls of Kildare in the medieval period and most of the animal bones recovered 
during the excavations originated from deposits dated by ceramic and radiocarbon analy-
sis to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The volume and distribution of bone gener-
ally corresponds with that of other material finds from the site, that is large quantities of 
a range of domestic debris from the kitchen with considerably smaller amounts of bone 
from the moat and features in Domestic Areas 1 and 2.  Several rich deposits were found 
within the kitchen including bone material from domestic and wild animals, poultry and 
fish, representing the remains of primary butchery waste, food preparation and meals. 
The kitchen deposits contained primary domestic refuse from the castle and the recovered 
animal bones accounted for almost 98% of the total excavated assemblage. In contrast to 
other castle excavations, the moat at Adare Castle did not seem to have been used as a 
dumping place for waste by the inhabitants, although a very limited area was opened for 
excavation.

The domestic economy of the castle was largely preserved in several rich layers within 
the kitchen and the excavators deliberately targeted these deposits due to the excellent 
conditions of preservation and the visible amounts of non-mammalian bone in the soil. 
The fact that the entire contents of the kitchen were sampled and subsequently sieved 
under varying meshes has enabled a thorough study of the food economy. Of particular 
interest has been a consideration of the extent to which fish and birds played a part in 
fulfilling the nutritional needs of the inhabitants of the castle. While bones of medieval 
date are not rare, the Adare Castle assemblage also provides an opportunity to compare 
material from what is regarded as a high status site with more mundane food remains 
from a thirteenth century settlement recently excavated in the nearby town. 

Methods
The faunal material was identified using the reference collections housed in University 
College Cork and the Natural History Museum in Dublin. The bones were recorded 
by individual feature and sorted into identifiable and non-identifiable specimens. Data 
were recorded onto an Excel database, which includes categories for butchery, ageing and 
sexing as well as species and element identification. Bones that could not be identified to 
species were, where possible, categorised according to the relative size of the animal repre-

5 The Environmental Evidence
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sented. The material recorded as ‘large mammal’ in Table 1 for instance is likely to belong 
to cattle but was too small to eliminate the possibility of horse and red deer, although the 
latter two species are not common at Adare Castle. Similarly, specimens that in all prob-
ability were sheep but which may have also originated from goat, pig or large dog were 
recorded as ‘medium mammal’. The third group included those specimens that could not 
be identified to species, element or size category. These bones were counted and butchery 
marks, traces of burning and carnivore gnawing were recorded. All ribs and many skull 
and vertebra fragments were classified as large and medium mammal remains only. Dis-
tinction between sheep and goat was achieved using guidelines from Boessneck (1969) 
and Prummel and Frisch (1986). There was just one definite identification of goat and the 
remainder of the elements allowing for discrimination between the two species were all 
identified to sheep. All ovicaprid specimens throughout this report are therefore referred 
to as ‘sheep’. Ageing data were determined using procedures outlined by Silver (1971) 
for long bones and Grant (1975) for mandibles. The relative proportion of the different 
species was assessed using the fragments total and the minimum number of individuals 
represented, and all measurements were taken using a digital calipers according to the 
recommendations of Von den Driesch (1976).

Condition
Overall, preservation conditions at the site were good though bone fragments from the 
sealed kitchen deposits were noticeably better preserved. The unique conditions prevail-
ing in this building resulted in the recovery of large amounts of young animal bones as 
well as all of the fish and bird bone from the site. Fragmentation levels were very high 
linked presumably to severe trampling of the food waste that was allowed to accumulate 
on the floor of the kitchen seemingly over a considerable period of time. The various cat-
egories of unidentified material therefore formed a comparatively high proportion of the 
total sample. Faunal material from a variety of features in Domestic Area 2 and from de-
posits in the moat and around the bank had less well-preserved assemblages and as a result 
produced relatively few bones of juvenile animals. Carnivore gnawing was not present in 
significant amounts but in sufficient quantities to indicate that dogs were present in and 
around the castle. A few of the long bones of sheep were gnawed at both ends suggesting 
that some scraps were fed to dogs before eventually becoming incorporated in the ac-
cumulating kitchen floor layers. Rodent gnawing marks were clearly visible on six of the 
bones providing evidence that these scavengers also frequented the kitchen in search of 
food. A very small proportion of the assemblage displayed the friable and pitted charac-
teristic of waterlogged bone and these were recovered entirely from the moat.

The very heavy butchery recorded on the bones suggests that carcasses were rarely 
cooked whole on a spit or even in large prepared joints. It seems more likely that they were 
extensively butchered and that this activity took place in the kitchen along with the initial 
stages of food preparation as the recovered bone assemblage included primary butchery 
waste along with remains from the table. Many bones had undergone possible secondary 
butchery by being split or smashed for marrow extraction and stock boiling. Consistent 
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with the butchery evidence, the very limited burning on the bones overall, particularly 
scorching and charring, would suggest that meat was more likely to have been stewed 
or boiled rather than roasted. There were occasional calcined bones but these rarely ac-
counted for more than 2% of the remains from any one context and probably represent 
fragments that were swept into a fire during housekeeping chores.

Recovery
Bone from across the site was mostly recovered by hand excavation but the unique preser-
vation conditions prevailing in the kitchen deposits prompted the excavators to sieve the 
entire contents of the best preserved layers with limited sieving of other deposits. Large 
volumes of soil were sampled from C14, C24 and C26 and extensive sieving of the mate-
rial, particularly fine-mesh sieving resulted in the recovery of animals, birds and fish that 
would not otherwise have been recovered (Tables 1-3). The sieved samples mostly pro-
duced fish and bird bones but also the small bones of medium-sized animals and young 
pigs and lambs. The remains of microfauna, including mice, rats and shrews were also 
exclusively found in the residues. 

Analysis of the material
Faunal analysis was conducted on a total of 31,228 fragments: 19,011 hand collected 
bones, 1402 fragments recovered by coarse sieving and 10,815 fragments from fine mesh 
sieving. The very rich deposits (C14, C24, C26) within the kitchen in Domestic Area 1 
yielded by far the greatest quantity of bones from the site due to comprehensive sampling 
and sieving of these deposits (Tables 1-3). The results are described below by individual 
excavated area. 

The Kitchen

The bone rich deposits within the kitchen accounted for 98% of the entire faunal assem-
blage from Adare Castle. A total of 30,732 animal, bird and fish bones were recovered 
from a variety of layers and deposits with fish and bird remains representing 61% of the 
assemblage. The total identified sample for the main livestock animals was 2244 frag-
ments with overall suggested proportions of 42% cattle, 35% sheep and 22% pig. Table 4 
lists the species present and gives the number of remains of each species represented in 
each individual layer.

Cattle
Cattle were found commonly throughout the kitchen deposits and provided 42% of the 
identified mammal specimens representing a minimum number of 21 individuals. Age-
ing analysis of the 19 mandibles that contained complete sets of teeth may be considered 
an inadequate amount of data for reliable tooth eruption and wear analysis, but the fig-
ures nonetheless suggest that roughly 47% of cattle had reached adulthood with wear 
stages on one specimen indicating animals closer to seven years old. With the exception of 
a single calf mandible (<3 months), the results demonstrated a marked predominance of 
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adult cattle. Three jaw fragments from individuals with an erupting third molar were ap-
proaching three years of age and another five were from immature animals of various ages 
under 30 months. The third molar had not erupted in two mandibles and these belonged 
to immature animals killed for their meat possibly between three and four years of age. 
Cattle ages indicated by fusion data broadly agree with the findings for mandibular wear 
stages in that 49% of the surviving epiphyses had fused and belonged to mature animals 
between three to four years of age. Only 6% of the total, probably in fact less, were over 
four years of age at death. Sixty-six bones belonging to juvenile animals under two years 
of age were recorded and a further 91 belonged to animals slaughtered between two to 
three years of age. There seems to have been a steady kill off rate from 18 months to four 
years, peaking at 2-5 to 3.5 years, the ages at which to kill for prime meat. The epiphy-
seal fusion analysis suggested that less than 3% of cattle on the site died at less than six 
months of age indicating that the inhabitants did not consume veal on a regular basis. If 
the mortality rates accurately reflect cattle exploitation at the castle, it would appear that 
most cattle were allowed to reach maturity and though there is a peak at the stage when 
they had reached their prime in terms of meat production, it is unlikely that all cattle were 
raised simply for this produce. This suggests that cattle in the immediate locality were 
commonly utilized for secondary products such as milk and traction and the samples cer-
tainly contain a certain proportion of animals representing working, dairy and breeding 
stock. It was not possible, given the virtual absence of horn cores in the assemblage and 
the small amount of measurable bone, to determine the sex of the individuals represented.

The study of the bones established that the cattle at Adare were comparable in size 
with those present at other medieval sites (McCarthy 2003). Few bones were complete 
and therefore the metrical data set consists predominantly of proximal and distal breadth 
measurements. Only two limb bones were sufficiently complete to enable the greatest 
lengths to be taken and withers heights to be estimated. A metacarpal provided an esti-
mate of 110cm, which falls within the lower ranges of withers heights from contemporary 
13th century urban settlements (McCarthy 1988). An estimate of 122cm at the shoulder 
for a metatarsal indicated a large animal of a size rarely encountered in urban deposits. 
The occurrence of large cattle in a rural context could possibly be explained by the keep-
ing of a certain number of individuals until late in their lives as traction animals or as 
milk producers.  

In terms of skeletal representation, the presence of primary butchery waste includ-
ing skull fragments and lower limb bones such as metapodials, phalanges, astragali and 
calcanea along with typical food waste elements such as upper limbs, pelves and scapulae 
indicates that whole carcasses were brought to the kitchen following the slaughter and 
skinning of cattle. The sample is composed not only of food refuse but also of waste from 
slaughter and primary butchery. Most of the scapula, pelvic girdle, fore and hindlimbs 
were consistently and extensively butchered showing cuts through the shoulder, elbow, 
hip and knee joints. There was also evidence for the removal of meat in the form of fine 
knife marks on the pelvis, humerus, scapula and ribs. In terms of carcass division, the 
bulk of the vertebrae were variously split along the midline of the body with frequent 
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examples of transverse and lateral butchery as well. Chop marks noted on phalanges and 
sesamoid bones are presumably linked to the removal of hides. Midline splitting of meta-
podia was particularly prevalent and marrow consumption was clearly significant as a 
supplementary food source. The extremely fragmented nature of the skulls suggested that 
they had been deliberately smashed during the extraction of the brains. 

Sheep
The kitchen deposits yielded relatively large amounts of sheep bones and the sieved soil 
samples produced a high proportion of young lambs. In terms of total numbers of identi-
fied fragments, sheep (35%) were second in importance to cattle but quantification of the 
minimum number of individuals showed an increase in sheep (44%) at the expense of 
cattle (40%). A total of 15 mandibles had sufficient evidence of tooth eruption and wear 
to be assessed for age and based on this evidence the majority (66%) of sheep represented 
appear to have been slaughtered immature for their meat. Only 27% of the mandibles 
represented animals over three years old and the peak mortality period appears to have 
been between 1-2 years. A concentration of mandibles from young individuals in the 
sieved samples included two belonging to neonatal mortalities and three with their first 
molar not fully erupted or in an early stage of wear. Epiphyseal fusion data displayed 
broad agreement with the toothwear analysis and the neo-natal and juvenile individuals 
indicated by the mandibles are also reflected in the results. The peak of slaughter seems 
to have taken place in the period between the fusing of the distal tibia (about 18months) 
and the distal metatarsal (up to 28 months). Less than a quarter of the sheep represented 
died before 12 months of age and the remains of neonatal lambs and individuals under 
six months old were all recorded. 

The fragmented state of much of the material meant that only limited metrical analy-
sis was feasible, being largely restricted to breadth and depth measurements of the more 
robust bones. This combined with the immaturity of most of the sheep bones hampered 
an analysis of the size of the individuals and it was possible to calculate shoulder heights 
for just five sheep bones. The mean withers height was 57cm, which is slightly larger than 
that noted on contemporary urban sites but compares well with rural sites. Skeletal ele-
ment analysis of the sheep bones indicated that material from both butchery and kitchen 
waste was represented. All of the main limb bones were variously chopped during dis-
memberment and the disarticulation of the lower limbs included splitting through the 
major tarsals and carpals, much as was the case with cattle. The large amount of butchery 
noted on the vertebrae almost exclusively comprised midline division of the carcass.

There is little evidence for the exploitation of goats and the archaeological evidence 
from other sites has suggested that these animals played only a small role as meat produc-
ers during the medieval period.  Just one goat bone was found at Adare Castle, a horn core 
from C9, which had been chopped at the base during the removal of the sheath. Outside 
of the urban deposits where disproportionate numbers of horn cores are found, goats are 
consistently found in small numbers on medieval sites. Male goats were deliberately bred 
for their horn cores to meet the demand of urban craftworkers and it is conceivable that 
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their female counterparts were kept mainly for milk and skins and were not butchered 
for meat. 

Pig
Pigs ranked third in order of importance with a consistently low proportion of their bones 
being recorded in all the kitchen deposits. A total of 493 bones were identified represent-
ing a minimum number of just eight individuals (16%). The bones were often poorly 
preserved and interestingly, had been subjected to more chewing and gnawing by rats and 
dogs than cattle and sheep remains. The most frequently occurring elements were distal 
humerus, proximal radius, distal tibia and mandible, these being very durable parts of 
the pig carcass. 

The teeth and mandibles from pigs were from significantly younger animals than 
cattle, although one mandible had a wear stage of over 40, perhaps representing a female 
that was kept in the castle for breeding purposes before being slaughtered for its meat. The 
presence of a few older animals within a predominantly juvenile population is the typical 
pattern for stock bred for meat production. Ageing evidence from seven mandibles indi-
cated that four had not yet acquired the third molars representing individuals that were 
killed before reaching adulthood. The other three came from individuals of an age of 2-3 
years. Epiphyseal fusion data was in broad agreement with the mandibular evidence and 
indicated a broad range of ages from neonatal to elderly. Over 30% of the pigs were killed 
below the age of a year, while another 40% were killed off by the end of their second year. 
The fusion data indicated that barely 9% of pigs survived beyond two and a half years old. 

The typically unfused state of the majority of the pig bone assemblage combined with 
the limited number of teeth meant that there were very few measurements that could be 
plotted. It was not possible to calculate withers heights but all bones measurements are 
recorded in the archive. The sex profile of the individuals present was established from 
the presence of 11 tusks and the distinctive morphology of this tooth indicated that the 
sample of pig bones consisted mostly of juvenile males (82 %). 

Butchery traces on the pig bones were most frequent on the major limb joints. The 
pelvis was frequently chopped around the ischium and the pubis and knife marks were 
noted on the acetabulum, associated with the separation of the upper hind limb from the 
main body. Vertebral columns were treated in a similar manner to those of sheep and 
cattle with plentiful evidence for medial and lateral division of the carcass. Very fine knife 
marks on skull fragments, and horizontal chops across the calcaneum and astragalus pre-
sumably relate to skinning.

Horse
Horse bones were extremely rare in the kitchen deposits and from the absence of butchery 
marks on the recovered specimens there is no evidence that horsemeat made a contribu-
tion to the diet. The identified bones included a complete tibia, a first phalanx, a second 
phalanx and two lower molars. All of the bones belonged to a mature individual and from 
the heavy wear on the teeth from a horse that may have been over 10 years of age. This 
age corresponds with the exploitation of an animal for maximum working ability and the 
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value of horses as transport and pack animals, and at a castle presumably for hunting, was 
the dominant feature of their exploitation. 

Dog
Just five dog bones were recovered from the kitchen, all probably from the one individual 
and representing a medium-sized adult animal, similar to a modern collie. The remains 
were found in two deposits; fragments of a humerus, maxilla and mandible from C3 and 
a complete axis and metacarpal in C7.

Cat
Six cat bones representing two individuals were recovered from four layers in the kitchen. 
Context 7 contained two teeth and the proximal unfused portion of a humerus. A small 
piece of a skull was found in C9 and the sieved residues from C14 and C26 each produced 
a single molar. The keeping of cats must certainly have been a necessity at Adare Castle as 
the sieved samples contained large amount of rodents, in particular mice.

Red Deer
Red deer was the only cervid species identified at Adare Castle and one of the kitchen 
deposits produced the distal fused portion of a metatarsal. The bone had been chopped 
crudely through the midshaft area presumably during processing of the carcass for the 
occasional consumption of venison. 

Rabbit
A total of 371 rabbit bones were found in the kitchen deposits representing 13% of the en-
tire mammalian fauna. Minimum number estimates indicated the presence of at least 14 
individuals including three young individuals that may have been selected as a display for 
a special feast. Rabbits were introduced into Ireland by the Normans in the 13th century 
and would have been considered high status food at the beginning of the medieval period. 
Historical and literary sources indicate that warrens were built so that rabbits could be 
more easily managed and it is possible that the individuals at Adare Castle were also bred 
in a nearby warren to guarantee a ready meat supply for the kitchen. 

Hare
Hare was recovered exclusively from one layer (C14) within the kitchen deposits. These 
were all found through sieving and at least two individuals were present based on the 
presence of tibiae, one from an adult individual and another from a juvenile. Two com-
plete metatarsals were also identified. 

Microfauna 
Small vertebrate remains, in particular mice, but also rats and shrews, were all present 
likely to be attracted to stored food in the kitchen. The bones were recovered entirely from 
sieved soil samples and included 230 fragments of house mouse, Mus musculus, which 
were scattered across five features and represented at least 32 individuals. Rats were scat-
tered across a number of deposits and at lest six individuals were represented. The nine 
pygmy shrew bones were recovered from the fine mesh sieve and represented at least two 
individuals. The possibility remains that many of the small mammals could have bur-
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rowed their way into the primary deposits in recent times but the likelihood, given the 
well-sealed nature of the layers, is that commensals such as rodents would have been at-
tracted to the foodstuffs stored in the kitchen larder. 

Whale
The finding of a single chopped portion of a whale skull in C14 provided evidence for 
the transport of whalebone as a possible raw material for craftworking in the castle. The 
species of whale could not be identified as it represented a small and morphologically 
undiagnostic piece of skull. Whalebone was perhaps the most versatile cetacean resource 
during the medieval period, the vertebrae often being used for butchers’ blocks and skulls 
and ribs for tools and gaming pieces. It is unlikely that whales were hunted on a com-
mercial scale during the medieval period, rather scavenged when they became stranded 
on a beach. Whale bones are rarely found in domestic refuse contexts as meat and blubber 
would have been stripped at the butchering site and the occasional fragment that is found 
is usually interpreted as debris from bone-working. 

Domestic Area 1 

A small number of features in Domestic Area 1 produced relatively small amounts of 
animal bone. Some of these features including a well and a pit were in use during the late 
medieval period and the bones from here are not associated with the primary occupation 
of the castle. A number of feature to the immediate east of the hall yielded 15th and 17th 
century dates. The fill (C12) of a 15th/16th century well contained 22 bones and included 
identified remains of cattle, sheep and pig as well as a complete radius of a horse which 
provided withers heights of 156cm representing a relatively large individual standing at 
15 hands. Two fills (C57 & C58) of a pit dated to the mid 15th century produced a total 
of 97 fragments of which 37 were identified to species. The majority of these were from 
adult cattle (21 specimens) with lesser quantities of limb bone fragments from sheep (13 
specimens) and pig (3 specimens).

Domestic Area 2

The bund (C136), constructed in modern times to alleviate flooding in the south-east 
corner of the outer ward,  yielded a total sample of 116 bones of which 71 were identified 
to taxa. Cattle were the dominant animals, followed by lesser amounts of sheep and a few 
pig and rabbit bones (Table 4).

A total of 269 bones were recovered from a layer (C81) that overlay the curtain wall 
at the southeast corner of the site. Of these, 114 bones were identifiable to species and 
element, the remainder consisted of unrecognizable fragments and ribs. The sample con-
tained a wide range of species including cattle, sheep and pig, horse, dog, cat and rabbit. 
Horse, dog and cat occurred as single elements of adult individuals. The results indicated 
that the ratios of cattle to sheep were similar to those in the kitchen deposits, although the 
proportion of pig bones is slightly higher. One of the fills (C87) of an early 15th century 
well produced 183 bones and identified taxa included cattle, sheep, pig and dog. Among 
the mammal remains, those of cattle are the most abundant representing 34% of the 
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total number of identified bones. The bones originated entirely from adult animals. Pigs 
ranked second in importance accounting for 30% of the assemblage and the eight sheep 
bones represented a single individual, less than two years of age at death. The sample of 
dog bones mostly included fragments of limbs from an adult animal that probably died 
from natural causes and was subsequently discarded into the well.

The Moat

Historical sources indicate that the moat at Adare Castle has been subjected to distur-
bance on a number of occasions since it was originally constructed. Lord Dunraven 
drained portions of the moat in the mid-19th century in search of artefacts and in more 
recent times, the OPW carried out work in the area of the sluice gated to alleviate flood 
problems. The small faunal sample recovered during the excavation is therefore unlikely 
to represent a totally uncontaminated collection of medieval bones and the general poor 
condition of the fragments suggests that they were found in a secondary, if not a terti-
ary, location. Identified domestic taxa included various limb bones of cattle, sheep and 
pig and a single rabbit bone. The sample is probably most noteworthy for producing the 
largest amount of deer bones from the excavations, two post-cranial fragments being re-
covered from C63. These were identified as a complete left pelvis and the proximal lateral 
portion of a metacarpal, which had been split medially. The only evidence for butchery 
on the bones from the moat was a scored distal cattle humerus, caused during its separa-
tion from the radius and a longitudinally split tibia which is likely to have enabled the 
extraction of marrow.

Bird Remains
The bird assemblage from the kitchen at Adare Castle consisted of 3888 bones, account-
ing for almost 25% of identified fragments from the site. In general the bones were in a 
good state of preservation but some showed evidence of breakage received during exca-
vation. In common with other medieval assemblages, most of the identified bones are 
from the two main domestic species, domestic fowl and goose with domestic fowl alone 
accounting for over 80% of the identified assemblage (Table 7). Ageing evidence indicated 
that juvenile fowl accounted for 20% of the samples and this provides clear evidence for 
breeding poultry within the ground of the castle. The fowl bones are somewhat small, of a 
size corresponding to that of modern Bantams, and are comparable to bones of domestic 
fowl recovered from medieval deposits in contemporary urban sites (Pl. 64). Goose is the 
second most commonly occurring bird species and all of the bones fall into a single cat-
egory of a large, probable domestic goose. Goose bones are inherently difficult to identify 
to species level and it is not always possible to differentiate with certainty between the 
bones of domestic goose and those of their wild ancestor, the greylag, Anser anser. Assem-
blages of domestic birds usually contain a high proportion of immature bones and the 
few incidences of immature geese at Adare Castle helps to confirm the domestic status of 
the goose. Seven bones are from immature goslings and probably represent incidences of 
natural mortality rather than food waste. The preponderance of older birds also suggests 
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that egg and down production may have been as important as meat. Domestic duck is 
rare from most medieval assemblages and the absence of young individuals from Adare 
Castle is an indication that ducks were not bred at the site.

The sample of measurable bone was too small to allow statistical differentiation of the 
bones on the basis of sex or breed. Male and female birds were represented, as indicated 
by the presence of spurred tarsometatarsi and medullary bone. Evidence for at least three 
cockerels was provided by five tarsometatarsi showing the elongated spur characteristic of 
the male bird. The presence of medullary bone, a mineral deposit laid down in the hollow 
cavity of the limb bones of hens before laying commences, was noted on fourteen femora 
and seven tibiotarsi. 

Domestic fowl bones display very few butchery marks which is not surprising given 
that heavy-duty butchery is unnecessary to prepare such a small carcass for the table. 
Cut marks on some of the goose bones represent dismemberment of the carcass and were 
mostly recorded on the joint surfaces of proximal humerus and distal femur. Finer cuts 
and scrapes may be linked to the removal of flesh with knives at the dinner table. 

The remaining bird sample was small but it represents a wide range of species many of 
which point to a pattern of exploitation of woodland and wet marshy environments. Wild 
species of duck include teal and tufted duck. Most of the identified wild species include 
winter-visiting wader species including lapwing, plover, sandpiper, snipe, greenshank, 
knot, dunlin, ruff and godwit. These are marsh or waterside birds that winter on estuaries 
but can occur at freshwater margins on migration  (Heinzel, Fitter and Parslow 1972) and 

Plate 64: Egg from layer in kitchen 01E1153:17:24
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it would have been relatively easy to capture them from wetland areas in the vicinity of 
the River Maigue. Other wetland species include two member of the Rallidae family, the 
corncrake and water rail. These are ground dwelling birds inhabiting densely vegetated 
wetlands including freshwater margins. The corncrake is now almost extinct in Ireland 
though it frequently appears in archaeological avifaunal assemblages. Valued for its meat 
perhaps by the inhabitants of Adare Castle, the reluctance of the corncrake to fly would 
have made for easy pickings for members of a wildfowling expedition from the castle. 

 Single finds of scoter and crane were also identified. Scoters are large diving seabirds 
that often breed on fresh water but normally resort to salt water at other times. The indi-
vidual at Adare Castle may have been taken when breeding along the river’s edge. Cranes 
are large long-legged birds that breed on extensive marshes and in heathland and they 
were often captured during the medieval period to be centrally placed on the table for 
display at a medieval banquet.

Forest dwelling species included a few bones of woodcock and woodpigeon, both 
of which probably derive from food remains and the individuals could easily have been 
caught in the vicinity of the castle. The bones of a wide range of small perching birds were 
also found in the fine mesh sieves and these included wagtail, fieldfare, starling, swallow, 
song thrush, corn bunting, sparrow, robin and bullfinch. All of these species were prob-
ably living in and around the castle and would have been attracted to the site from nearby 
woods and fields. It is unlikely, though not definitely, that the birds represent food refuse 
and their bones were most likely incorporated into the assemblage accidentally after being 
taken by cats. The accumulation of the small bird bones may also have originated from 
owl roosts and nests of peregrine falcons, birds that were probably nesting in the walls of 
buildings within the castle.

Fish Remains
Religious observation of fish-days and Lent meant that fish constituted a regular com-
ponent of medieval diet and it is known that by the 12th century sea-fishing was a major 
industry in many parts of Northern Europe. Almost 6,000 fish bones were recovered from 
the kitchen at Adare Castle and over 90% of these came from sieved soil samples. The 
important contribution of the sieved material is immediately apparent from Tables 1-3 
with evidence for most fish bones occurring in the sorted residues. Although Adare Castle 
is not close to the sea, the remains of marine species dominate the assemblage, including 
members of the families Clupeidae, Gadidae, Pleuronectidae, Rajitidae and Trigilidae. 
The most common species of fish at Adare Castle is herring, 1858 elements accounting 
for nearly 70% of the identified fragments. This is a small fish species but compensates for 
this, in commercial terms, by being a surface living, shoaling fish that can be caught in 
large numbers. The presence of skull fragments, jawbones and other head bones as well as 
caudal (tail) vertebrae confirms that herring were brought to the site whole. The propor-
tion of identified bones showed that elements of the vertebral column were predominant 
with robust head bones such as the dentary, maxilla and quadrate also being well repre-
sented. Elements of neurocranium, such as the parasphenoid, basioccipital and the otic 
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bullae, were also found in abundance. Herrings became the most important commercial 
fish species during the Medieval period as they were readily preserved by salting or smok-
ing and were easily transported in bulk to suitable markets.  .  

The second most common fish group at Adare is the gadoid or cod family. Much 
of the gadid material belonged to whiting although remains of cod, ling, haddock and 
pollack are also represented. Hake, a closely related species is also strongly represented. 
Gadidae are large, full-bodied fish, which supported an important fishery during the 
Medieval period and it is known from historical sources that the expansion of cod fish-
ing from the 15th century onwards played an important role in European colonisation of 
the North-West Atlantic. Comparison with modern comparative specimens suggests that 
most gadids were from very large individuals, ranging from 82 to 117cm in total length.  
Hake fell into the medium to large size range (8ocm to 1m in total length). The remains 
of whiting come from individuals with lengths between 23cm and 30cm and few bones 
were categorised as belonging to small-size individuals and the majority of herring bones 
also fall into this category. 

Flatfish were also identified and the remains included at least 23 specimens of plaice 
or flounder, one sole and one megrim. It is difficult to differentiate plaice and flounder 
species on the basis of bone morphology alone. Direct comparison of the fish bones with 
modern fish carcasses suggested a total length range of 40cm-75cm. Gurnard was rela-
tively common throughout the various kitchen deposits and was represented by elements 
that can be identified to family level only. Migratory species including salmon/ sea trout 
and common eel were also present and were probably seasonally captured in the nearby 
River Maigue. Vertebrae from salmon and sea trout are morphologically very similar. The 
eight fragments of salmonid vertebrae found at the site came from a large individual that 
had reached a total length of 89cm. The remaining fish species each contributed less than 
1% to the total identified assemblage and include conger eel, dory and a species of ray. 
These fish were all commonly eaten during the medieval period. 

Discussion
One of most important factors to be considered in any archaeozoological analysis is the 
depositional history of an assemblage. The vast quantity of bones recovered from the 
kitchen layers at Adare Castle serve to substantiate the theory that the space was used 
as a midden, for bone waste could not have been allowed to accumulate on the floor 
of a kitchen and be tolerated there while the meals were being prepared. The deposits 
contained substantial amounts of primary butchery waste and much of the recovered 
material accumulated through rubbish disposal. Regardless of their primary origin, the 
refuse layers in the kitchen come from well-sealed 13th and 14th century deposits and they 
represent the general consumption pattern inside the castle during this period. 

The mammalian diet at Adare Castle relied almost exclusively upon domesticates with 
very little input from wild mammals, a situation that is replicated at most other contem-
porary rural and urban sites. Beef and mutton were the most important components of 
the meat diet with pork seemingly being eaten in lesser amounts. In addition to meat, 
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domestic animals would have provided dairy produce, and fowl and geese eggs for con-
sumption. Cattle and sheep were the species of most economic importance according to 
the NISP and MNI counts although the overall percentage of cattle is lower than that for 
contemporary sites due to the recovery methods employed that resulted in large amounts 
of young pigs and sheep being recovered in the sieved samples from the kitchen. Sheep 
were better represented in comparison to cattle in terms of MNI estimates but this may 
also be the result of the sieving strategy employed and the type of context involved. Bones 
of lambs and young sheep have a better chance of reaching kitchen deposits because of 
their small size and because their carcasses require less butchery prior to cooking than 
those of cattle. There is some suggestion that sheep were killed on average at a slightly 
younger age than cattle at Adare Castle, in contrast to medieval urban assemblages, where 
high proportions of adult sheep indicated a heavy involvement in wool production in 
local animal husbandry. The large number of cattle that were killed at the end of their 
third year would suggest that meat production was at least as important as any secondary 
products such as milk. The tertiary role of pigs is broadly typical of general trends in pig-
rearing observed from contemporary medieval sites and ageing data indicated that most 
animals were slaughtered before adulthood. 

The poor representation of horses may be seen as the result of the decline in the ani-
mal’s importance as a producer of meat due to the Church’s ban on the consumption of 
horsemeat. This ban was not strictly adhered to, however, as a relatively high proportion 
of butchered horse bones were recovered from 13th century pits site in the nearby town of 
Adare (McCarthy 2001). The breakage pattern on 24 horse bones from the site was con-
sistent with the animals having been butchered, skinned and eaten. Horses would have 
been kept for hunting by the upper classes of medieval society, though the fruits of this 
leisure activity are poorly represented in the Adare Castle assemblage. 

A striking feature of almost all medieval bone assemblages from Irish and British sites 
is the negligible amount of wild animals. In contrast, wild fauna made a significant con-
tribution to the meat consumed at high status sites in some parts of continental Europe 
(Grant 2001). Hunted species whose remains were found at Adare Castle and which can 
be considered as game were red deer, hare and rabbit. Red deer bones were extremely rare 
being represented by just three post-cranial elements and in contrast to contemporary ur-
ban sites there was no evidence for antler debris associated with craftworking. In the 13th 
century, red deer would have lived in wooded areas in the immediate vicinity of the castle 
and it is somewhat surprising that their remains are not more frequent in the samples. 
Hare occurred as a small collection of four bones in one deposit in the kitchen and while 
rabbit bones are relatively common, it is probable that these were kept in warrens to pro-
vide variety to the meat diet from time to time. Rabbits did not enjoy a fully wild status 
during the earlier part of the medieval period however, and should probably be regarded 
as semi-tamed. These animals were introduced into Ireland by the elite Norman classes 
in the 13th century and were closely controlled and managed in specially constructed war-
rens, to provide meat and fur for their aristocratic owners. 
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Rats, shrews and in particular mice were common the kitchen deposits and would 
have been considered pests because of their ability to spoil food. Cats are the main preda-
tor of rodents although there is little evidence for these household pets in the excavated 
deposits. It is likely that rodents lived and died around the castle as a commensal of 
humans.

It is clear from the historical literature that fish were of significant economic im-
portance during the medieval period as the church discouraged the consumption of 
mammals and birds on many religious and festive occasions (Aston 1988). Until the 13th 
century, all healthy adults were forbidden to consume ‘four-footed fleshmeat’ on three 
days a week although this had been relaxed by the 15th century when only Fridays were 
obligatory weekly fasting or ‘fysshe’ days (Black 1992). Fish were in demand throughout 
the medieval period and many early recipes are known for fish soups and pies made from 
marine fish. While the church’s fasting restrictions may not have been stringently adhered 
to at Adare Castle, the excavations have provided one of the largest fish bone assemblages 
retrieved from a medieval castle site in Ireland and the results have presented an interest-
ing insight into another aspect of the food economy. The demand was satisfied almost 
completely by marine species indicating commercial contact between the inland town 
of Adare and the coast. Most of the taxonomically identifiable remains are from herring 
and the gadid family and these two groups obviously represented an important marine 
food resource for consumption at the castle. Historical sources indicate that herring was 
the most important marine fish but the species only appear in very large numbers in the 
faunal record of archaeological sites where sieving was undertaken. All elements of the 
skeletons were represented which suggests that fish were transported whole to the castle 
probably in dried or salted form. The diversity of species encountered confirms the well-
developed exploitation of fish at the height of the medieval period in Ireland and the 
most likely source of the fish is the port of Limerick where large supplies would have been 
landed. The absence of certain species such as breams and wrasses may provide informa-
tion on the source of the fish exploited or it may simply indicate a preference on the part 
of the inhabitants. 

The overall picture of bird exploitation at Adare Castle is of a community largely 
dependent on domestic fowl but aware of the potential of the local environment as an 
additional source of wild bird species. Eggs from hens and geese would also have been 
of significance for food provisioning in the castle. All of the identified wild bird species 
commonly occur in the area and would have inhabited the wetland environment along 
the River Maigue at certain times of the year. Wild birds are present in very small fre-
quencies, many species seldom being represented by more than one specimen. Whether 
or not wild birds were exploited for food is established if the finds are abundant and if the 
context is one in which food remains have been discarded, such as the kitchen deposits at 
Adare Castle. Other obvious evidence for consumption is through observation of traces 
of butchery and cooking but many bird species require little butchery and it would seem, 
from what is known of contemporary table manners, that cooked birds were eaten with 
the minimum of cutlery.  In general, wild birds do not represent a staple element of medi-
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eval diet in Ireland and this is also reflected at contemporary sites in Britain and Europe 
(Albarella and Thomas 2002). 

From a comparison with contemporary sites in the area, there is some suggestion 
that the bones represent higher status food than was being eaten by the 13th century oc-
cupants of the town of Adare (McCarthy 2001), where the remains suggest a rather dull 
diet consisting primarily of bones from cattle, sheep and pigs of relatively advanced age. 
In contrast, the mortality profiles of the livestock species represented in the castle implies 
a greater degree of selectivity in the animals chosen for culling, with fewer older beasts 
being represented. The consumption of lambs and piglets in some quantity is also attested 
from the kitchen deposits. The popular image of diet in a medieval castle is of sumptuous 
banquets serving a range of exotic foodstuffs.  In any society, hunting, fishing and fowl-
ing are perceived as elite pursuits and the great diversity of fish and bird resources in the 
kitchen deposits at Adare Castle may perhaps be linked to a high status site. Wild birds 
were consumed at feasts and certain species such as cranes and swans were placed in a 
prominent position on the table as a means of creating an impression on the invited guests. 
Of the bird bones identified at Adare Castle, crane, plover, teal, woodcock and woodpi-
geon are listed as birds hunted for the aristocratic table (Cosman 1976). Corncrakes are 
also present in the assemblage and the English poet, John Dryden, writing in the 17th 
century, referred to the corncrake’s culinary esteem as ‘the rayle which seldom comes but 
on rich men’s spits’ (D’Arcy 1999). Absent from the avifauna collection, however, are rap-
tors commonly used for falconry, a practice restricted to the upper echelons of medieval 
society. The presence of a relatively high proportion of rabbits also implies the presence of 
high status diners as these animals were controlled and managed in warrens during the 
medieval period as an additional source of food for the new ruling Anglo-Norman elite. 
Rabbits were a more important food resource for the upper classes than the poor, at least 
until the animals became fully established in the wild. Herring, the most common fish 
species at Adare Castle, was known as ‘cheap fish’ to be consumed by the masses during 
the medieval period and it is not included in the list of provisions for festive meals (Crab-
tree 1990). The food remains from the kitchen at Adare Castle are likely to have derived 
from meals consumed by people at different social levels who lived in close proximity and, 
more importantly, dumped their food refuse in the same location. It is possible that many 
of the herrings at Adare Castle were destined for the servants’ quarters in the castle with 
the other fish species being prepared for the wealthier inhabitants of the site. 

The assemblage can be considered a significant addition to a very limited number of 
pre-existing 13th century castle faunal samples in this country. The analysis has provided 
information on the nutritional habits of the medieval inhabitants of the castle through 
the examination of a unique deposit of organic waste from the area of the kitchen. Meat 
consumption was important and the evidence suggests that the castle was supplied with 
animals that had mostly reached their prime for consumption. Fish and birds played an 
important role in the inhabitants’ diet with poultry, herring and whiting being staple food 
items. While a reasonably large number of castle sites have been excavated in Ireland, few 
have provided comparable data for comparison with Adare as most of the assemblages 
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are late or post-medieval in date. The assemblage shares many similarities with contem-
porary medieval urban and rural sites with large scale processing of cattle, sheep and pig 
carcasses and no suggestion that meat was supplied in the form of prepared joints. With 
the exception of the horse remains, the composition of the assemblage from recent ex-
cavations in Adare town broadly resembles that from the castle in terms of the livestock 
fauna. As noted, all the material from the castle had been sieved whereas the material 
from the town was mostly derived from hand-collected samples and this obviously led to 
considerable smaller amounts of fish, bird and small mammals being represented. While 
the intensive sieving programme operated on bone-rich layers within the kitchen may 
have altered the perceived significance of birds, and more particularly fish, in the diet, 
the data has nonetheless allowed realistic interpretation of the economic importance of 
poultry and fish in the food economy. The range of fish recovered is broadly similar to 
that recorded on urban sites and points to a widening market in fish sales from coastal 
areas to inland towns during the medieval period. There was no great surprise regarding 
the taxonomic composition of the avifauna with domestic fowl dominating the identified 
assemblage although there was a sufficient diversity of wild bird species to suggest a high 
status diet. The assemblage from Adare Castle is one of the largest of thirteenth century 
date to be excavated in Ireland and it is considered that the results form a suitable sample 
on which one may base an economic reconstruction of a medieval castle’s food patterns.  
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Table 6: Proportion of 
mammalian species in 
Domestic Area 1

No. % TNIF* MNI % MNI
Horse 5 0.17 1 0.86
Cattle 944 33 21 18.1
S/G 791 27 23 19.8
Pig 493 17 8 6.8
Dog 5 0.17 1 0.86
Cat 6 0.2 2 1.7
Deer 1 0.03 1 0.86
Rabbit 371 13 17 14.6
Hare 4 0.13 1 0.86
Rat 33 1.1 6 5.1
Mouse 230 8 32 27.5
Pygmy shrew 9 0.31 2 1.7
Whale 1 0.03 1 0.86

Total 2893 100 116 100
TNIF*  Percent-
age total number 
of identified 
specimens
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Table 7: Identification of birds

No. % TNIF MNI
Domestic Fowl                   Gallus gallus 1515 80.5 42
Domestic Goose                Anser anser dom. 177 9.4 17

Teal                                  Anas crecca 4 0.2 1
Tufted Duck                      Athya fuligula         1 0.05 1

Common Crane                 Grus grus 1 0.05 1

Lapwing                           Vanellus vanellus 1 0.05 1
Golden plover                   Pluvialis apricaria 3 0.15 1
Grey plover                      Pluvialis squatarola 7 0.3 1
Common snipe                Gallinago gallinago 35 2 3
Greenshank                    Tringa nebularia 4 0.2 1
Common sandpiper          Tringa hypoleucos 1 0.2 1
Dunlin                             Calidris alpina 1 0.05 1
Knot                               Calidris canutus 2 0.1 1
Ruff                                Philomachus pugnax 1 0.05 1
Black-tailed Godwit          Limosa lapponica 1 0.05 1

Woodcock                     Scolopax rusticola 24 1.2 7
Woodpigeon                   Columba palumbus 13 0.7 4

Common scoter             Melanita nigra 4 0.2 1

Corncrake                      Crex crex 5 0.26 1
Water Rail                     Rallus aquaticus 1 0.05 1

Starling                          Sturnus vulgaris 28 1.9 12
Red Start                  Phoenicurus phoenicurus 1 0.05 1
Wagtail                           Motacilla sp. 1 0.05 1
Swallow                          Hirunda rustica 2 0.1 1
Fieldfare                          Turdus pilaris 5 0.26 1
Thrush                            Turdus sp.       9 0.4 2
Bunting                           Emberiza sp. 15 0.8 3
Sparrow                          Passer sp. 2 0.1 1
Robin                              Erithacus rubecula 3 0.15 1
Finch                              Fringilla sp. 1 0.05 1
Flycatcher                      Ficedula sp. 1 0.05 1

Indeterminate 2008

TOTAL 3888
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Table 8: Identification of fish species

No. % TNIF
Cod                   Gadus morhua 18 0.67
Ling                   Molva molva 9 0.33
Haddock            Melanogrammus aeglefinus 10 0.37
Pollack              Pollachius virens 5 0.18
Whiting              Merlangius merlangus 334 12.5
Hake                 Merluccius merluccius 25 0.93

Salmon             Salmo sp. 25 0.93

Herring              Clupea harengus 1858 69.5

Plaice                Pleuronectes platessa       285 10.6
Megrim              Lepidorhombus whiffiagonis 2 0.07
Sole                  Solea solea 10 0.37

Conger Eel         Conger conger 16 0.59
Common Eel      Anguilla anguilla 2 0.07

Gurnard             Triglidus sp. 70 2.61

Dory                  Zeus faber     2 0.07

Ray                   Raja sp. 1 0.03

Indeterminate 3068

TOTAL 5740 100
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The Plant Remains 

Mary Dillon and Abigail Brewer

Introduction
This report details the analysis of plant remains recovered from excavations at Adare 
Castle in Co. Limerick. Both dry and waterlogged samples were examined. The report 
considers the information gathered from plant remains in terms of environment, agricul-
tural practices and diet.

Methodology
Bulk soil samples were collected on site and were processed post-excavation using a sim-
ple flotation method. Dry samples were saturated in water to allow the carbonised plant 
material to float, which was then poured off into a series of sieves (1mm and 250μm), trap-
ping the ‘flot’ (floating material). This was air-dried and stored in air-tight plastic bags. 
Waterlogged samples were processed by a washover technique. The samples were soaked 
in water and the entire sample was poured through a stack of sieves (1mm and 250μm 
meshes were used). The silt from around the plant material was dissolved and washed 
away and organic material that survived in the samples was trapped in the sieves. These 
were collected and stored in waterlogged conditions in sealed plastic containers. The flots 
were sorted and scanned for plant material using a low-powered binocular microscope 
(magnification x10 to x40). Identification was carried out at the same magnification. No-
menclature and taxonomic orders follows Stace (1997). Scientific names are confined to 
the first mention of a species in the text in order to facilitate easy reading. 

Results

Kitchen 

A series of occupation layers (C5, C14, C9, C27, C23, C21 and C26) dated to the 13th and 
14th centuries were recorded in the kitchen.

A deposit of mortar and ash surrounded the hearth (C5) in the north-east of the room. 
It contained frequent charred cereal remains. Most of these were cereals grains, arable 
weed seeds and sedge nutlets. There were three cereal crop species in the charred remains; 
barley (70 grains), wheat (45 grains), oat (16 grains). One pea (Pisum sativum) was also 
identified. The arable weeds include docks (Rumex sp.) and woundwort (Stachys sp.), but 
the most common weed was brome grass. The grass seeds are a similar size and shape to 
the cereal grains in the context and would have been more difficult to remove by sieving 
than seeds of other species. Seeds of brome grass may also have served as food in times 
of need. The presence of these seeds but few others suggests that this sample contains 
material that had been processed or partially processed. Barley was the most common 
cereal in this context, followed by wheat. Seventy-one sedge nutlets were present in this 
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sample. It is possible that the sedges grew as arable weeds in a damp field but they could 
also represent domestic waste that was burnt on the fire as sedges would have been used 
as flooring and bedding material.

A layer, C14, contained waste from the hearths. The sample produced charred re-
mains composed mainly of cereal grain and arable weeds, but there was also evidence of 
gathered food. Wheat was most common species in the sample, followed by barley and 
oats in about equal numbers. A high medieval radiocarbon date cal AD 1309–1409 (UB-
9298) was returned from charred cereal. One cleaver seed was present as well as docks, 
buttercups and orache. Two straw nodes were also present in the sample. Two fragments 
of hazelnut shell (Corylus avellana) were recovered from this context. These and the black-
berry seed in this sample show that gathered food contributed to the diet of the castle 
inhabitants.

A fill of the flues, C9, associated with the hearths, contained a low volume of charred 
material. Twelve grains of wheat and three of barley were present in this sample as well as 
one grass seed and one sedge nutlet.

The remains of a wooden structure, C27, was possibly a floor or stairway. The sam-
ple associated with this context produced little plant remains evidence. It contained five 
wheat grains, one barley grain and the remains of cereal grains that were too badly dam-
aged to identify.

A layer of organic silty material, C23, was probably caused by flooding and organic 
growth. It produced only one wheat grain.

A small low wall, C21, was located in the north-east corner of the kitchen. The sample 
associated with the wall contained 48 wheat grains, one fragment of bread-wheat rachis, 
seven barley grains and three oat grains. Arable weed seeds in the sample were brome 
grass, vetch and hawkweed. Sedge was also present in the sample.

An occupation layer, C26, represented the lowest possible occupation layer in the 
room. The grain from this sample was in quite poor condition and frequently could not 
be identified. This is consistent with the interpretation of the context as charred cereals 
deposited on an occupation layer would be exposed and prone to degradation. The major-
ity of the identifiable remains were wheat grains. A high medieval radiocarbon date of cal 
AD 1275–1383 (UB-9296) was returned from charred cereal. There were also some barley 
grains and two weed seeds; bedstraw and dock.

Domestic Area 1

Samples from a well (C12), an oven (C13), a stone-lined pit (C37), a pit (C58) and four lay-
ers (C44, C46, C57, C67) were examined. These features were located in the area between 
the two halls, (Domestic Area 1). The stone lined pit and the oven were located on the 
east side of the area and are post-medieval in date. The well was on the western side of the 
area and is late medieval in date. 
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Well
The basal fill C12 was the only undisturbed fill of the well C41. It contained waterlogged 
plant material. The majority of plant species in the sample from C12 were plants of dis-
turbed and waste ground. The single most common species represented in the sample is 
of the cabbage family (Brassica sp.) and appears to be either black mustard (B. nigra) or 
turnip (B. rapa). The seeds of Brassica species may be used for mustard or to produce oil. 
Cabbage and turnip are both usually harvested before they set seed.  However, the seeds 
in this sample may also represent weeds as wild turnip and black mustard grow on dis-
turbed ground. The large numbers of Brassica seeds in the well sample suggests that they 
may have come from plants growing very close to the well.

Other species in the sample that are common on disturbed ground included nipple-
wort (Lapsana communis), spear-leaved or common orache (Atriplex patula/prostrata), fat 
hen (Chenopodium album), docks (Rumex sp.), buttercups (Ranunculus sp.), stinking may-
weed (Anthemis cotula) and prickly sow thistle (Sonchus asper). Other species of disturbed 
ground that were present in the sample but were less common included nettle (Urtica dio-
ica), self heal (Prunella vulgaris), broad-leaved plantain (Plantago major), and smooth sow 
thistle (Sonchus oleraceus). All of these plants may have grown around the castle grounds, 
either before or after abandonment and their seeds fell into the well. Herb robert (Gera-
nium robertanium) may grow on stone walls and probably grew on the castle walls.

Ox-eye daisy (Leucanthemum vulgare), buttercups (Ranunculus sp.), sorrel (Rumex ace-
tosa), St. John’s wort (Hypericum sp.), wild carrot (Daucus carota) and hawkbit (Leonon-
todan sp.) grow in grassland and meadow habitats. They may have grown in the castle 
environment but it is also possible that they indicate the presence of hay in the sample.

Some species were present in the sample due to deliberate dumping of domestic waste 
rather than from plants growing at the castle grounds. For instance nutlets of the sedge 
family (Cyperaceae) were common in the sample. One seed of rush (Juncus sp.) was also 
present. Sedges and rushes could have been used for flooring or bedding material.

Fragments of corncockle (Agrostemma githago) seeds were present in the well. These 
seeds are very common in medieval plant assemblages, often in a fragmented form. The 
seeds of this cornfield weed are about the same size as cereal grains and so are difficult to 
separate from the grain by winnowing and sieving. In the past they were unintentionally 
harvested, ground and eaten along with the cereal crops and so fragments of the seed are 
common in cesspits and sewage material from the Medieval period. Blackberry (Rubus 
fruticosus agg.) seeds in this sample could also suggest that human waste was dumped in 
the well. One seed in the sample was identified as probably being dill (cf Anethum graveo-
lens). It is common in rubbish pits and latrines in Britain (Greig 1991, 325). Both its seeds 
and leaves are used for flavouring. The presence of corncockle, fruit seeds and dill in the 
well suggests it may have been contaminated with human faecal material. In comparison, 
material recovered from environmental samples taken from a 14th century well at a site in 
Crawley in West Sussex suggests that the well was used the dumping of cess soon after 
the cessation of use for drawing water (www.archaeologyse.co.uk). 
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The charred remains in C12 consisted mainly of cereal grains with a few weed seeds 
and chaff. Wheat (Triticum sp.) was the most common of the cereals but a few grains of 
oat (Avena sp.) and barley (Hordeum sp.) were also found. A post-medieval radiocarbon 
date cal AD 1437–1617 (UB-9295) was returned from charred cereal. Two rachis frag-
ments in the sample indicated the presence of bread wheat (Triticum aestivum). There were 
few charred weed seeds in this sample, indicating that the cereals had been cleaned by 
sieving and winnowing prior to deposition. Two seeds of either bladder or red campion 
(Silene dioica/vulgaris) and a grass seed (Gramineae indet.) were the only arable weeds rep-
resented in the sample. Bladder campion grows in disturbed, grassy and open places and 
likely to have grown as a cornfield weed in the past.

Oven
Fill C13 from the brick oven C40 did not contain the same density of remains as the 
stone-lined pit (below) but it did contain charred cereals and cereal weeds. Barley was 
the most frequent grain in the sample. There were 39 barley grains as well as six grains of 
wheat and six grains of oat. Arable weeds in this sample were one seed of redshank (Poly-
gonum persicaria) and three seeds of ribwort plantain (Plantago lanceolata).

Ribwort plantain has large seeds that could not easily be removed from the crop by 
winnowing and sieving. The only way to remove large weed seeds would have been by 
picking them out by hand. The grain in this sample probably had been winnowed and 
sieved to remove chaff and the smaller weed seeds and may have been eaten with the 
larger weed seeds in it.

Cooking pit
Fill C37 of a stone lined pit (C38), contained a high density of cereal grains. It was in-
terpreted as having been used for cooking. Remains of wheat (479 grains), barley (273 
grains) and oat (161 grains) were found in this sample and also fragments of legumes. 
Peas (cf Pisum sativum) and broad beans (cf Vicia faba) were present. Wheat grains were 
the most numerous of the crop remains in this sample. An early modern radiocarbon 
date cal AD 1521–1656 (UB-9294) was returned from charred cereal A fragment of rachis 
indicated that this was bread wheat. The crops in this sample had been fairly thoroughly 
cleaned before being charred. The ratio of cereal grains to weed seeds is 5:1 and the 
majority of the weed seeds that are present in the sample are of large seeds that would 
have been difficult to remove from the crop by winnowing and threshing. These include 
cleavers (Galium aparine), brome grass (Bromus sp.), vetches (Vicia sp.) and corn gromwell 
(Lithospermum arvense). Other weeds represented in the sample included docks, orache, 
woundwort (Stachys sp.), hawkweed (Hieracum sp) and small seeded grasses (Gramineae 
indet.). A charred sedge nutlet was also present in the sample. It could represent sedges 
growing in a damp arable field.

The mixture of wheat, barley, oats, peas and beans in this assemblage fits in with the 
interpretation of this pit having been used for cooking. These grains and legumes prob-
ably formed the staple diet of the inhabitants of Adare castle.
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Layers
Six of the samples were taken from layers (C44, C46, C57 and C67) on the west side of 
Domestic Area 1. Sherds of Adare-type ware were retrieved from the layers. The samples 
from these features contained similar plant remains. These consisted mainly of cereal 
grains with large arable weed seeds, cereal chaff, and legumes. The most common cereal 
is wheat which is both present and dominant in all the charred samples. Both barley and 
oat are present in all the charred samples but dominant in none. Barley is slightly more 
frequent than oat. One rye grain (Secale cereale) was recorded. It was present in sample 
36 from C44.

Pit
One sample, 43, was taken from a large circular pit, cut C60, on the western side of the 
kitchen area. The assemblage was dominated by wheat (60 grains), followed by barley (15 
garins) and oat (11 grains). It also contained hazelnut shell, a pea, buttercup and dock 
seeds.

Moat
One sample was examined from C63, the lower fill of the moat. The fill of the moat con-
tained thirteenth century pottery but this context may be disturbed. The sample from 
the moat contains plant material preserved by waterlogging. The majority of species in 
the sample from the moat are plants that would have grown in the moat or nearby. Some 
however represent food plants and arable weeds. The most common species found in 
the moat are wild carrot, nettles and sedges followed by orache, creeping thistle (Cir-
sium arvense), elder (Sambucus nigra), docks, blackberry and prickly sow thistle. Less 
frequent species found in the sample included sheep’s sorrel (Rumex acetosella), sorrel, 
fat hen (Chenopodium album), corncockle, chickweed (Stellaria media), raspberry (Rubus 
idaeus), dill, self heal, stinking mayweed, greater burdock (Articum lappa), wild celery 
(Apium graveolens) and nipplewort. Sedges would have grown in the damp conditions 
of the moat itself. Nettles, docks, wild carrot, elder, blackberry, orache, fat hen, thistles, 
stinking mayweed, nipplewort etc are likely to have grown in or around the moat. They 
are plants of disturbed habitats that often grow where there is human activity and where 
the ground is fertile. Elder will grow on banks and walls so may even have been growing 
on the castle walls.

Both elder and blackberry seeds are found in cess material along with other fruit seeds 
on medieval sites such as Cork and Waterford (Tierney and Hannon 1997, 889; Mc-
Clatchie 2003, 400). Their presence in the moat may be due to cess material in the moat 
but it is also very likely that these plants grew nearby. The raspberry found in the sample 
is likely to have been gathered from outside the castle. Raspberry is a plant of woods, 
thickets and riversides. Wild celery is a coastal plant so also represent gathering activity. 
Dill was present in the sample from the moat as well as from the well and also represents 
food remains. Fragments of corncockle seeds are often found in human faecal material on 
medieval sites. Corncockle was a serious weed on arable ground. Its seeds contaminated 
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the cereal crop and were inadvertently ground to make flour. Its presence suggests that 
there was some cess material in the moat.

A small amount of plant material in the moat was charred. These were fragments of 
straw and two seeds- buttercup and sedge.

The moat was been disturbed in the nineteenth century and it is not clear how much 
the lower fill, C63, was disturbed and whether the plant material represents modern ma-
terial or not. Prior to OPW works on the castle in the 1970’s the site was covered in trees 
and scrub and the plant remains in the upper layers of the moat represent this and are 
probably recent in origin. The remains recovered from C63 however are almost all plants 
of open habitats. Corncockle is now extinct in Ireland but was formerly widespread and 
is common in medieval plant remains assemblages. Stinking mayweed is very rare in 
Ireland today but appears to have been a common weed in medieval towns as it is often 
found in archaeobotanical remains from medieval sites.

Domestic Area 2

Two samples were examined from C87 and C90, which were fills of a stone-built well 
C82, located on the northern side of the curtain wall in the south-east corner of the outer 
ward (Domestic Area 2). Artefacts recovered include animal bone, shell, wood, an iron 
blade with partial decorated hafting and half of a lugged stone mortar. One sample was 
examined from a layer C105 and the fill of a kiln C112. 

Well
One sample was examined from C87 and one from C90. Both contexts were water-
logged. Moss, small twigs, thorns, bracken, bones of small animal, bark, wood chips, 
small flint chips and beetle remains were recovered. It also contained charred cereals and 
waterlogged non-cereal seeds. The cereal assemblage was dominated by wheat, identified 
as bread wheat (200 grains) with a small amount of oat (10 grains) also present. A late 
medieval date of cal AD 1402–1443 (UB-9300) was returned from charred cereal. Weed 
seeds were frequent and were dominated by Perscaria spp (120 seeds). Weeds from the 
cabbage family (56 seeds), goosefoot family (Chenopodiaceae, 60 seeds) and knotweed 
family (Polygonaceae, 63 seeds) were common. These plant species grow on disturbed 
and waste ground. The large numbers of these seeds in the sample suggests that they 
may have come from plants growing very close to the well. Other weeds present in the 
samples that are common on disturbed ground included orache , fat hen, and docks. Ad-
ditional plants represented include sedges, sedge family, pink family (Caryophyllaceae), 
buttercup, corncockle, wild carrot, thistle/knapweed (Cirsium/Centaurea), hemp nettle 
(Galeopsis spp.), cinquefoils (Potentilla spp.), oxtongue (Picris spp.), campion (Silene spp.), 
fools parsley (Aethusa cynapium), black bindweed (Fallopia convolvulas) and wild radish 
(Raphanus raphanistrum), some of which are common in meadows and crops.  Spike rush 
(Eleocharis spp.) was also represented. This plant grows in marshy wet environments and 
its presence may indicate its utilisation, possibly structural, in the castle. One flax seed 
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(Linum spp.) identified. This may indicate that flax was cultivated at the Adare. The seeds 
of flax are edible and are often added to bread.

Fruit seeds such as sloe (Prunus spinosa) and other possible Prunus sp., elder (Sambu-
cas nigra), a hawthorn pip, blackberry, a bilberry stone (Vaccinium sp.) were also present. 
Hazel nut shell fragments were frequent. One charred Celtic bean (a cultivated variety) 
and one other large legume was found.

The well was probably used as a dumping ground after it fell into disuse. Both domes-
tic rubbish and cess material are indicated.  The charred cereals, most of the weed seeds 
and the presence and bracken are indicators of domestic waste, although some of the weed 
seeds may have blown into the well of their own accord. Bracken was used as insulation 
in structures in the past (McClatchie 2003, 396). The wood chips are also indicative of 
domestic waste. The large amount of wheat in respect to other cereals corresponds to the 
assemblage from the kiln – C112, indicating that the charred cereals dumped here were 
possibly cereals that burnt in the kiln

Moss and the various fruit seeds may indicate cess material. Moss was frequently used 
as ‘toilet paper’ (Mitchell et al. 1987, 28-29; Tierney and Hannon 1997, 882) while fruit 
and flax seeds are found in abundance in medieval cess pits (McClatchie 2003, 400). The 
fragment of corncockle is a strong indicator of cess material. It was a poisonous weed of 
corn fields and was often consumed accidentally in bread. The presence of small bones 
and beetles in the sample may also indicate cess material. Interestingly, a guardrobe was 
situated in the vicinity of the well. At the Fishamble Street excavations, wood chips, shell-
fish and feathers and other domestic waste were all dumped in cess pits (Geragthy 1996, 
29).

Layer
A layer, C105, came from the southeast corner in the outer ward. The area was subject 
to flooding from the nearby river and from the rising of the water table. The area was 
therefore of mixed origin, and the sample was selected on the basis that they were from 
the least contaminated of the layers. A small amount of charred oat (10 grains) and barley 
(2 grains) was present. One charred pea and one large legumes were also present in the 
assemblage.

Kiln
A sample from layer C112 from the flue of the kiln C111 was examined. The kiln was 
probably abandoned after a fire as it contained a large amount of charred material. The 
layer was not waterlogged. Only a small percentage of the flot was scanned and analysed 
as the sample contained an abundant amount of charred seeds. A high medieval radiocar-
bon date cal AD 1327–1433 (UB–9297) was returned from charred cereal from C112. It 
is similar in build to a medieval kiln from Kilferagh, Co. Kilkenny (Hurley 1987). Drying 
kilns were used in the uncertain weather of the Irish harvest to finish ripening of crops 
and to prepare them for storage, as well as being used prior to milling in order to ensure 
that the grains were hard enough to be ground into flour. 
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Apart from charred cereals and seeds, burnt and unburnt bone was found in the 
sample. The cereal assemblage was dominated by bread wheat (564 grains); oat grains 
(119 grains) and barley (59 grains) were present in smaller amounts. Beans (8 whole, 7 
fragments), peas (6 whole) and other large legumes (8 whole, 29 fragments) were particu-
larly common in this sample, indicating that the kiln was also utilised to dry these foods. 
The mixture of different crops may reflect the fact that the kiln was used to dry different 
crop types in quick succession and that the leftovers from these firings were later mixed 
together. Seeds from cleavers and small legumes are present in the assemblage and are 
typical crop weeds. 

Great Hall

Layer
The layer C.117 in the Great Hall overlay an area of cobbles. This sample contained only 
charred material. The assemblage was dominated by oat (94 grains), wheat (50 grains) and 
barley (40 grains), with peas (12 whole), beans (7 whole, 9 fragments) and other large leg-
umes (2 whole, 9 fragments) common. The weed seeds reflect those that are common in 
cereal assemblages e.g. cleavers. A large amount of charred hazelnuts were also recovered.

The dominance of oat may indicate that this context is earlier than the others (see 
Discussion)

Discussion

The cereal assemblage

Wheat (largely identified as bread wheat) was the most numerous cereal type (66%, Chart 
1, Table 1), followed by barley (16%), oat (12%) and indeterminate cereal (6%  - the major-
ity of the indeterminate cereal would be expected to be wheat or barley, as oat, because 
of its definitive shape, is easier to identify). As it is a free-threshing cereal bread wheat is 
easier to process, but it is more difficult to cultivate in Ireland because it requires a rela-
tively long, sunny season to ripen. Because of this, and because it made better bread than 
oat or barley, bread wheat is associated with wealth in medieval Ireland, and it became 
more common in Ireland during the later medieval period. Monk (1985/86) noted that 
wheat was common in all areas that coincided with Anglo-Norman colonisation, but 
not necessarily in other parts of the country. In the later medieval samples from both 
Site G and the Castle ditch sites at Killeen Castle Demesne, Co. Meath wheat was easily 
the most important cereal grain found (Dillon and Johnston 2006) as it was in the post-
medieval samples from Newcastlewest castle, Co. Limerick (Dillon 2007). However, even 
in cities such as Cork and Waterford, wheat was not very common in archaeobotanical 
samples. In Cork City, for example, in the medieval and post-medieval era, oat was by 
far the most common cereal (McClatchie 2003). Oat also dominated the Waterford City 
cereal assemblage, although wheat became more common in the later levels, perhaps as 
Anglo Norman influences increased (Tierney and Hannon 1997). McClatchie concludes 
that dominance of oat over wheat was due to not only economics (it needed a smaller 
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workforce to cultivate and produced more grain per acre) but cultural preferences as well 
(2003). Some of the samples from Adare were also dominated by wheat, e.g. samples from 
contexts situated in the western portion of Domestic Area 1. However, oat dominated 
C117 (group of stakeholes in Great Hall) and C87 (well in Domestic Area 2), possibly 
suggesting that these contexts are earlier than the others where wheat dominated.

Barley was the second most common cereal represented. Barley can be used to make 
bread, either on its own or mixed with other cereals. It was commonly used in the making 
of ale e.g. barley cultivated in a south Dublin district in the 14th Century  was all malted 
for brewing (beyond what was required for seed) (ibid). One rachis internode from 6-row 
barley was found. This variety is more common than 2-row barley, though at Killeen 
Castle Demesne, both varieties were recorded (Dillon and Johnston 2006).

Oat was the third most common cereal type at Adare. Oat was used to make bread 
and to make porridges and gruels (Sexton 1998, 79). As discussed above, oat was very 
common in Ireland in medieval and post-medieval times. However, it would seem to be 
less popular at Anglo-Norman settlements in Ireland, where wheat dominated. Oat was 
also used for animal feed (McClatchie 2003, 399).

Only one rye grain was recorded. It was present in sample 36 from C44, a layer on 
the west side of Domestic Area 2.

Most of the cereals came from the kiln, which has been dated to the High medieval 
period, cal AD 1327-1342 – 1394-1433 (UB9297). It is interesting that it has been com-
pared structurally to the kiln at Kilferagh, as it had a very similar cereal assemblage – 
largely bread wheat, followed by smaller amounts of oat and barely, with peas and beans 
also significant (Monk 1987, 98-99). Monk concludes that the high incidence of wheat 
and the presence of cultivated legumes, beans and peas from the Kilferagh assemblage 
is suggestive of an Anglo-Norman influence (ibid, 99). The Anglo-Normans settled on 
relatively fertile land that was suitable for arable farming and which they could generate 
income by growing cereals as cash crops (Mitchell 1986, 174). Large amounts of cereals 
were exported from Ireland, particularly in the thirteenth century (Down 1987, 459).

The high proportion of wheat to other cereals at Adare suggests that the settlement 
here was a wealthy one and furthermore that it followed Anglo Norman agricultural 
trends.

The legume assemblage

Cultivated legumes present in the samples included Celtic bean and pea. Large legumes 
of unidentified variety were also common. All the beans, peas and large legumes were 
charred indicating that they were probably dried along with cereals. The kiln sample 
was especially rich. Peas and beans have been found at the corn drying kilns at Kilfer-
agh where they may have been dried in the kiln similar to cereals (Monk 1987, 98-99). 
Charred peas were also recovered from Trim castle excavations (Mitchell 1978, 191) and 
are common from later ringfort occupation phases. Legumes, such as peas and beans, 
are essential for the three field rotation system of agriculture, introduced by the Anglo-
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Normans. This system was probably introduced to Ireland at the end of the 12th century 
(White 1964, 78)

Barley 
16%

Oat
12%

Indet. Cereal
6%

Wheat  
66%

Chart 1 Pie chart showing percentage frequency of cereals

Smaller legumes (e.g. clover - Trifolium) are frequently found in samples from late 
medieval contexts, in particular in areas associated with Anglo-Norman agricultural 
practices and within the Pale. The occurrence of small legumes in the kiln sample indi-
cates intensive agricultural practices that were characteristic of Anglo-Norman manorial 
production whereby legume plants were used to fix nitrogen in the soil and as a form of 
green manure.

The fruit assemblage

Elder berry seeds, blackberry drubes, sloe/cherry stones, a raspberry seed, a hawthorn pip 
and a bilberry stone were present in the assemblage. Both elder and blackberry seeds are 
found in cess material along with other fruit seeds from medieval sites such as Cork and 
Waterford. Because they are most commonly found in cess material it is possible that 
both wells were possibly used to dump cess material when they fell into disuse. The occur-
rence of moss, small animal bones and beetles may also imply cess material. There is evi-
dence that sloes were eaten skin and all in medieval period and that haws were also eaten 
(Geragthy 1996, 33). There is a well known Irish proverb ‘When all fruit fails welcome 
haw’, suggesting that haws were eaten when other fruits were scarce. While elderberries 
and blackberries may have been growing in the castle grounds, it is likely that these fruits 
were gathered from the countryside when they came in season. Of course the ordinary 
person in medieval and post medieval times did not have access to imported fruit and 
therefore locally gathered elder and sloe, as unlikely as it now seems, would have been 
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valuable sources of fruit. Unlike other castle excavations such as those around the moat 
at Trim where exotic fruits such as pear (Pyrus sp.) and plum (Prunus domestica) were 
in evidence, the Adare excavations produced no samples with such fruits (Lyons 2007). 
Imported species such as grape (Vitis vinifera), fig (Ficus carica) and walnut (Juglans regia) 
have been recorded at urban medieval sites such as Dublin, Cork and Waterford (Mitchell 
et al 1987, 35; Collins 1997, 229; Tierney and Hannon 1997, 889; McClatchie 2003, 400).

Hazelnuts were present, both charred and uncharred, in large amounts in many of 
the samples. They are a common find from Irish archaeological sites of all ages. The main 
reason for the preservation of carbonized hazel shell is that, once the nut was extracted, 
the shell was thrown into domestic fires as waste (Monk 2000, 75). Hazel nuts are a valu-
able food source even in the modern day.

Other Irish castle sites have produced a wider range of fruit and nuts. For instance 
at Athenry Castle, the plant remains were mineralised and contained strawberry (Fra-
graria vesca), crabapple (Malus sylvestris), plum/sloe/cherry, rowan (Sorbus acuparia) and 
haws (Collins 1991, 25). Both samples from Ferns Castle and Roscrea Castle contained 
strawberry among other common fruit seeds (Mitchell 1979, 243; Collins 2003, 113). The 
cess pits associated with Trim castle moat produced plum, bird cherry, wild cherry, black 
cherry, wild damson, pear along with a variety of berries such as blackberry, raspberry, 
dewberry (Rubus caesius), rowan and haws (Lyons 2007).

Other food plants

Wild plants such as sorrel, fat hen, orache, nipplewort, wild carrot and some brassicas, to 
name but a few, have edible leaves and were often used as food plants in the past (Mabey 
1972). Although these plants grow on disturbed and fertile habitats such as would have 
existed at the castle their utilisation as vegetables at Adare cannot be excluded.  Fat hen 
is reputed to have been cultivated in medieval times as a food-stuff for the poorer classes 
(Mitchell 1976, 191; Mitchell et al. 1987, 23). Many plants have medicinal uses and plants 
such as self-heal and St Johns wort may have been utilised for their medicinal properties. 
Other food plants present in the samples includes dill; its seeds and leaves are used for 
flavouring, and wild celery which according to Mabey (1972, 126) was used extensively 
in medieval kitchens in Britain. Of forty-eight non-cereal seed identified to cereal type, 
thirty-two are listed in Mabey as food plants (ibid).

Weeds

A wide range of weed seeds was present in the assemblage. Many of the species identified 
are plants that could have grown around the castle e.g. weeds from the cabbage family, 
goosefoot family and knotweed family were identified in abundance. The waterlogged 
samples from the wells contained a range of weed species that is similar to those found in 
medieval towns (see McClatchie 2003; Geragthy 1996; Tierney and Hannon 1997) and 
castles (see Mitchell 1978, 190-191; 1979, 243-244; Brewer 2001, 48-49 and Collins 2003, 
113-114). It is interesting to note that Mitchell et al. (1987 23; 32), who studied the plant 
remains from medieval Dublin, categorised indeterminate seeds from the goosefoot fam-
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ily and knotweed family as remnants of foodstuffs, because they so frequently turn up in 
cess material.

After harvesting, cereals would have been processed by threshing, winnowing siev-
ing and hand-sorting to remove straw, chaff and arable weeds. Some of the weed species 
represented in the samples are plants that produce large, rounded seeds. Seeds from spe-
cies such as cleavers, corn-gromwell, ribwort plantain, corncockle and brome grass are 
a similar size and shape to cereal grains making it difficult to remove them from the 
harvested crop. Corn gromwell is a weed of autumn-sown cereals and it becomes more 
numerous in samples from Medieval sites but not as common as weeds such as stinking 
mayweed, corn cockle and corn marigold (Chrysanthemum segetum) (Greig 1988, 190; 
1991, 326). The presence of corn gromwell at Adare may be due to one of several reasons. 
This plant grows occasionally in Ireland according to New Flora of the British Isles so the 
plant may have grown as a weed in cereal crops (Stace 1997). It is possible that the weed 
was more commonplace in the past as were corn cockle, corn marigold and corn flower. 
Grain was imported to Ireland during the medieval period even though the country was 
a net exporter of grain up to the fourteenth century. It is possible that the corn gromwell 
seeds came from grain that was imported from Britain where, in the medieval period, the 
species was a common arable weed.

Plants used structurally

Spike rush seeds may indicate that this plant was used structurally in the castle.  Tierney 
and Hannon (1997, 883) noted that club rushes were used as thatch in medieval Water-
ford housing while McClatchie identified spike rush in 12th century Cork and surmised 
that it may have been used in structures (2003, 396). Perhaps the most frequently occur-
ring evidence for gathered plants at Adare is sedge nutlets. These were found both charred 
and waterlogged. Sedges and rushes may be used as flooring, bedding and roofing materi-
als. Both sedges and rushes were common in samples from medieval Dublin (Mitchell et 
al 1987, 24).

Final comments and conclusion

The archaeobotanical analysis of samples from the twenty-three different contexts gives 
us an excellent image of the arable farming practices, diet and of the local weeds/wild 
flowers as well as giving us an understanding as to how the inhabitants of the castle dealt 
with food waste and cess.

The presence of bracken and rushes in the samples reveals that these plants were 
utilised in the castle in some way, probably as bedding / insulation in the case of bracken 
and thatch/ matting in the case of rushes. The wood chips and bark hints at the wood-
working that would have took place – perhaps in construction of furniture, tools etc or 
perhaps in the cutting of firewood. A huge amount of wood would have needed to be 
converted to fuel to ensure the successful operation of the castle.

Wheat dominates the cereal assemblage indicating that it was the most important ce-
real at Adare. This is similar to results from other Anglo-Norman sites, but in contrast to 
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results from other settlement types of the same age. Legumes played a significant role in 
the agriculture and diet also. The numerous fruit seeds and nuts in the waterlogged con-
texts illustrate the importance of gathered foods. It is probable that the wells contained 
cess material, as moss, fruit seeds, small bones, beetles and corncockle were recovered 
from them.
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The Shell Remains

Penny Johnston

Introduction
This report details the analysis of marine molluscan remains from Adare Castle, Co. 
Limerick (01E1153 ext). Over a thousand shells were found in contexts from the area of 
the kitchen, from between the Great Hall and the Aisled Hall (Domestic Area 1) and 
from the moat. In total, five molluscan species were present, one type of marine gastropod 
(Dogwhelk) and four types of bivalve species (Common cockle, Edible mussel, Scallop 
and Native oyster). The results are presented in Table 1 at the end of this report. 

Results
Bivalves predominated in the assemblage, accounting for 98.8% of the Minimum Number 
of Individuals (MNI). Native/Flat oysters (Ostrea edulis) were the most common species 
(see Chart 1). This species lives in muddy sands and mixed sediments in the infralitto-
ral zone where conditions range from exposed to sheltered, and tidal streams are weak. 
While a range of different shellfish were found in the area around the kitchen, oyster was 
by far the most common type, and it was the only type found in domestic area 1 and in 
the deposits from the moat.

The Common cockle (Cerastoderma edule) is a well known edible species and its habi-
tat is the muddy shore; harvesting requires digging into mud or sand flats at low tide. 
The Edible mussel (Mytilus edulis), collected from rocks at low tide, is easier to harvest, 
and after the oyster it is the most common type of shellfish retrieved from Adare (7.7% of 
MNI). The only other type of bivalve present was the Scallop (Chlamys varia) which made 
up only 1.02% of the total MNI. Perforated examples found at Illaunloughan, Co. Kerry 
were associated with pilgrimage (McLoughlin and Murray 2005) but these were found in 
a shrine rather than in a midden. 

Gastropods represented only 1.2% of the MNI assemblage with the only identified 
type being the Dogwhelk (Nucella lapillus). The dogwhelk secretes a white mucus which 
can be turned into a permanent purple dye (Murray 2002), but the yield from the small 
collection (just sixteen shells) found at Adare would have been minute, and it is likely that 
these shells were collected accidentally along with other shells and seaweed. They were not 
traditionally eaten in Ireland (McLoughlin and Murray 2005).

In general terms, meat returns from shellfish are quite low (see Murray 2002) and they 
are not good sources of energy. Their main value was probably in the provision of an ac-
cessible food source that could add variety to the diet.

Comparative assemblages
Rathgurreen ringfort and Illaunloughan are two notable examples of published reports on 
molluscan remains from Irish archaeological sites. Both are Early Christian in date and 
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winkles made up the bulk of their shellfish assemblages (Murray 2002 and McLoughlin 
and Murray 2005). Closer in date were the remains from a thirteenth century midden 
at Tawlaght, Co. Kerry (05E0084), yet the results from this site also demonstrates that 
winkles were the main shellfish collected, with only small quantities of oysters recovered 
(Johnston 2006). As oysters require a sheltered area for growth, the differences in re-
trieval may possibly be associated with the situation of each site; the tidal river at Adare 
is a prime location for growing and harvesting oysters. There are few early references to 
shellfish as food items; no trace of oysters, for example (Ó Cróinín 1995, 105), so it is per-
haps unwise to suggest that oysters were a luxury item. Nevertheless, their retrieval from 
midden deposits associated with the Banquet Hall of a thirteenth castle gives a hint of 
luxury, a contrast to the prevalent periwinkle (often considered a poor food) found in the 
assemblages from Rathgurreen, Illaunloughan and Tawlaght. 

Summary
Analysis of marine molluscan remains from thirteenth century deposits excavated at 
Adare Castle, Co. Limerick (01E1153) proved that the shells were predominantly from 
Native or Flat oysters. These were probably collected as a food from time to time in the 
past, but the low energy values obtained from shellfish suggests that they were an inter-
mittent rather than a regular feature of the diet at the site. The predominance of oysters in 
this assemblage may hint that these were a luxury, rather than an everyday, item of food.

Kitchen Domestic 
Area 1

Moat Total MNI % MNI

Gastropods (16) (1.2)
Dogwhelk (Nucella 
lapillus)

16 - - 16 1.2

Bivalves (1055) (98.8)
Common cockle 
(Cerastoderma edule)

2L - 0R - - 2 0.18

Scallop (Chlamys varia) 11L - 6R - - 11 1.02
Edible mussel (Mytilus 
edulis)

83L - 72R - - 83 7.7

Native/Flat oyster 
(Ostrea edulis)

686L - 883R 15L - 30R 42L - 46R 883 89.9

Table 1: Results of Marine Molluscan identification from Adare, Co� Limerick (01E1153 ext)
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Composition of shellfish assemblages from Adare, Co. Limerick
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Chart 1: Composition of shellfish assemblage from Adare, Co� Limerick (01E1153)
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The Human Remains 

Catryn Power

These well-preserved human remains consist of the right maxilla of an adult (01E1153:68:20) 
(Pl. 65). It was recovered from a layer C68 of the northern bank of the moat. All teeth 
were present in this quadrant of the jaw during life: the first permanent central incisor 
through to the third molar. However following death and probably burial the central in-
cisor is missing, its empty socket is present; all the other teeth in this part of the maxilla 
are present postmortem. The dental remains indicate that this person was subjected to 
two periods of illness or dietary insufficiencies during childhood, had poor oral hygiene, 
and had a diet which included a combination of abrasive foods such as breads, with milk 
foods such as cheeses or curds.

The presence of a fully erupted third molar (wisdom tooth), which had been in oc-
clusion (biting) for a short time prior to death (rounding of the cusps had been caused by 
attrition), and the presence of small amounts of dentine exposure on the first and second 
molars would indicate that this adult was aged in the early twenties. Exposure of the 
dentine, which underlies the enamel of the crown, would have been caused by attrition or 
wear. Attrition is the wearing of the biting (occlusal) surfaces of the teeth; it is usually due 
to tooth grinding (bruxism, in particular in modern times) or by an abrasive diet, such as 
coarse cereals or even sand incorporated into the diet ie shellfish. 

Small deposits of calculus occur on the crowns of all teeth of this person from Adare, 
particularly around the necks. Calculus (tartar) is calcified plaque. Plaque is a complex 
biofilm containing various microorganisms that forms mainly on teeth and particularly 
between them, along the gingival margin, and in fissures and pits. If plaque is not regu-
larly removed flora evolves. Accumulation of plaque and a change in the micro-flora may 
also cause gingival inflammation (gingivitis, inflammation of the gums). If conditions are 
appropriate this may progress to damage the periodontal membrane (chronic periodonti-
tis) and lead to tooth loss. Poor oral hygiene will facilitate the accumulation of plaque. In 
the past a common cause of calculus accumulation was probably porridges and the ‘white 
foods’ consisting of cheese, milk and curds. 

Enamel hypoplasias are evident on two teeth from the Adare subject. Enamel hy-
poplastic defects result from reduced formation of the tissue during development. The 
defective formation of parts of the tooth may be recognised as pits and depressions in 
the enamel or by transverse lines of defective enamel, which define the date of the ill-
ness. These faults may be caused by illnesses such as measles, chicken pox or some other 
disease, or starvation, or a deficiency during childhood. The teeth, from this individual 
from Adare display one transverse line on the lower one-third of the crown of the wisdom 
tooth; this fault line occurred between the age of 12-16 years. Faint transverse lines are 

6 The Burial Record
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also evident on the central crown of the canine; these defects took place between the ages 
of 3-6 years.

Two dental variations are evident on two teeth. An interradicular enamel extension 
occurs on the second molar while a cingulum pit is evident on the palatal surface of the 
second permanent incisor. Enamel extends from the cervical margin of the crown of the 
second molar to the bifurcation of the root. A cingulum is a projection or ridge of enamel 
on the palatal surface of the maxillary incisors and canines. The cingulum pit has been 
filled with small deposits of calculus. These dental variations may have a genetic aetiol-
ogy. They may indicate relatedness such as familiality. Twin studies and animal breeding 
research have proven high heredity for some variations though the precise genetic mecha-
nism is not well understood.

           

Plate 65: Right maxilla of an adult�
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Appendix 1 Stratigraphic Index
Context 
Number

Area Type Description Dimensions (m)

0 All Topsoil Number taken out during post excavation 
for numbering finds from the sod and 
surface cleaning.

1 Kitchen Layer Dark brown black, organic soft silt with 
occasional bone, modern debris, growth of 
recent grass and weeds.

4 x 3.5 x 0.07 

2 Kitchen Layer Dark black loose silt with frequent large 
stones and bone.

4 x 3.5 x 0.2

3 Kitchen Layer Dark grey brown, loose material with 
frequent shattered slate, occasional mortar, 
frequent bone, and a large quantity of 
collapsed stone probably from surrounding 
walls.

4 x 3.5 x 0.4 

4 Kitchen Layer Dark grey brown loose sand silt, with 
frequent small stones and moderate large 
stones. Frequent ash, occasional small 
pieces of charcoal.

4 x 3.5 x 0.45 

5 Kitchen Hearth The hearth stone measured 0.74m x 0.45m 
x 0.1m, it fractured into 20 pieces when 
lifted. The soil was a mix of ash, charcoal 
and mortar with frequent charred cereal 
remains.

1.22 x 1.9 x 0.05

6 Kitchen Hearth fill  White clay silt overlying a layer of insitu 
burning. 

0.7 x 0.55 x 0.08 

7 Kitchen Fill of flue 
C.8

Mid-brown compact clay silt with frequent 
small pebbles.

0.7 x 0.55 x 0.08

8 Kitchen Cut of flue D-shaped in plan, with rounded corners. 
Break of slope top sharp to S, gradual to 
N. Sides and base were concave. Filled 
with C.7. Hearth fill C.6 located in the 
centre of flue. Linear flue C.10 extended 
to E and NE.

0.35 width x 0.16 
depth

9 Kitchen Fill of flue 
C.10

Dark grey soft sand silt, wth occasional 
small stones, shell and plant remains. 

c. 0.13 width x 
0.09 depth

10 Kitchen Cut of lin-
ear flues

Filled with C.9. Linear flues which extend 
E amd NE from flue C.8. Both flues 
possibly provide a draughting system for 
hearths C.5 and C.6. 

c. 0.13 width x 
0.09 depth

11 Domestic 
Area 1

Layer Dark brown stoney silt with frequent large 
stones. It overlay well C.41 and oven C.40

5.4 x 8.2 x 0.2 

12 Domestic 
Area 1

Fill at base 
of well

Dark grey soft black silt, with frequent 
bone, occasional wood and organics. C.12 
was the basal fill of the well and the only 
undisturbed layer.

0.9 diameter   x 
0.32 depth

13 Domestic 
Area 1

Fill of oven Soft black ash with charred seeds. 1.20 x 1 x 0.3 

14 Kitchen Layer Several mixed rich organic lay-
ers with small and large stones, fre-
quent shell, bone and charred seeds..                                                                                                                                          
                              

2.1 x 2.6 x 0.39 

15 Kitchen Limestone 
sinkhole

Sub-circular in plan. Break of slope top 
and base gradual. Sides slope gently, base 
slightly undulating and inclined slightly to 
NW. Filled with C.14 and C.16.

2.1 x 2.6 x 0.39 

16 Kitchen Burnt clay Compact light brown orange sand silt, 
with medium pebbles.

1.5 x 1.2 x 0.1
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Context 
Number

Area Type Description Dimensions (m)

17 Kitchen Layer Mid yellow orange firm sand with occa-
sional shell and bone. 

4 x 3.5 x 0.2 

18 Kitchen Layer Loose deposit of rubble and silt in NW 
corner of kitchen. Dark grey brown silt 
with moderate small stones. 

19 Kitchen Layer Compact grey white sand  silt with moder-
ate small stones and occasional bone. 
Located along E wall of the kitchen in 
close proximity to wall C.21.

1.3 x 0.45 x 0.35 

20 Kitchen Layer Orange grey gravel mortar with frequent 
shell and bone and occasional pottery.

4 x 3.5 x 0.11 

21 Kitchen Wall Small low wall in NE corner of kitchen. 
Orientated N-S along E wall. Limestone 
wall composed of stones of up to 0.39m x 
0.2m x 0.17m. 

1.85 x 0.4 x 0.44

22 Kitchen Layer Light brown yellow compact sand clay 
with frequent shell and bone and occa-
sional pottery.

4 x 3.5 x 0.15

23 Kitchen Layer Very dark brown black compact silt clay 
with moderate shell and bone and occa-
sional charcoal. 

4 x 3.5 x 0.15

24 Kitchen Layer Light grey gravel loose mortar with oc-
casional charcoal and frequent large stones 
in NE section. 

4 x 3.5 x 0.36

25 Kitchen Cancelled cancelled
26 Kitchen Layer Mixed organic layers of compact orange 

clay and loose brown silt.
4 x 2.25 x 0.15

27 Kitchen Wood Remains of wooden structure, well 
compacted. Identified only as a mark on 
the surface, the wood had disintegrated. 
Largest planks running NE-SW direction, 
other planks laid at 90°  to these forming 
grid pattern. Largest visible plank meas-
ured 0.8m x 0.35m x 0.02. Maybe the r

1.2 x 2.38

28 Cancelled Cancelled Cancelled Cancelled
29 Kitchen Layer Mid brown orange clay with occasional 

small stones. Recorded in the sondage in 
the S half of kitchen. 

1 x 1 x 0.05

30 Kitchen Layer Dark brown deposit located in NE corner 
of kitchen

0.4 x 0.38

31 Kitchen Layer A black charcoal rich layer extending 
under S wall of kitchen. Excavation was 
hampered by a loose rubble foundation 
under the banquet hall wall. 

0.44 x 2

32 Kitchen Layer Recorded in the sondage. Mid pink brown 
silt clay with moderate small stones 

1 x 0.44 x  0.15

33 Kitchen Layer Mid grey soft ashy silt, frequent charcoal. 0.35 x 0.15 x 0.07
34 Kitchen Layer Excavated in the sondage but recorded in 

entire kitchen area. Very light green grey 
compact clayey gravel with frequent small 
stones.

1 x 1 x 0.1

35 Kitchen Layer Yellow grey firm mortar layer with 
frequent medium and occasional coarse 
pebbles.

3.55 x 3.36 x 
0.34

36 Kitchen Layer Excavated in sondage but extended beyond 
the area. Dark grey brown soft sand silt 
with occasional small stones.

1 x 1 x 0.1
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Context 
Number

Area Type Description Dimensions (m)

37 Domestic 
Area 1

Fill of pit 
C.38

A soft dark grey silt ash. 1.7 x 0.58 x 0.3

38 Domestic 
Area 1

Cut of stone 
lined pit

The cut of a rectangular stone lined cook-
ing pit filled with C.37. The sides were 
lined by large fragments of limestone. The 
base was partial stone lined with flags, for 
a length of 1.2m. Located in SE quadrant 
of Domestic Area 1 in proximity to a red 
brick oven C.40. 

1.7 x 0.58 x 0.3

39 Domestic 
Area 1

Stone drain Stone lined and stone capped drain ori-
entated N-S. Likely that the wall C.53 in 
Domestic Area 1 was built over the drain, 
the final covering lintel was flush with this 
wall.

9.3 x 0.44 x 0.4 

40 Domestic 
Area 1

Oven The oven was located in the SE quadrant 
of Domestic Area 1. It consisted of a lime-
stone slab at the base with a course of red 
bricks laid on their sides creating a three 
sided enclosure. The upper two courses 
of brick were laid flat and were backed by 
random rubble limestone.

1 x 0.62 exter-
nal,            0.35 x 
0.35 internal

41 Domestic 
Area 1

Well The stone lined well was located in the 
SW quadrant of Domestic Area 1. 6 stone 
steps led down into the well. The average 
measurements of the steps were 0.32m x 
0.2m x 0.4m. 

0.9 diameter x 2 
depth

42 Domestic 
Area 1

Layer A black sand silt with small and medium 
stones. Modern layer deposited on top of 
bund material C.43.

1 x 4 x 0.1

43 Domestic 
Area 1

Layer Grey brown compact stoney silt clay, small 
and medium stones at the base of the 
bund.

3.6 x 4.4 x

44 Domestic 
Area 1

Layer Mixed mid brown compact sand silt with 
occasional mortar, moderate small stones, 
occasional large stones. Layer under bund 
C.43.

6 x 4 x 0.3

45 Domestic 
Area 1

Rubble 
layer

Rubble layer same as C.67. Located in the 
SW corner.

46 Domestic 
Area 1

Burnt layer A firm mid orange red clay silt with 
patches of very dark brown silt. Moderate 
small stones and occasional charcoal.

2.3 x 2.08 x 0.15

47 Domestic 
Area 1

Fill of pit 
C49

A compact mid orange brown clay with 
moderate medium stones & pebbles and 
frequent mortar.

1 diameter x 0.15 
deep

48 Domestic 
Area 1

Basal fill of 
pit C49

A very light loose yellow grey gravel 
mortar.

1 diameter x 0.15 
deep

49 Domestic 
Area 1

Cut of pit The pit was circular in plan. The sides 
consisted of three courses of random rub-
ble limestone and the base was composed 
of three large fragments of limestone flags. 
All of the seams between the stones were 
very well sealed with clay creating a water-
tight feature.

1 diameter x 0.3 
deep

50 Moat Fill of moat 
and bank

A mid brown topsoil-like clay silt. The up-
per layer recorded on the banks and moat.

4.5 x 11 x 0.35

51 Moat Upper fill 
of moat

Dark grey black waterlogged silt with 
frequent snail shells. Included modern 
material. Occasional large stones measur-
ing up to 0.4m x 0.3m x 0.25m, probably 
collapse from the surrounding walls.
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Context 
Number

Area Type Description Dimensions (m)

52 Domestic 
Area 1

Cobble 
surface with 
drain inset

The drain is orientated E-W and was stone 
lined with flat and sub-rounded to sub-an-
gular limestones measuring  up to 0.35m x 
0.24m. The stones were set on edge on the 
N and S sides with the stones in the centre 
laid flat to create a channel 0.12m in

2.88 x 0.82

53 Domestic 
Area 1

Wall An E-W orientated wall constructed 
of random rubble and roughly hewn 
limestone using large sub-angular stones. 
The stones measured up to 0.37 x 0.36 x 
0.22m. The wall was widest (1.4m wide) 
in the area of the possible entrance. 

11.7 x 1.1 x 

54 Domestic 
Area 1

Clay 
bonded wall

This was a clay bonded E-W orien-
tated wall, constructed of random rubble 
limestone. Most of the stones are small 
sub-angular and sub rounded, typi-
cally measuring 0.18m x 0.12m. However 
towards the eastern end of the wall larger 
stones were recorded. 

8.05 x 0.7

55 Domestic 
Area 1

Wall A mortared wall orientated E-W, the cen-
tral part not exposed. The W end meas-
ured 2.2m and the E end measured 1.55m 
by 0.66m wide. It survived to a height of 
at least two courses. It was built of roughly 
hewn and random rubble limestone.

56 Domestic 
Area 1

Wall Limestone wall L-shaped in plan. It was 
built of roughly hewn and random rubble 
limestone.

3.4 x 1 and 1.6 
x 0.8

57 Domestic 
Area 1

Cobbles A firm stoney mid orange brown silty clay. 
Sub-angular to sub-rounded stones meas-
uring up to 0.33 x 0.27 x 0.07m. Frequent 
lumps of charcoal, moderate burnt clay 
patches.

5.5 x 4.4 x 0.2

58 Domestic 
Area 1

Fill of pit 
C.60

The upper fill of a pit. A mid orange 
brown soft silt clay with frequent fine peb-
bles, moderate small stones and occasional 
shell and bone. Frequent charcoal lumps 

1.5 x 1.5 x 0.25

59 Domestic 
Area 1

Fill of pit 
C.60

Basal fill of a pit. A mid yellow brown 
soft silty clay with occasional sub-angular 
small stones, frequent shell and bone, and 
moderate lumps of charcoal.

1.5 x 1.5 x 0.25

60 Domestic 
Area 1

Pit cut Circular in plan with almost vertical sides 
and a sharp break of slope top and base. 
The base was flat. The pit contained two 
fills, C.58 & C.59. 

1.5 x 1.5 x 0.45

61 Moat Clay inclu-
sion in C65

A yellow brown clay inclusion in the bank 
layer C.65.

62 Moat Layer on 
south bank

A mid brown sandy silt of moderate 
compaction with occasional oyster shells 
and bone.

2.8 x 2.5 x 0.2

63 Moat Fill of moat A mid grey soft silt clay with frequent 
small stones and occasional large lime-
stones, charcoal and bone. Two fragments 
of modern wooden planks were recovered. 
This area of the moat was disturbed in the 
1970’s when the OPW carried out drain-
age works.
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Context 
Number

Area Type Description Dimensions (m)

64 Moat Clay Clay, used as a waterproof plug. A mid 
brown yellow firm clay with blue patches 
near the base of the context and Inclu-
sions of tree roots. The full depth of the 
clay could not determined as it extended 
behind the retaining walls C.74 and C.71.

4 x 1.8 x 0.8

65 Moat Layer on 
south bank

A mottled mid brown grey firm sand clay 
with frequent pebbles and occasional small 
stones. 

1.5 x 2.6 x 0.25

66 Moat Natural 
gravel clay

A light grey yellow compact sand clay re-
corded on the base of the moat. It was not 
excavated. It included frequent fine and 
medium pebbles, moderate small stones 
and occasional large stones. Limestone 
bedrock was recorded at the southern edge 
of the base. 

2.8 x 2.7

67 Domestic 
Area 1

Rubble 
layer

Located in the SW corner of Domestic 
Area 1. A dark brown soft stony clay silt, 
with inclusions of charcoal, and some large 
stones measuring up to 0.55 x 0.4 x 0.29m. 
Some of the stones were roughly hewn, the 
rest were limestone rubble. 

5.5 x 1.6

68 Moat Layer on 
north bank

A mid brown firm silt clay with frequent 
small stones and occasional large stones 
measuring up to 0.4m x 0.35m x 0.3m. 
Frequent oyster shells.

1.27 x 3.35 x 0.6

69 Moat Clay Clay on the southern bank. Used as a 
waterproof seal. A mid orange brown soft 
sand clay with frequent small pebbles and 
occasional small stones. The clay was only 
partially excavated. It extended under the 
outer curtain wall to the west. 

2 x 0.4 x 0.07

70 Moat Cut The cut for the clay C.64 was L-shaped in 
plan with a sharp break of slope where it 
abuts the curtain wall and becoming more 
gradual as it curveed away, the sides are 
steep near the wall.

5 x 1.8 x 0.7

71 Moat Retaining 
wall

The retaining wall was constructed against 
the base of the northern bank. It abutted 
the retaining wall C.74 to the N.

2.7 x 0.35 x 1.1

72 Moat Layer on 
north bank 

A dark brown firm sandy silt with frequent 
large and small fragments of limestone. 

1.7 x 0.6 x 0.2

73 Moat natural 
subsoil

A yellow grey sandy clay with grit (fine 
pebbles). Natural material forming the N 
bank of moat. Same as C.66 in the base of 
the moat and the subsoil in the area of the 
Domestic Area 1.

74 Moat Retaining 
wall

A tiered retaining wall constructed of ran-
dom rubble limestone and mortar. Clay, 
used as a waterproof plug, was recorded 
behind the upper two steps. The top tier 
was 0.7m wide x 1m high and consisted 
of 5 courses. The stone measured 0.35m x 
0.2m x 0.15m on average. The second was 
0.4m high and consisted of 2-3 courses, 
the basal two sections were 0.5m high.

75 Moat Layer on N 
bank

A mid brown firm silt clay with frequent 
small stones and occasional large stones.

1.2 x 2.4x 0.2
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Context 
Number

Area Type Description Dimensions (m)

76 Moat Layer on N 
bank 

A compact mid red brown sand clay with 
occasional stones and charcoal flecks. This 
packing clay was probably used to build up 
the N bank to facilitate the construction of 
the wall of the inner ward.

1.1 x 3.4 x 0.35

77 Moat Moat A section of the moat was excavated. The 
moat is “U” shaped in profile. There is 
a sharp break of slope at the top on both 
sides of the bank. The S bank sloped 
steeply and smoothly down to a gradual 
break of slope at the base. The N bank was 
probably similar but was obscured by the 
retaining wall C.71.

78 Domestic 
Area 1

Wall Portion of mortar rubble limestone wall. 
The SE face was rendered.

2.75 x 0.83

79 Domestic 
Area 1

Rubble 
layer

Rubble on top of wall C.54.

80 Domestic 
Area 1

Layer Layer of silty clay overlying area of wall 
C.78.

81 Domestic 
Area 2

Layer Alluvial silt from repeatet flooding of the 
River Maigue. It overlay the curtain wall 
C.83/C.84. 

82 Domestic 
Area 2

Well Stone structure of well

83 Domestic 
Area 2

Wall Base of limestone rubble wall orientate 
E-W on the bank of the river.

14 x 1.5

84 Domestic 
Area 2

Wall E-W wall directly underlying wall C.83 
built on bank of river.

14 x 1.5

85 Domestic 
Area 2

Fill of well Upper fill of well. Brown silty alluvium 1m deep 

86 Domestic 
Area 2

Fill of well Fill of well. Dark grey brown silt. 0.32m deep

87 Domestic 
Area 2

Fill of well Basal fill of well. Dark organic silt with 
inclusions of shell, bone and wood,  0.42m 
deep. A fragment of wood was recorded at 
the base of the well.

0.74m x 0.33m in 
depth

88 Domestic 
Area 2

Wall Random rubble limestone wall orientated 
ENW-WSW. The kiln was built into and 
ontop of this wall. 

10 x 1

89 Domestic 
Area 2

Layer Black silt containing charcoal NE of the 
well 

90 Domestic 
Area 2

Fill of well Dark grey organic fill

91 Domestic 
Area 2

Gravel Dark brown compact gravel. It overlay the 
wall C.88 and underlay the alluvial silt 
C.81

92 Great Hall Cobbled 
Surface

In the E room adjacent to E gable 
wall. Cobbled surface of limestone and 
sandstone. 

5.4 x 1.4

93 Great Hall Hearth Sub-circular hearth/fire-spot recorded 
inside the N kerbstones, abutting the re-
vetment wall. Hearth created  by removal 
of small number of stones from cobbled 
surface. Two stones put on edge to demar-
cate it. Substantial in situ burning.

94 Great Hall Layer Black brown charcoal-rich ashy silty clay. 
Overlying C.92.
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95 Great Hall Cobbles In W room adjacent to W gable. Cobbled 
surface of limestone and sandstone.

3.3 x 2.9

96 Modern material/topsoil. 
97 Subsoil 
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                  

Domestic 
Area 2

Wall N-S wall forming the E side of the rectan-
gular building. The exposed section of the 
wall measured 

Exposed portion 
measured 4 x 0.7

99 Aisled Hall Wall The base of N-S wall extending from S 
wall of Aisled Hall by River Gate area. 

Exposed portion 
measured 2.5 x 
0.5

100 Aisled Hall Wall E-W wall running parallel to existing 
Aisled Hall wall. The surface of the wall 
was planned but no excavation work was 
undertaken on the wall. 

101 Aisled Hall Wall N-S wall running parallel to existing 
Aisled Hall wall. The surface of the wall 
was planned but no excavation work was 
undertaken on the wall. 

102 Aisled Hall Wall E-W wall visible at Aisled Hall 
entranceway. 

2.9 x 1.3

103 Aisled Hall Surface Metalled surface in ‘hallway’ leading from 
Aisled Hall E to River Gate area. Cobbles 
were a mix of sandstone and limestone. 
This area was cleaned but not excavated.

104 Domestic 
Area 2

Layer Brown silty clay layer overlying area of 
kiln. 

105 Domestic 
Area 2

Layer Black silty clay underlaying C.104.

106 Rivergate Drain Stone lined and stone capped drain 
extending N from the river gate to wall 
enclosing domestic area 2. 

12 x 0.5

107 Aisled Hall Surface Cobbled entranceway to Great Hall
108 Domestic 

Area 2
Wall The limestone wall was orientated ENE-

WSW and extended from the rectangular 
building to the E outer ward wall. 

2.8 x 0.6 x 0.68

109 Domestic 
Area 2

Wall Limestone wall L-shaped in plan. 2.2 x 0.6

110 Domestic 
Area 2

Wall Internal E-W wall in rectangular building 
was initially given a context number but it 
was the southern side of the kiln. It overlay 
wall C.88

111 Domestic 
Area 2

Kiln Cut of kiln

112 Domestic 
Area 2

Fill of flue 
of kiln

Black peaty/silty clay fill of flue of kiln. It 
extended into the W edge of the drying 
chamber. Underlay C.114 and overlay 
subsoil.

0.96 N-S by 1.15 
E-W

113 Domestic 
Area 2

Fill of 
drying 
chamber of 
kiln

Mottled orange yellow redeposited subsoil 
fill of drying chamber of kiln
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114 Domestic 
Area 2

Fill of flue 
of kiln

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                    

0.48 N-S x 0.97 
E-W

115 Domestic 
Area 2

Fill of Kiln Build-up of yellow brown clay for inner 
ring of drying chamber of kiln

116 Domestic 
Area 2

Kiln Inner ring of drying chamber of kiln

117 Great Hall Layer Black silty clay with charcoal inclusions 
overlying the cobbles C.95. 

118 Inner 
Gatehouse

Layer Loose mid grey brown sandy clay. Fre-
quent sub-angular fine and medium lime-
stone pebbles, occasional limestone rocks, 
occasional red brick fragments, moderately 
occurring mortar lumps, modern inclu-
sions of tinfoil & crisp packets. Modern 
build up by builder

5.2 N-S x 1.89 
x 0.4

119 Inner 
Gatehouse

Platform Remains of the platform to the north 
of the drawbridge pit & badly damaged 
towards the southern side. Platform most 
likely, originally, would have come to a 
vertical drop over the drawbridge pit.

0.85 x 1.89

120 Inner 
Gatehouse

Modern 
Deposit

Loose mid brown sandy clay. Inclusions 
of moderate mortar lumps, frequent 
limestone stones, modern finds of crisp 
packets. Abutted stone steps C.119 to N. 

1.8 N-S x 1 wide

121 Inner 
Gatehouse

Modern 
Deposit

Loose mid white brown stony mortar 
deposit. With sub-angular medium to 
large shattered stones, lumps of mortar, red 
brick fragments and modern doorstop.

full length & 
width of gate-
house. 0.45 deep

122 Inner 
Gatehouse

Fill of 
Drawbridge 
pit

Loose md-brown topsoil-like clay silt. In-
clusions of moderate small-large limestone 
fragments, animal bone, burnt sandstone 
fragments, charcoal & glass fragment.  
Possibly cut by C.127.

2.32 N-S x 1.64 x 
0.9 depth.

CAN-
CELLED

CANCELLED-context was a lens within 
C.122

CAN-
CELLED

CANCELLED-context was a lens within 
C.122

123 Inner 
Gatehouse

Fill of 
Drawbridge 
pit

Soft mid-yellow brown silt sand. With oc-
casional charcoal flecks. Cut by C.127 at 
SE corner. Not a coherent layer as such but 
rather an intermittent patchy deposit.

1.6 N-S x 1.58 x 
0.12

124 Inner 
Gatehouse

Fill of 
Drawbridge 
pit

Loose mid brown clay silt. Dump of 
garden soil/topsoil infilling gatehouse pit. 
Similar to C.122 but less stony & more 
organic in nature.

full length & 
width of gate-
house. 0.4 depth.

125 Inner 
Gatehouse

Fill of 
Drawbridge 
pit

Firm mottled grey brown silt sand. Oc-
casional large limestone slabs & occasional 
charcoal. 

full length & 
width of gate-
house. C. 0.5 
depth.

126 Inner 
Gatehouse

Inner 
gatehouse 
pit fill

Duchas test pit dug in SE corner of  inner 
gatehouse drawbridge pit. 

0.8 N-S x 0.4 
x 1.5
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127 Inner 
Gatehouse

Inner 
gatehouse 
pit cut

Duchas test pit dug in SE corner inner 
gatehouse drawbridge pit. Rectangular in 
plan. Truncates C.122, C.123, C.124 & 
C.125. 

128 Inner 
Gatehouse

Pit of 
gatehouse

Cemented orange clay against N wall. 
Context  extends underneath the E wall. 
Appears to overlie the mortar floor C.129.

0.06 x 0.1 depth.

129 Inner 
Gatehouse

Pit of 
gatehouse

Mortar floor. Very uneven. Possibly dam-
aged during reconstruction work. Appears 
to extend under C128 to N.

Extends over 
whole floor & 
under C13 to N

130 Inner 
Gatehouse

Drawbridge 
pit

Redeposited subsoil. Firm light yellow grey 
sand clay. Occasional medium pebbles & 
small & medium stones. 

131 Inner 
Gatehouse

Drawbridge 
pit

Redeposited subsoil. Stiff mid brown 
orange silt clay. Inclusions of medium peb-
bles & occasional small stones.

132 Inner 
Gatehouse

Drawbridge 
pit

Loose dark brown sandy silt. With occa-
sional small stones & moderate medium to 
large stones. Fill was removed from voids/
alcoves on both sides of the drawbridge 
pit. Probably loose fill used to fill the gap 
between the free standing E-W wall and 
the clay.

133 Inner 
Gatehouse

Firm black brown clay layer. Occasional 
medium pebbles, charcoal & burnt soil.

0.08 depth.

134 Inner 
Gatehouse

Firm yellow orange silt clay. Occasional 
small & medium pebbles & stones. Anoth-
er of a series of unexcavated fills uncovered 
in the recess to the west of the drawbridge 
pit & recorded in a section drawing.

135 Inner 
Gatehouse

Drawbridge 
pit

Firm orange clay with occasional medium 
pebbles.

0.1 depth

136 On S side of 
Outer Ward

Bund, the bank constructed to alleviate 
flooding in the past.
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Appendix 2 Finds Register
Context 
No.

NMI Find No. Category Fabric Artefact Type Notes

0 1 Metal Iron Buckle 

0 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
0 3 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type

0 4 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Tin glazed ware
0 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
0 6 Metal Key

0 7 Metal Iron Hook
0 8 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
0 9 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Limerick type
0 10 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
0 11 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
0 12 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Unglazed red 

earthenware
0 13 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
0 14 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Unglazed red 

earthenware
0 15 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Mottled ware
0 16 Glass Coloured glass
0 17 Bone Antler Gaming piece
0 18 Metal & 

Bone
Iron Bone handled fork

0 19 Metal Iron Key
0 20 Metal Copper 

alloy
Key

0 21 Metal Iron Ring pin 
0 22 Metal Copper 

alloy
Badge

1 1 Stone Sandstone Fragment of sharpening 
wheel

2 1 Stone Sandstone Rotary quernstone 
fragment

2 cancelled
2 3 Stone Sandstone Architectural fragment
2 cancelled
2 5 Stone Sandstone Architectural fragment, as-

sociated with 01E1153:2:6
2 6 Stone Sandstone Architectural fragment, as-

sociated with 01E1153:2:5
2 7 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 1 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 2 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 3 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 4 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 5 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 6 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 7 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 8 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 9 Stone Slate Roof slate
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3 10 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 11 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 12 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 13 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 14 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 15 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 16 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 17 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 18 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 19 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 20 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 21 Stone Slate Roof slate
3 22 Metal iron knife blade
3 23 Metal iron? Amorphous 
3 24 Metal iron Nail
4 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
4 2 Metal Iron Nail
4 3 Metal Copper 

alloy
Copper alloy patch

4 4 Metal Iron Nail
4 5 Metal Iron Nail
4 6 Metal Copper 

alloy
Copper alloy patch

4 7 Metal Iron Nail
4 8 Metal Iron Iron Knife?
4 9 Metal Iron Nail
4 10 Metal Iron Nail
4 11 Metal Iron Nail
4 12 Metal Iron Nail
4 13 Metal Iron Nail
4 14 Metal Iron Nail
4 15 Metal Copper 

alloy
Copper alloy patch

4 16 Glass fragment of window glass
4 17 Glass fragment of window glass
4 18 Glass fragment of window glass
4 19 Glass fragment of window glass
4 20 Metal Iron? Amorphous fragment 
5 1 Ceramic Tile Edge fragment Adare type
5 2 Stone Sandstone Quernstone fragment as-

sociated with 01E1153:5:3
5 3 Stone Sandstone Quernstone fragment as-

sociated with 01E1153:5:2 
5 4 Metal Iron Nail
9 1 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
11 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Glazed red 

earthenware
11 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Glazed red 

earthenware
11 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Glazed red 

earthenware
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11 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Glazed red 
earthenware

11 5 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Unglazed red 
earthenware

11 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
11 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:11:8
11 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:11:9
11 9 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
11 10 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
11 11 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Mottled ware
11 12 Metal Iron Nail
11 13 Metal Iron Nail
11 14 Metal Iron piece of weigh crane
11 15 Metal Iron Iron Ring Frag
11 16 Metal Iron Iron Ring Frag
11 17 Metal Iron Iron Ring Frag
11 18 Glass glass blue bead
11 19 Glass glass Blue and red bead
11 20 Metal Iron knife blade
13 21 Stone Slate Slate from oven 
13 22 Stone Slate Slate from oven
14 1 Ceramic Pottery Rim/Handle sherd Adare type
14 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:14:3
14 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:14:2
14 4 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
14 5 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
14 6 Ceramic Pottery
14 7 Ceramic Pottery
14 8 Ceramic Pottery
14 9 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 10 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 11 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 12 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 13 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 14 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 15 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 16 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 17 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 18 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 19 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 20 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 21 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
14 22 Stone Sandstone Quernstone fragment
14 23 Bone Needle
14 24 Bone Gaming die
14 25 Metal Iron Nail
14 26 Metal Iron Nail
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14 27 Metal Iron Nail
14 28 Metal Iron iron ring/bead
14 29 Metal Iron Nail
14 30 Metal Iron Nail
14 31 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 32 Metal Iron Nail
14 33 Metal Iron Nail
14 34 Metal Iron Nail
14 35 Metal Iron Nail
14 36 Metal Iron Nail
14 37 Metal Iron Nail
14 38 Metal Iron Nail
14 39 Metal Iron Nail
14 40 Metal Iron Nail
14 41 Metal Iron Nail
14 42 Metal Iron Nail
14 43 Metal Iron Nail
14 44 Metal Iron Nail
14 45 Metal Iron Nail
14 46 Metal Iron Nail
14 47 Metal Iron Nail
14 48 Metal Iron Nail
14 49 Metal Iron Nail
14 50 Metal Iron Nail
14 51 Metal Iron Nail
14 52 Metal Iron Nail
14 53 Metal Iron Nail
14 54 Metal Iron Nail
14 55 Metal Iron Nail
14 56 Metal Iron Nail
14 57 Metal Iron Nail
14 58 Metal Iron Nail
14 59 Metal Iron Nail
14 60 Metal Iron Nail
14 61 Metal Iron Nail
14 62 Metal Iron Nail
14 63 Metal Iron Nail
14 64 Metal Iron Nail
14 65 Metal Iron Nail
14 66 Metal Iron Nail
14 67 Metal Iron Nail
14 68 Metal Iron Nail
14 69 Metal Iron Nail
14 70 Metal Iron Nail
14 71 Metal Iron Nail
14 72 Metal Iron Nail
14 73 Metal Iron Nail
14 74 Metal Iron Nail Head
14 75 Metal Iron Nail Head
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14 76 Metal Iron Nail Head
14 77 Metal Iron Iron Knife Blade
14 78 Metal Iron Possible knife blade
14 79 Metal Iron Possible knife tang
14 80 Metal Copper 

alloy
Copper alloy bar

14 81 Metal Copper 
alloy

Amorphous copper 
fragment

14 82 Metal Copper 
alloy

Copper alloy patch

14 83 Metal Copper 
alloy

Amorphous copper 
fragment

14 85 Metal Iron Nail 85-92
14 86 Metal Iron Nail
14 87 Metal Iron Nail
14 88 Metal Iron Nail
14 89 Metal Iron Nail fragment
14 90 Metal Iron Nail fragment
14 91 Metal Iron Nail fragment
14 92 Metal Iron Nail fragment
14 93 Metal Iron Nail
14 94 Metal Iron Amorphous 
14 95 Metal Iron Nail
14 96 Metal Iron Nail head
14 97 Metal Iron Nail
14 98 Metal Iron Nail head
14 99 Metal Iron Nail head
14 100 Metal Iron Nail
14 101 Metal Iron Nail head
14 102 Metal Iron Nail
14 103 Metal Iron Nail
14 104 Metal Iron Nail
14 105 Metal Iron Nail
14 106 Metal Iron Amorphous 
14 107 Metal Iron Amorphous 
14 108 Metal Iron Ring?
14 109 Metal Iron Nail
14 110 Metal Iron Nail
14 111 Metal Iron Nail
14 112 Metal Iron Ring
14 113 Metal Iron Nail head
14 114 Metal Iron Nail
14 115 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 116 Metal Iron Nail
14 117 Metal Iron Nail head
14 118 Metal Iron Nail
14 119 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 120 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 121 Metal Iron Nail
14 122 Metal Iron Amorphous
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14 123 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 124 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 125 Metal Iron Nail
14 126 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 127 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 128 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 129 Metal Iron Nail head
14 130 Metal Iron Nail head
14 130 Metal Iron Nail head
14 132 Metal Iron Nail
14 133 Metal Iron Nail
14 134 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 135 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 136 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 137 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 138 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 139 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 140 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 141 Metal Iron Amorphous
14 142 Metal Iron Nail
14 143 Metal Iron Nail
17 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
17 2 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
17 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
17 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
17 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
17 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
17 7 Stone flint Flint blade
17 8 Stone Sandstone Fragment
17 9 Stone Sandstone Fragment
18 1 Metal Copper 

alloy
Copper alloy patch

18 2 Glass Glass
20 1 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
20 2 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
20 3 Ceramic Pottery Rim/Spout sherd Adare type
20 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type?
20 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type?
20 9 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 10 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 11 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 12 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 13 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 14 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 15 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 16 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 17 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
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20 18 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 19 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 20 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
20 21 Metal Copper 

alloy
Copper patch

20 22 Metal Iron Nail
20 23 Metal Iron Nail
23 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
24 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
24 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
24 3 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd? Adare type
24 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Saintonge green 

glazed
24 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Saintonge green 

glazed
24 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Saintonge green 

glazed
24 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
24 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
24 9 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
24 10 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
24 11 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
24 12 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
24 13 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
24 14 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
24 15 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
24 16 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
24 17 Metal Copper 

alloy
Copper foot of pot

24 18 Metal Iron Arrowhead
24 19 Metal Iron Nail
24 20 Metal Iron Bar
24 21 Metal Iron Nail
26 1 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 2 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 3 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 4 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 5 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 6 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 9 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 10 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:26:11
26 11 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:26:10
26 12 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 13 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 14 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 15 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 16 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
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26 17 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 18 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 19 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 20 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 21 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 22 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 23 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 24 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 25 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 26 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
26 27 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 28 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 29 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 30 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 31 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 32 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 33 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 34 Ceramic Pottery Rim/Spout sherd Adare type
26 35 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd? Adare type
26 36 Ceramic Pottery Spout sherd Adare type
26 37 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 38 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 39 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
26 40 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
26 41 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
26 42 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
26 43 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 44 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 45 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 46 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 47 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 48 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 49 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 50 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 51 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
26 52 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
26 53 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
26 54 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
26 55 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 56 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
26 57 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
26 58 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
26 59 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
26 60 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
26 61 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
26 62 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
26 63 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
26 64 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Saintonge green 

glazed
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26 65 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Saintonge green 
glazed

26 66 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 67 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 68 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 69 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 70 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 71 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 72 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 73 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 74 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 75 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 76 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 77 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 78-115 Ceramic Pottery Body fragments Adare type
26 116-214 Ceramic Pottery Base fragments Adare type
26 215-248 Ceramic Pottery Body sherds Adare type
26 249 Ceramic Pottery Waster Adare type
26 250 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
26 cancelled
26 252 Stone Sandstone Sharpening/anvil stone
26 253 Glass Bead Fragment of a glass bead
26 254 Metal Copper 

alloy
Decorated mount

26 255 Metal Iron nail Number re-used
26 256 Glass Vitrified glass
26 257 Stone Sandstone Sharpening/anvil stone Number re-used
26 258 Metal Iron Nail head Number re-used
26 259 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 260 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 261 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 262 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 263 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 264 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 265 Metal Iron Amorphous Number re-used
26 266 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 267 Metal Iron Nail head Number re-used
26 268 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 269 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 270 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 271 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 272 Metal Iron Nail
26 273 Metal Iron Nail
26 274 Metal Iron Nail
26 275 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 276 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 277 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
26 278 Metal Silver Penny
26 279 Metal Iron Nail
26 280 Metal Iron Nail
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26 281 Metal Iron Amorphous
26 282 Metal Iron Amorphous
26 283 Metal Iron Nail
26 284 Metal Iron Nail
26 285 Metal Iron Nail
26 286 Metal Iron Nail
26 287 Metal Iron Nail head
26 288 Metal Iron Nail
26 289 Metal Iron Nail
26 290 Metal Iron Nail
26 291 Metal Iron Nail
26 292 Metal Iron Amorphous
26 293 Metal Iron Nail head
26 294 Metal Iron Amorphous
26 295 Metal Iron Amorphous
26 296 Metal Iron Amorphous
27 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
27 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
30 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
30 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
30 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
35 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
35 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
35 3 Metal Iron Nail
39 1 Stone Sandstone Rotary quernstone 

fragment
42 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
42 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
42 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
42 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
42 5 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Limerick type
42 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
42 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Saintonge green 

glazed
42 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
42 9 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Limerick type
42 10 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
43 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
43 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
43 3 Metal Iron Bent piece of thin iron.
43 4 Bone
43 5 Shell
44 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
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44 9 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 10 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 11 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
44 12 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 13 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 14 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 15 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 16 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 17 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 18 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 19 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 20 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 21 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 22 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 23 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 24 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 25 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 26 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
44 1 Ceramic Pottery Number re-used
44 2 Metal Iron Blade Number re-used
44 3 Metal Iron Amorphous Number re-used
44 4 Metal Iron Spur Number re-used
44 5 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
44 6 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
44 7 Metal Iron Na Number re-used
44 8 Metal Iron Nail Number re-used
44 9 Number re-used
44 10 Metal Iron slag Number re-used
44 11 Stone Slate Roof slate Number re-used
44 12 Bone Number re-used
44 13 Metal Coin Sixpence (1915) Number re-used
44 14 Shell Oyster Number re-used
45 1 Stone Slate Roof slate
46 1 Stone Slate Roof slate
47 1 Ceramic Clay Baked clay Linked to 

01E1153:47:2
47 2 Ceramic Clay Baked clay Linked to 

01E1153:47:1
47 3 Stone Sandstone Rotary quernstone 

fragment
47 4 Stone Sandstone Quernstone fragment
47 5 Bone
50 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
50 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
50 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:68:10
50 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
50 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Glazed red 

earthenware
50 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
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50 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
50 8 Metal Iron? Amorphous fragment 
50 9 Metal Copper 

alloy
Amorphous fragment of 
molten copper

50 10 Shell check the shell report
50 11 Bone
51 1 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
51 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
54 Metal Iron Horse shoe nail
57 1 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
57 2 Metal Copper 

alloy
Amorphous fragment of 
molten copper

57 3 Metal Copper 
alloy

Amorphous fragment of 
molten copper

57 4 Metal Copper 
alloy

Amorphous fragment of 
molten copper

57 5 Metal Copper 
alloy

Amorphous fragment of 
molten copper

57 6 Metal Copper 
alloy

Amorphous copper 
fragment

57 7 Metal Copper 
alloy

Copper alloy patch

58 1 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
58 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
58 3 Bone
58 4 Shell
58 5 Metal Iron? Amorphous fragment 
58 6 Metal Copper 

alloy
Fragment

58 7 Metal Copper 
alloy

Amorphous fragment of 
molten copper

59 8 Bone
59 9 Shell
62 1 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Saintonge green 

glazed
62 2 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
62 3 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Limerick type?
62 4 Bone
63 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
63 2 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
63 3 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
63 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
63 5 Shell
63 6 Wood Yew Tuning peg
63 7 Wood Pomoideae Peg
63 8 Wood Honey-

suckle
Tuning peg/handle 
fragment

63 9 Wood Pomoideae Chip
63 10 Wood Pomoideae Worked twig
63 11 Wood Oak Peg
63 12 Wood Hazel Peg
63 13 Wood Ash Peg?
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63 14 Wood Pomoideae Peg
63 15 Wood Alder Fragment from bowl
63 16 Wood Oak Chip
63 17 Wood Oak Peg
63 18 Wood Oak Wedge
63 19 Wood Alder Waste chip
63 20 Wood Ash Fragment from bowl
63 21 Wood Ash Fragment
63 22 Wood Oak Fragment
63 23 Wood Oak Fragment
63 24 Wood Oak Cut chip
63 25 Wood Oak Cut chip
63 26 Wood Pomoideae Possible stake
63 27 Wood Birch Chip
63 28 Wood Ash Stake
63 29 Wood Oak Plank
63 30 Wood Oak Unknown
63 31 Wood Oak Plank with pegs
63 32 Wood Ash Possible stake
63 33 Wood Oak Cut chip
63 34 Wood Oak Cut chip
63 35 Wood Oak Cut chip
63 36 Wood Oak Plank
63 37 Wood Oak Plank
63 38 Wood Alder Bowl
63 39 Leather
63 40 Leather
63 41 Leather
64 1 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:64:2+3+4
64 2 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:64:1+3+4
64 3 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:64:1+2+4
64 4 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:64:1+2+3
64 5 Bone
65 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
65 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
65 3 Metal Iron Nail
65 4 Metal Iron Amorphous
65 5 Bone
65 6 Shell
67 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:67:5+6
67 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:67:3+4
67 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:67:2+4
67 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:67:2+3
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67 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 
to 01E1153:67:1+5

67 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 
to 01E1153:67:1+6

67 7 Glass White glass
68 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:68:8
68 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
68 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
68 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
68 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
68 6 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
68 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
68 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:68:1
68 9 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
68 10 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:50:3
68 11 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
68 12 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
68 13 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
68 14 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
68 15 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
68 16 Glass Clear glass
68 17 Slag
68 18 Bone
75 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
75 2 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
79 1 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
79 2 Shell
79 3 Bone
80 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Unglazed red 

earthenware
80 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
80 3 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
80 4 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
80 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Saintonge unglazed?
80 6 Ceramic Broken clay pipe stem
80 7 cancelled  
80 8 Metal Iron Amorphous
80 9 Ceramic Clay pipe Bowl and stem fragment
80 10 Ceramic Clay pipe Bowl and stem fragment
80 11 Shell
80 12 Bone
80 13 Wood
81 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
81 2 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Mottled ware
81 3 cancelled
81 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
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81 5 Ceramic Pottery Rim/Spout sherd Adare type
81 6 cancelled
81 7 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
81 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
81 9 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type - Linked to 

01E1153:81:13+21+23
81 10 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
81 11 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
81 12 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
81 13 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type 

- Linked to 
01E1153:81:9+21+23

81 14 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
81 15 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type - Linked 

to 01E1153:81:24
81 16 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd North Devon gravel 

free
81 17 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
81 18 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Limerick type
81 19 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
81 20 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
81 21 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type 

- Linked to 
01E1153:81:9+13+23

81 22 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
81 23 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type 

- Linked to 
01E1153:81:9+13+21

81 24 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type - Linked 
to 01E1153:81:15

81 25 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Limerick type
81 26 Ceramic Pottery Rim/Handle sherd Adare type
87 1 Stone Sandstone Stone mortar
87 2 Metal Iron Iron file with wooden 

handle
96 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 9 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 10 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 11 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 12 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 13 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 14 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 15 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type 

- Linked to 
01E1153:96:16
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96 16 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type 
- Linked to 
01E1153:96:15

96 17 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 18 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 19 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 20 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 21 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Unglazed red 

earthenware
96 22 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 23 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 24 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 25 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 26 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Unglazed red 

earthenware
96 27 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 28 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 29 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 30 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 31 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 32 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 33 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 34 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
96 35 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
96 36 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
96 37 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Adare type
96 38 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
96 39 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 40 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 41 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 42 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 43 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 44 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 45 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 46 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 47 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 48 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 49 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 50 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 51 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 52 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 53 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 54 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
96 55 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
96 56 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
96 57 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
97 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
97 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
97 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
97 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
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97 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Limerick type
97 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
97 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
97 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
97 9 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
97 10 Ceramic Pottery Rim/Spout sherd Limerick type
97 11 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
97 12 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
97 13 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
97 14 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
97 15 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
97 16 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
97 17 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
97 18 Ceramic Pottery Rim sherd Slipware
99 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Unglazed red 

earthenware
101 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Mottled ware
101 2 Ceramic Pottery Handle sherd Adare type
103 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
103 2 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
106 1 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
106 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
107 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
110 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
110 2 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Adare type
112 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
113 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
113 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
113 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
124 1 Stone Sandstone Rotary quernstone 

fragment
136 1 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
136 2 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
136 3 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
136 4 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
136 5 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
136 6 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
136 7 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
136 8 Ceramic Pottery Body sherd Adare type
136 9 Ceramic Pottery Base sherd Black glazed ware
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